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The message is brief and simple: 
CANTAT 2, officially inaugurated June 21st 
1974Jsthe latestand largesttrans-Atlantic 
submarine telephone cable system. 
Developed and supplied entirely by STC, it is 
the first system serving the North Atlantic 
route to be undertaken by a single company.

Its capacity of 1,840 telephone circuits 
is more than the combined total provided by 
the seven other telephone cable links 
between Europe and North America that 
have preceded CANTAT 2. And, incidentally, 
STC made its contribution to no fewer

than six of those seven.
"It's for you" is where you, the user, 

come in. "It was undertaken by us" is where 
we bow out - to progress other submarine 
cable contracts worth, in total, some 
£50 million.

STC's world-wide telecommunications 
capability continues to forge new and better 
communication links throughout the world.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, 
Submarine Systems Division, 
NorthWoolwich,London E16 2EJ.
Telephone: 01-4761401 Telex: 21645

Standard Telephonesand Cables Limited
A British Company of ItfST
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The new ITT2300 
Teleprinter



Light on cost.
Light on weight. 

Strong on performance.
This is the new ITT 2300 Teleprinter. Today's 

supreme teleprinter for telex and private wire 
usage, and a very significant advance in teleprinter 
design.

Its main features include:
Telex Control Interface and control 

requirements, for bothTelex and Private Wire 
operation are met by simple strapping options.

Semi Electronic Design All signal processing 
is electronic, using large scale integrated circuit 
techniques. The answerback coding consists of a 
printed circuit board which can be plugged into 
any lTT 2300. Mechanical tasks are limited to print 
out of page copy, punching, tape reading and 
keying actions.

So the 2300 is smaller, lighter and quieter.
Reliability Micro electronic techniques reduce 

the number of mechanical parts by two thirds, 
thus significantly increasing rellabiiity.

Maintenancc.Minimum moving parts and 
modular construction result in feweradjustmeets— 
maximum access¡biilty. Routine maintenance

is only necessary every 1000 hours (or one year).
Versatility Push a button to select your 

operational mode. All the usual modes are 
available. And the 'Tape Prep' mode allows the 
preparation of a new tape with associated 
printed copy, while the reader transmits existing 
information to line. This increases traffic 
throughput when necessary.

And the ITT 2300 is easy to operate—one of 
the keyboard arrangements has a typewriter layout 
to minimise training. It's also easy to change 
paper rolls, tape rolls and the ink roller, too. Tape 
preparation can be carried out at up to 75 bauds 
(1O cps), and transmitted to line at 50 or 75 bauds 
(6% or 10 cps). Operation at 100 bauds (13s cps) 
is also available. The 2300 conforms to 
recognised international standards of safety, and 
is equipped with a time-out facility for private 
wire usage.

For more details, write to Publicity 
Department 20, ITT Creed Ltd., FREEPOST, 
Brighton BN1 1ZW. (No stamp required if posted 
within the U.K.).

.TT Creed Limited ITT
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ON TOP OF THE WORLD
GEC ACROSS THE BOLI VIAN HIGH ANDES
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Anicrredible undertaking-only possible wM 
GEC’s vast experience in worldwide commun
i cations.

A £3.25 million contract will bring Bolivian 
trunk telephone communications right upto 
date and providefacilities for TVto be relayed 
from La Paz to other major cities. It will 
carry telex and data services, too.

Designed to meet CCIR recommendations, a 
broad band micro-wave radio system will cover a 
route length of 900km (560 miles) -and have a 
capacity of 960 telephone circuits and a standby 
protection channel which can also be used to 
carryteievision programmes.

Ten of the fifteen radio stations will be 
situated well over 3,600m (12,000 ft.) high with 
wide temperature and humidity variations. 
Such conditions require absolute dependability- 
a very good reason for choosing GEC of England.

GECTELECOMMUNCATIONS LTD.
OFCOVENTRY, ENGLAND.

A Management Company of the General Electric Co. Ltd. of England. 
Microwave and LineTransmission: Multiplex: V.F. Telegraphy: Data Modems: Telephone 
Switching Systems: Private Telephone Systems: Telephones: Total Systems Caf/atbilty. IntouCh with the word.

G85
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The GEC 746 table telephone - 
You can depend on it. That’s the 
most important thing you can say 
about a telephone, a very essential 
tool of modern society Important 
as it is, it is often taken for granted.

When you buy a telephone you 
obviously want good styling at a 
low price. In the 746 we provide 
both but more importantly we offer 
an instrument of high performance 
and unique flexibility wi th the widest 
available choice of options. These 
options include:
* 1or 2 switching buttons for recall, 

shared service, conference, 
priority access, bell on/off.

* Seven colour options.
* Handset: Lamp calling; deaf aid; 

press-to-talk.
* Tableor wall mounting.

* Dials: 10or 20 i.p.s; dial lock;
CB. working.
Number rings - to suit any 
requirement.
Pushbutton signalling - 
three versions available: 
Self-contained MOS loop dis-

GEC manufacture telephones 
for world markets: table and 
wall-mounting models in a number 
of attractive colours, loudspeaking 
telephones, pushbutton telephones 
and switching telephone systems.

Dial or pushbutton versions
connectfor all types of exchange. available for
Multifrequencyforlargeexchanges. all telephones.^
D.C. leg for PAX/PABX exchanges. 
Ringer: High or low impedance. 
Extension Bell.
Automatic volume regulator 
optional.
Line cord 1.5 m,2 m, 3 m Plug or 
Jack. You oonidn’t be in better hands.

Someone, somewhere may think 
they have a requirement that cannot 
be met by the GEC 746 range. 
We’d welcome the chance to prove 

lemwiong. '

GECTelecommunicafiiqns Ltd..
Telephone DiviSion, Whinbank Road, Aycliffe, 
Co. Durham, England.
AMnagementCompamy 
of Th «a Genefial Electric 
Company Ltd. of England.

*

*

*

Always at hand.
The GEC746tabletelephone
-youcandependonit.

GFc
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Marconi Marconi

Tropospheric Scatter PCM Systems

Marconi is a world leader in the provision of 
complete tropospheric scatter systems.

Its new range of fully solid-state drive and 
receiver equipments and t.w.t. and klystron 
amplifiers can be engineered into a wide variety 
of systems capable of meeting the-exact require
ments of users.

Various combinations of frequency, space, polar 
and angle diversity are available in order to 
achieve the highest circuit performance.

Marconi offers a complete service covering 
feasibility studies, geographical and propagation 
surveys, systems engineering, civil engineering 
installation (including complete ’turnkey' projects) 
and personnel training.

Marconi istheforemostmanufacturerandexporter 
of PCM systems in the United Kingdom. More 
than 100,000 channel ends have been sold to the 
British Post Office, overseas telephone authorities 
and public utilities, because of technical quality, 
cost effectiveness and prompt delivery, coupled 
with highly experienced planning, installation and 
commissioning services.

Marconi PCM interfaces with most modern 
automatic exchange systems, and is also suitable 
for future integrated switching systems. It toler
ates low-quality audio, cable and operates in 
adverse environments. It can be expanded econ
omically and flexibly and can also provide tele
printer channels and data transmission facilities.

Cable and wireless tropo terminal at Bahrain
H100A U65

Marconi Communication Systems
Complete civil and military static and mobile communication systems

Marconi Communication Systems Limited,Chelmsford, Essex, England

A GEC-Marconi ElecCnonics Company LTD



30 CHANNELS PCM 
MULTIPLEX
CCITT—CEPT specification
E/M signalling units or built in 
signalling converters for different 
switching techniques
Facility for data transmission

30 CHANNELS CABLE LINE 
OVER SYMMETRICAL PAIRS
Automatic gain control
14 stations remotely supervised 
from each line terminal

30 CHANNELS DIGITAL 
RADIO LINK
13 GHz pole mounting radio 
equipment with AM/ON-OFF 
modulation
Radio installation up to 2 km 
apart from multiplex station 
with remote feeding
20 km typical hop

Housings in manholes, directly 
buried underground or pole 
mounting

TELETTRA DIGITAL EQUIPMENTS

UP
T 0

05
/7
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DTE/B-TIM 
DT8/I7-TIM 
DT8/35-TM

8.448 Mbit/s DIGITAL LINE
4 km regenerative section over 
microcoaxial (0.65—2.8) or 
screened symmetrical-pair 
cable

DT8

8,448; 17,152; 34,304 Mbit/s 
DIGITAL MULTIPLEXERS
Digital multiplexers for 2 and 
8 Mbit/s digital lines (120, 
240 and 480 chs.)

100 km remote feeding span 
Range of applliciation extendable 
to 34 Mbit lines with 2 km 
repeater sparing

DIGITAL RADIO SYSTEMS 
UP TO 34 Mbit
2— or 4—phase digital 
modulation
Heterodyne scheme
8, 17, 34 Mbit/s transmission 
HD2: operating in the 13 GHz 
range
HG: operating within FDM 
CCIR frequency arrangement

over lO years experience in PCM plant in 
domestic and foreign market

ZE-ZV//?/ VIMERCATE MILANO ITALY



Mullqrd's wide range 
of optical ¡solicitors

Mullard 
components 

for 
Post Office 
electronics

Optically coupled isolators 
are ideal interface com - 
ponents because they pro
vide complete electrical 
isolation between the input 
and output circuits, and yet 
give very effective signal 
coupling over a broad fre
quencyspectrum.

Eight isolators are now 
avaiiable from Mullard — 
types CNY22, CNY23, 
CNY42, CNY43, CNY44, 
CNY46, CNY47 and 
CNY47A — the last two 
meeting most of the para- 
metersof PostOfiicespeci- 
fication PO18. Each isolator 
contains aGaAslightemit - 
ting diode and a silicon
Type No. CNY22 CNY23 CNY42 CNY43 CNY44/46 CNY47 CNY47A

5-pin 5-pin 4-pin 4-pin 4-lead TO-12 DlL-6 DlL-6
Encapsulation plastic plastic plastic p|astic hermetically 

sealed
plastic plastic

Min. breakdown 
voltage(peak)

4kV 2.8kV 4kV 2.8kV 1.5kV 4kV 4kV

Min.transfer 
ratio

25% 50% 25% 50% 30% 20% 40%

Vceo max. 30 V 50V 30V 50V 50V 30 V 30V
Turn-ontime 5;>.s 5(03 5o.3 503 2us 5ls 50$

Long life 108 series 
meets with approval

Everybody approves of 
Mullard's 108 series of 
professional electrolytic 
capacitors. With individual 
values selected in accord
ance with the lEC E6 series, 
the full range now covers 
2.2 to 2200oF. The typical 
lifetime at 85°C of 10000 
hours more than satisfies 
I EC specification 103 (type 
1), which only calls for 
2000 hours. What's more 
the requirement of Post 
Office specification D2186 
for a lifetime of 20 years at 
43°<Cis also satisfied.

All connections inside 
the capacitor can are cold- 
welded for improved rell- 
abiilty. This method ofcon- 
struction also contributes 
to the low equivalent series 

photodetector sealed into 
anencapsulation.

Mullard isolators do not 
need to incorporate ampli
fiers because they have 
transfer ratios of upto 50%, 
according to type. In fact, 
type CNY48, which is still 
in development, has a 
photo Darlington receiver 
with a minimum transfer 
ratio of 600%. This is in a 
DIL-6plasticencapsulation 
and hasanisolationvoltage 
of2kV. '

An exclusive method of 
assembly ensures that the 
spacing between the emit
ter and detector is very 
closely controlled. This 

resistance achieved. So 
does the low ohmic resist
ance of the electrolyte 
itself, and the result is that 
thetotal reduction in series 
resistance cuts down the 
amount of heat generated 
forany given ripple current.

feature provides the high 
signal-transfer ratio and 
high input-to-output break
down voltage rating. All 
devices are given a high 
voltage test before leaving 
thefactory.

Six of the isolators are in 
economical plastic encap
sulations, while the others 
are in hermetically sealed 
encapsularionssuitablefor 
applications in severe en
vironmental conditions. In 
four of the plastic devices 
connections are 'brought 
out’, while the other two 
have the photodetector 
base floating to forward 
bias the base-emitter junc-

This extends the effective 
life of the electrolyte—and 
therefore the capacitor— 
and gives significantly im
proved ripple current rat
ings. Can sizes are kept to 
aminimumbyusing special 
etched foil techniques.

tlon.Asimilararrangtmtnt 
is used for the TO-12 en- 
capsulatlon. Forward blas
ing increases the collector
emitter current and makes 
^substantially greaterthan 
the photogenerated 
current.

SWITCHEDMUDE 

POWERSUPPLIES 

NEW LITERATURE

Foliowingtherelease of the 
new Mullard FX3700 series 
of ferrite transformer cores 
for switched-mode power 
supplies, a special publica
tion is now available on the 
variousdesignfactorstobe 
considered. Two design 
examples are given, the 
first a push-pull trans
former in a converter oper
ating from 300V d.c. and 
giving 5V d.c. at 40A, and 
the second a similar trans
former operating from 50V 
—the level typically avail
able in telephone applica
tions.

The new publication 
examines the different 
winding factors in high - 
frequency transformer de
sign. Practical aspects of 
winding and assembly are 
also considered. A copy of 
this publication is available 
from Mullard Limited 
(quote Ref: CPS/512).

M012

For further information please contact your Mullard representative.
Mullard Limited,Mulla_d House, Torrington Place, London-WC1E7HD Mullard
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Rustrak Miniature
Strop Chart Recorder
Rustrak miniature strip chart recorders are available as potentiometric 
or galvanometer type instruments which produce a permanent record 
of virtually any parameter that can be converted into an electrical 
signal; temperature, pressure, flow,level,watts,frequency, humidity. 
events and many more.

Data is recorded on pressure sensitive papier. obviating the many 
problems that can result from the use of ink. A wide range of motor 
speeds and interchangeable gearboxes is available to give over 50 
chart speeds.

Of attractive design, the low-cost Rustrak recorder measures only 
5%” high by 3% wide

Considerable savings in time and cost are made by hand from indicator 
readings.

Delivery of the standard instrument is 2-3 weeks and a complete 
advisory service on your particular recorder problems is available 
from our experts.

Guitón
EMEEJJEDE

Rustrak Instrument Division
BRIGHTON BN2 4JU

from abacus,
through...bubble chamber...

carposporangium... flying tuck...

pentaeeythritol tetranitrate.;.
and (sic) uncertainty principle... 

to zymetic

Here are 
the facts

Rev»

A complete component 
design and development 
service backed by a product 
range that includes: 
Precision voltage reference 
units
Silicon compensated 
reference diodes
Silicon power Zener diodes 
(300 mW—75 W) and clipper

diodes . ..
Silicon reference voltage 
diodes
Si|icon diffused rectifiers
F.E.T.'s and diodes
Ultra stable voltage reference 
units
Fast switching diodes 
High speed prec^on saws 
using .002"diamond blade

Now try the service!
£8.00 net 1 
published by 
W&R Chambers 
11 Thistle Street 

Edinburgh-EHZ IDG
Sem itron
Semitron Ltd Cricklade Wiltshire ~t1 ; 0793-75-464 Telexz44848
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TC Es winning team.

You don’t stay up with the league-leaders without atotally coimmt- 
tedteam.AtTCLwe offerjust this—fromplanning throughto installa
tion. Today, our worldwide advisory service is on hand to assist you 
with any cable project.For eitherthe manufacture of a single telephone 
cable or the designing,. making and laying of a complete'telecommunh 
cations network.

So if you want top performance in communications, contact us.
We’ve had a lot of successes, both at home and away.

tcl Delep^nm Cables Ltd, 
Dagenham, England. 
Tel;,O0s592 66111 
Sablefi^gycore, 
Dagaaham.
Telex: 393216.
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EDITORIAL

The CANTAT 2 submarine cable system was officially 
opened on 21 June 1974, the inaugural call being made by 
the Prime Minister, the Rt. Hon. Harold Willson, M.P., 
speaking from Huyton, Liverpool, to the Canadian 
Prime Minister, M. Pierre Trudeau at Deer Lake, 
Newfoundland. This £30M cable system, which is 
designed to carry communications between Europe and 
North America at least until the year 2000 and which 
was completed two weeks before the contract completion 
date, represents a major achievement for British tech
nology and British industry. A series of three articles in 
this issue of the Journa/ describes CANTAT 2, covering 
such topics as the design of the system, the laying of the 
cable and some technical details of the terminal equip
ment. A fourth article describes the principles of satellite 
navigation, which was used in laying the CANTAT 2 
cable.

This issue of the Journal also features the first two 
articles of a series describing some of the studies under
taken by the British Post Office in formulating a strategy 
for the renewal of local exchangees in the U.K. An 
introduction to this important subject is given by the 
Director of Operational Programming, Mr. J. S. Whyte, 
and the first two articles describe some of the work 
involved in formulating a future strategy and the 
principlks and facilities of the computer model used to 
assist in determining the strategy.

129



Local-Exchange Renewal Strategy:
Forewo rid
For a number of years, the British Post Office (B.P.O.) has 
been moving progressively towards new switching policies. 
In the middle 1960s, crosshair systems were introduced into 
local exchanges and, subsequently, main-network exchanges. 
About the same time, TXEZ, the smaH reed-relay electronic 
exchange, was introduced. This is now standard provision in 
its size range, and over 500 are in service in the U.K.

Further steps forward were taken last year. The first was 
the dedsion to introduce TXE4 deccronic exchanges on a 
large scale. A series of articles in the Journal in 1972-73 
described the technical features of the TXE4 exchange, the 
steps in its evolution, and the procedures used for the strict 
control of its development and early production^ Large 
orders for the system have now been placed, and preparations 
for mass production by three manufacturers arewdl advanced.

The second deecsion was to adopt a policy of acceÇerated 
Strowge' replacement at local exchanges. These, at present, 
serve about 12-miillon customers, and will be replaced over a 
period of about 20 years by crossbar and dedronic exchanges.

Although the evohition of policy is a continuous process, 
and many more steps remain to be taken in the future,

1 May, C. A. Electronic Exchanges: The Steps Leading to 
TXE4. P.Û.E.E.J., Vol. 65, p. 133, Oct. 1972.

Daves, E. Management of the TXE4 Elnctronic Exchange 
Project. P.G.E.E.J., Vol. 65, p. 247, Jan. 1973. 

decisions of a magnitude comparable to this one are taken by 
telecommunications administrations very infrequently. Per
haps, only the change from manual to automatic switching 
and the introduction of s.t.d. were of comparable signi
ficance. Both of these decisions were, however, taken at a 
time when the system was much smaller, and, in consequence, 
the capital implications were of a different order of magnitude. 
Recognizing not only the economic significance of the 
decisions they would have to take, but also their commercial, 
industrial, and service importance, the B.P.O. Board insisted 
that the issues involved be subjected to the most detailed 
scrutiny. The investigations covered a range and depth greater 
than for any previous decision taken by the B.P.O.

Of the many studies that were undertaken, those concerned 
with the economic consequences of alternative strategies were 
of particular importance, and will be described in a series of 
articles in the Journal, the first two appearing in this issue. 
The appearance of these articles gives me the opportunity to 
thank not only the authors of the articles, but also their many 
colleagues in several parts of the B.P.O., and the U.K. 
telecommunications industry, who contributed in various 
ways to the success of the work.

J. S. WHYTE 
Director of 
Operationcd Programming

Local-Exchange Renewal Strategy: 
Formulating a Strategy
D. L. BENSON, c.eng., M.1.E.E.T

U.D.C. 621.395.34:658.15: 332.67

Renewaa of Strowger local exchanges with modern equipment raises important issues of policy. The decision 
by the British Post Office Board to adopt a policy ofaccelerated replacementfollowed detailed study of very 
many relevant factors. Of particular importance were the economic consequences of various poteniaa 
renewaa strategies. This article describes some of the work involved in formulating future strategy, and 
concentrates primarily on economic studies. The methodology adopter! to contain the magnitude of the cost 
calculations and to achieve reliable results whilst calculating costs up to 30 years ahead are described.

INTRODUCTION
Telephone exchanges are enlarged perodicaHy to provide for 
growth. As a consequence, there comes a time when the 
earliest equipment has worn out, but a large part of the 
exchange, often the majority, is s:tll quite serviceable. The 
worn-out equipment may be replaced by equipment of the 
same design, old Strowger racks being replaced by new, but 
the introduction of modern switching systems has provided a 
range of alternative options. For example, as Strowger 
equipment wears out, it may be replaced by starting new

T Operational Programming Department, Telecommunications 
Headquarters.

exchanges in modern equipment. An old exchange may then 
be withdrawn from service piece-meal over a period of many 
years, as each section of the exchange wears out.

Modern exchange systems offer advantages both to 
customers and to the operating administration. The replace
ment of Strowger exchange equipment as it wears out invokes 
a process that will stretch over a very long period, extending 
well into the next century. During this period, some measure 
of confusion and inefficiency will occur. Another approach, 
therefore, is to embark on a program for the planned replace
ment of all Strowger plant within a specified period. This 
would involve scrapping some equipment. before it has worn 
out. It would also involve higher capital expenditure for 
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many years. However, such a plan would reduce operating 
costs. It would also enable exchanges to be replaced com
plete;/ in modern equipment when circumstances are 
opportune, and it would advance the time when the benefits 
of model’ll exchanges are available to all. Clearly, many 
variations are possible from these examples of options.

Bxchangn-renewai plans have far-reaching consequences 
because, in the U.K., they involve fixed assets currently 
worth some £1,000M, and will affect the financial performance 
of the telecommunications business for many years ahead. 
Detailed cost studies are, therefore, an essential ingredient 
in the process of deciding which, of many potential renewal 
strategies, is the best one to pursue. This article describes the 
economic study methods which were used to investigate 
renewal strategy for large local exchanges.

THE GENERAL APPROACH TO ECONOMIC 
STUDIES

Cost studies have been based on the well-established dis- 
cozmed-cash-flow (d.c.f.) method.1: 2 This is a method of 
bringing to account the fact that the reaa value of money, 
after adjustment to eliminate the effects of inflation, increases 
with time. For example, it can be invested and earn interest. 
Items of cash flow occurring in different years may not, 
therefore, be added together without an adjustment to reflect 
this change in value. In the d.c.f. method, this adjustment is 
effected by discounting future cash flows at an agreed test- 
disco-mt rate to bring them to a common base date—the 
present; time. Discounted cash, flows may then be aggregated 
to show the prneenl value of a scheme. If two alternative 
schemes are costed by this method, each produces a present 
value, and the difference between these is the net presenn value 
(n.p.v.), this being the conclusion which is usually quoted. A 
costing period of 30 years has been used, because this is, 
roughly, the normaa life of telephone-exchange equipment.

Normally, all items of cash flow are brought to account in 
d.c.f. calculations. However in comparative studies, any item 
which is unchanged appears on both sides of the comparison 
and, therefore, cancels out in the n.p.v. Revenue is regarded 
as such an item, and has, therefore, been excluded from the 
studies. This flows from the asssumption that, whichever 
strategy is adopted, the telephone service will provide for the 
needs of customers, and receipts will be unaffected. This 
simplifying asssmption normally operates to the advantage 
of an existing system, and may, therefore, give an element of 
protection against over-optimistic forecasts of the benefits of 
change.

The economics of exchange renewal strategy are complex, 
and costings are on a very large scale. Over 6,000 exchanges 
are involved, and they differ greatly in size, rate of growth 
and local characteristics. An economic study of individual 
exchanges would be an enormous undertaking. The size of 
this problem might be contained by studying a range of 
typical exchanges, but an important consideration is that 
decisions at individual exchanges interact with each other. 
They cannot all be renewed at the same time. What is required 
is a national study, based on an orderly program of renewal 
spread over a period of many years, reflecting changes in 
costs which will flow from implementation of the renewal 
program.

The scale of a national economic study was contained by 
using two simple devices. The first device is to use a method of 
costing which enables a large number of exchanges to be 
costed in bulk. The se;ond device is to sort exchanges into a 
few natural groupings.

The idea of bulk costing is not new, but it has not received 
the widespread recognition that the method deserves. In 
essence, the method expresses the cost of an exchange in the 
form of a simple linear formula. The formula brings to 
account the two man variables that influence the cost of an 
exchange. These are the number of customers’ lines (or 

connexions) served by the exchange, and the traffic-carrying 
capacity of the exchange. Traffic capacity may be defined in 
several ways, and total originated traffic has been adopted 
as the most useful and convenient definition. Originated 
traffic is, of course, the number of lines multiplied by the 
average calling-rate/line. Therefore, originated traffic and 
average calling-rate are terms which may be interchanged.

The simple linear formula takes the form of
cost = aL + bE + c, for one exchange,

where L is the number of lines provided, and E is the origi
nated traffic, measured in erlangs. The constants a, b and c 
describe the cost characteristics of a switching system. The 
per-exchange constant c, for example, is small for a dis- 
persed-control system such as Strowger, and very large for a 
common-control system such as TXE4.

Many other factors contribute to the cost of an exchange; 
for example, the proportion of calls which are completed to 
other customers on the same exchange, but all these factors 
are assumed to have average values. This assumption could 
produce a relatively large error for an individual exchange, 
but, as exchanges are bulked together, errors must progres
sively diminish.

This formula is used to cost a large number of exchanges in 
bulk, and so the total cost is a times the total number of lures 
provided, plus b times the total originated erlang switching 
capacity provided, plus 6 times the number of new exchanges 
started.3

The value of this very simple approach to bulk costing les 
in the fact that it is not necessary to know the exact location 
of new equipment. It does not matter whether lines are 
provided at a new exchange or added to an existing one, nor 
whether they are smaU exchanges or large ones. Taking lines, 
for example, only the total number provided must be known. 
Basic forecasts for growth are expressed in terms of total 
national growth, not in the form of 6,000 or so individual 
exchange growth forecasts, and costs may, therefore, be 
derived directly from overall growth forecasts.

The fact that secondary cost factor’s are assumed to have 
average values does not give rise to serious errors, but 
greater accuracy can be obtained by segregating exchanges 
which have fundamental differences. The most important 
difference is that between director exchanges and non - 
director exchanges. Other divisions are useful; non-director 
exchanges may be separated into large, small and very small 
exchanges: director exchanges may be separated into those 
located in London and those located in provincial areas. 
However’, each split involves additional data problems. 
Factors, such as growth forecasts, have to be apportioned to 
each division, and there are other considerations which are 
inter-dependent. Experience has shown that three divisioos— 
director, large non-director and smaller non-director—are 
sufficient to formulate a sound strategy. More detailed 
divisions can be used in refining a strategy, but introduce 
unnecessary complexity at the stage when all conceivable 
strategies are being explored.

Crossbar and TXE4 equipment are involved in two of the 
three divisions adopted. Economic studies have concentrated 
on these two divisions, namely director and large non - 
director’. They cover about 80 per cent of all lines, or about 
9-million lines at the present time, and these lines are served 
by some 1,500 exchanges.

BASIC COSTS
Very many factors contribute to telephone-exchange costs. 

These may be divided into items of capital expenditure and 
operating costs. The key items of capital expenditure are 
contract payments and British Post Oflice (B.P.O.) contract 
costs. These costs vary with time, even at constant money 
values, general inflation being excluded from d.c.f. calculations.
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Fig. 1—Cost of a range of exchanges against size

COST OF 
EXCHANGE

size of exchange 
(no. of lines)

Fig. 2—Change incost of a particular exchange as size is gradually 
increased

Moreover, prices are influenced by changing production 
volumes. Operating costs may be subdivided into maintenance 
charges and miscellaneous expenditure. These costs are also 
expected to vary with time, even at constant money values. 
Each of these key cost factors is discussed in the following 
sections.

Contract Payments
The cost of buying telephone-exchange equipment is 

calculated, in bulk, for each year’s purchasing program, 
using the cost formula method referred to earlier. Two 
methods have been used to esttaolish reliable cost formulae.

The first method is to obtain a large number of actual 
exchange costs, and to deduce a formula which gives a best 
fit to these data. Fig. 1 shows a simple example. A number of 
exchanges are selected which are virtually identical in respect 
of one of the two variables. Assume that, in Fig. 1 all 
exchanges have virtually the same average calling-rate, so that 
size of exchange in the diagram means number of lines. Each 
point on the diagram indicates the cost/size relationship of 
one exchange. By drawing a besstfit line, a partial solution is 
obtained. RepeEition of this process for several calling rates 
enables a complete solution to be derived. This is a simple 
form of regressson analysis. In practice, extensive use has 
been made of the more sophisticated approach of using a 
computer to carry out multiple regressson analysis on all the 
exchange costs available. This produces a complete formula 
directly, together with statistical data defining the accuracy 
of fit. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that individual exchange costs 
cannot be expected to be represented exactly by the formula; 
there is a spread on each side of the line because of local 
differences. It may also be seen that, when a random seleetion 
of exchanges is bulked together, these local differences 
average out.

The alternative method is to explore systemarically the way 
the cost of an exchange changes, as its size changes. Computer 
programs are available which calculate the cost of a particular 
exchange agaiast a specification. Typical values can be 
specified for all minor parameters. One of the two main 
variables, say, the average calling rate, maybe fixed arbitrarily: 
the other the number of lines, is then advanced in discreet 
steps. At each step, the exchange is costed by the computer 
program. Such a series is illustrated in Fig. 2. The slope is 
not smooth, steps occurring at intervals. This is typical of a 
common-control exchange. Usually, these steps can be 
identified by a knowledge of the system design. It is also usual 
that the steps occur in different places for different calling 
rates. Putting a line through the mean of these steps is, 
therefore, not only convenient:, but more accurate for the 
generality of exchanges. For Strowger exchanges, the steps 
are very small in amplitude, the plotted points bring very 

close to a straight line. The full formula can be derived by 
repeating the process for other calling rates, or by fixing the 
number of lines and varying the calling rate.

Each of these methods has its advantages and disadvantages. 
Between them, and the many variations that are possible, 
formulae have been generated which have more than adequate 
accuracy for their purpose, namely to cost exchanges and 
extensions in bulk.

B.P.O. Contract Costs
These costs are the administration’s costs rssoctried with 

contract work. The main items are acceptance-testing and 
clrrk-of-works’ costs. These costs could br defined by 
formulae in the same way as contract payments. In practice, 
they have been applied as an overhead, or percentage addition, 
to contract payments. A formula would increase precision, 
but, so far, the added accuracy that this might yield has not 
justified the extensive cost analysis that would be required.

Capital Cost Trends
Costs are expected to change with time, even when the 

effect of changing money values is excluded, and the cost of 
different systems will change at different rates because they 
have different proportions of raw materials, labour, etc. 
Much effort has brrn spent on assessmg what these trends 
might be. Since forecasts of this sort must inevitably be 
highly subjective, it is important that, whatever the standards 
chosen, they are applied equally to each strategy when two 
strategies are bring compared. This equality of application 
eliminates a lot of potential error in comparative studies.

In considering capital costs, informed opinion was 
obtained from consultations with economists, experts in 
commercca! contracts and manufacturers of telecommunica
tions equipment. The procedure adopted was to analyse the 
total cost into component parts. At first, many component 
parts were considered, but, as the debate continued, it was 
agreed that as few as five would br adequate. These were

(a) raw materials,
(b) manufactured materials (resistors, transistors, etc.), 
(c) sprccal items (for example, reed-relay inserts), 
(d) labour, and
(r) short-term fixed costs (for example, buildings).

Each of these components was then allocated a future trend 
in real terms, bearing in mind that they must br consistent, 
one with the other, and must allow for both rising costs and 
improved productivity. This is where debate was most useful, 
and many views were expressed before trends for these basic 
component parts were agreed. Alternative views were later 
tested to find out how much they influenced results.
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Fig. 4—Volume variation of Strowger equipment with falling 
production levels

Fig 3-—•Voluxe variation of a modern switching system with rising 
production levels

In parallel with the main debate, the cost of each switching 
system was analysed to see what proportion of the total fell 
to each component. Final;/, it was a simple matter to 
determine the trend for each component separately, using the 
agreed trends, and then add together the component parts 
for each year. In this way, cost trend factors, for each year of 
a 30-year perod, were produced for each switching system. 
It can readily be seen that this process achieves the equality 
of treatment between switching systems that was required.

Influence of Production Volume
Changing production volumes are expected to affect the 

price of equipment. This is known as the volume variation. 
Changes in volume arise from the administration’s purchasing 
program, and this, in turn, reflects the strategy adopted. The 
strategy, therefore, affects the volume variation; this con
trasts with cost trends which are quite independent: of the 
strategy.

To assess the effect of production volume on price, each of 
the component parts of the price was separately assessed for 
each modern system by commerclaa contract advisers to 
determine the variation to be expected as volume varied. 
Simple arithmetic brings the component parts together for 
each volume estimated. The final step was, for each system, 
to fit a straight-line progressson from the base volume up to 
the maximum volume expected to resuF in cost savings. 
Typically, a maximum saving of a few per cent was predicted 
at a volume seveeaa times the base level, as illustrated in 
Fig. 3.

In the case of Strowger equipment, production volume is 
expected to fall as the change to modern systems gets under 
way. The advisers, therefore, estimated the effect on cost of 
falling volumes. In this case, the umt-cost/production-volume 
relationship proved to be non-linear, but taking the total cost 
of the overafi volume instead of the unit: price, a good linear 
relationship was essablished. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, 
which shows that the line, if extended, would not pass 
through the origin. There is, therefore, an implied cost at 
zero production level, indicating a unit price that is rising 
more tte<3lp|y as the volume becomes smaier.

The foregoing refers to the volume variation of each 
switching system in isolation. Howeverr some of industry's 
overheads are independent of syssem; for example, the cost 
of running a manufacturer's head office has to be recovered 
from seHing prices, regardless of the system being sold. To 
cover this situation, a further t^lphsttcatton was introduced 
in the form of an independent constant which operates on the 
total value of all systems. Thus, a smal proportion of total 
expenditure is viewed as a constant, whilst the bulk of 
expenditure varies with volume in the norm! way.

Maintenance Costs
Maintenance costs are calculated in bulk by using linear 

formulae, which are applied to the total quantity of equip
ment in service. A special investigation was undertaken to 
establish and validate formulae for each category of switching 
plant. This work, which will be described in a later article in 
this series, was based on two complementary methods.

A very large number of Strowger exchanges are in service, 
and it was possible to select a statistically-acceptable sample 
for regression analysis. It was, therefore, possible to derive 
and to validate formulae against actual achievement in the 
field.

The regression analysis method could not be used for 
modern systems because insufficient field experience of 
crossbar exchanges had been accumulated at the time of the 
investigation, and there was no experience at all of normal 
working TXE4 exchanges. This problem was important 
because maintenance savings with modern systems is one of 
the main arguments in favour of replacing Strowger equip
ment. However, experience with many hundreds of TXE2 
smafi electronic exchanges enabled an alternative method to 
be adopted. This was to make a theoretical assessment of the 
maintenance requirements for crossbar, TXE2 and TXE4 
exchanges, using uniform methods and data. The result so 
obtained for TXE2 exchanges was compared with the con
clusions obtained by regressson analysis of actual exchange 
requirements, and with the total man-hours actually 
expended. The achievement of good alignment was taken as 
confirmation that the theoretical approach was well founded. 
The theoretical conclusions for tXE4 exchanges are, there
fore, also regarded as being well founded.

The assessments showed that, after an initial settling-down 
period, crossbar exchanges are likely to require about half the 
maintenance attention of Strowger exchanges, and that, in 
turn, the requirements of TXE4 exchanges should approach 
half those of crossbar exchanges. The reduction of the 
maintenance requirements that can be achieved is limited 
because some work, for example, power plant maintenance, 
is virtually independent of the type of switching system.

Miscellaneous Operating Costs

The second subdivision of operating costs is an aggregation 
of miscellaneous items, the principal one being the cost of 
power consumed. These costs are brought to account as an 
overhead on maintenance cost. The use of formulae for each 
item would, of course, provide greater precision. However, 
the analysis work needed to achieve this precision was not 
justified because early senssitvity tests showed that these 
items had little influence on comparative results.
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Operating Cost Trends
The main operating cost is maintenance, in which there 

are two significant factors, the cost of labour, and the efficiency 
with which labour is used; that is, productivity. The trend 
in maintenance labour cost is linked directly to the trend used 
for manufacturing labourr mutual consistency being a prime 
objective. Productivity improvement has been estimated 
against the background of a decade of experience in its 
measurement in the field. A significant factor is that modern 
systems will have an excess need in ther early years, when 
teething troubles may arise and experience is being built up. 
A SJbstanitial. allowance is made for this on a sliding scale. It 
applies during the first years at each new exchange, when 
the system has low penetration.

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
The foregoing describes the main cost factors involved in 

economic studies. Howeverr a great deal, of additional in
formation is required before calculations can begin. The 
more important items of information include production 
constraints, growth forecasts, rate of wearing out of Strowger 
equipment, and Kon-re:umng items of expenditure. Data 
for each of these items has to be provided for each year of 
the 30-year study period, for each of the network groupings 
adopted. Another requirement is information to define the 
extent to which recovered Strowger- equipment may be 
re-used, and the costs involved in doing this.

The restdual value of equipment at the end of the costing 
period has to be established, so that an appropriate credit 
may be brought to account. These residuaa values are deter
mined from the proportion of unexpired natural life of each 
year’s purchases at the end of the 30-year period, and the 
basic value of the system at that time. The baric value for 
modern systems is assumed to be the price of the cheapest 
modern system available at that time.

The methodology which has been described may be used to 
calculate the present value of a strategy. Definition of a 
strategy requires the unambiguous specification of all require
ments. This includes definition of the role to be played by each 
switching system, production conssraints applicable to each 
switching system and the rate at which Strowger plant 
should be replaced.

COMPUTER MODELLIN6
An enormous number of individual calculations are 

involved in producing the present value of a strategy. For 
this reason, early manuaa calculations were quickly abandoned 
in favour of calculations by computer. However use of 
computers has enabled much more to be achieved than 
speed and accuracy. Progressive development over severe a 
years has produced a sophisticated computer model3 which 
contains considerable embefiishment of the basic methodo
logy, and can calculate a series of present values in a few 
minutes. This model produces a wide range of aKalytical 
detail and supplementary data as a by-product of the main 
process.

This computer model has been used to compare the present 
value of pairs of alternative strategies and so produce the 
n.p.v. Normally, one strategy is selected as the base for 
comparative studies. The mos convenient base is a strategy 
of pursuing the course that would be followed if no policy 
change were taken; that is, carry ok as before. This is then 
compared with a postulated strategy such as progressi■velly 
replace Strowger exchanges with new crossbar exchanges, and 
do this at such a pace that all Strowger exchanges are replaced 
by the year 2000. Of course, much more deaii is required to 
define a strategy fully, but this brief statement is sufficient to 
indicate an example. The model will determine the n.p.v. of 
this comparison and, hence, whether the strategy being 
considered is more economic, or less economic, than the base

NET 
PRESENT 
VALUE

COMPLETION YEAR

Fig. 5—Characteristic curve for n.p.v. of an accelerated replace
ment strategy plotted against target completion date

Fig. 6—Curve of accelerated replacement strategy having n.p.v. 
which is economic for target completion dates later than year x

strategy. However, the mode goes further than this and will 
provide a series of comparisons in one continuous run, 
covering a range of target completion dates for accelerated 
replacement strategies which are otherwise identical.

INTERPRETING ECONOMIC RESULTS
Iff the present value of a strategy to accelerate the replace

ment of Strowger plant is less than the present value of the 
base strategy, then the acceleration strategy is more economic 
because, when the total outgoings are discounted, they are 
lower. The convention has been adopted that the difference, 
the n.p.v., should be described as being positive in this 
situation. The convention is, therefore, that the n.p.v. is the 
present value of the base strategy minus the present value of 
the acceleration strategy.

If the n.p.v. for a particular accelerated replacement 
strategy is plotted against a range of target completion dates, 
a typical result might be as shown in Fig. 5. The following 
observations may be made.

(a) As the graph rises, the strategy being considered be
comes more economic.

(b) As the line moves to the right, the later is the comple
tion date.

(c) The maximum value for n.p.v. indicates an optimum 
completion date from the economic point of view.

(d) The scale for completion dates varies very much 
according to the strategy being considered. With some 
strategies, the scale in Fig. 5 would range from 1980 to just 
beyond the year 2000. With other strategies, the optimum will 
fall well into the next century beyond the normal range of the 
model. In this case, the mode will, therefore, provide points 
ok the left-hand rising part of a curve like Fig. 5.
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(e) The vertical scale may lie wholly within a range of 
negative values, indicating that the strategy is always less 
economic than the base strategg. Alternatively, zero n.p.v. 
may intersect the graph as shown in Fig. 6. This would 
indicate that completion before the date of intersection, x, is 
less economic than the base strategy, but that later completion 
is more exmomic.

The characteristic curve of Figs. 5 and 6 arises from the 
influence of three underlying factors. These are that

(a) as the completion date is postponed, so capital expend - 
ture on replacement exchanges is postponed and, by being 
discounted more heavliy, this improves the n.p.v.,

(b) as the completion date is advanced, the less becomes the 
quantity of new Strowger plant that will have to be purchased 
for growth at exchanges awaiting replacement, plant which 
will be scrapped after a short life, and

(c) as the completion date is advanced, so the onset of 
maintenance savings is advanced.

The first trend acts in opposition to the other two. In general, 
the first trend predominates for early completion dates and 
produces the rising curve on the left-hand side of Fig. 5. 
The other two trends tend to become predominant for later 
completion dates and, together, produce the falling curve on 
the right-hand side of Fig. 5. Between these two lies the 
optimum.

Various strategies can be placed in ther order of meat, 
or ranking order, by means of their n.p.v. Early results and 
experience enabled the wide range of potential strategies to 
be reduced to about six key ones. These included the base 
strategy. These key strategies were then subjected to detailed 
examination and exhaustive tests, including ^enssit'vity testing. 
If, in the course of these tests, ranking orders remain un
changed despite major changes in the assumptions, then it is 
concluded that the ranking orders are firm. On the other hand, 
if ranking orders constantly change throughout sensstivity 
testing, then it is concluded that there is little to choose 
between them on purely economic grounds, and a choice may 
be based on other considerations.

The essablishment of ranking orders, and the degree to 
which these cannot be upset, form the essential conclusions 
of economic studies. The studies do not aim to forecast with 
great precision the out-turn of costs over the whole of the 
30-year period examined. Although cash flows are accurate 
at the beginning of the study period, they become more con
jectural the further ahead they are predicted. However since 
results relate to the differences between strategies, and 
tdenticai predictions apply to the strategies being compared, 
ranking orders reveal how strategies will compare over a 
wide range of future poesibilitiee.

Reference has been made to ettniitii/ity testing. In essence, 
this means esSia^llsi^ing the eensitivity of the n.p.v. to changes 
in the values of individual input parameters. A typical 
conclusion might; be that, if a particular parameter is increased 
by 10 per cent, the n.p.v. falls by £5M. Sensitivitine will 
vary from one comparative study to another. Stnsiitii/iliy 
tests were carried out at an early stage in the studies to 
identify the more important parameters. These parameters 
were then investigated as thoroughly as possible, and much of 
this work has been described earlier under basic costs. The 
relationships essablished by eensSttvity testing enable a 
numerate view to be taken of potentiaa risks. As such, they 
are an important contribution to the process of formulating 
a practical and rnalietic strategy.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

A number of by-products are obtained from the work of 
economic studies which are of considerable value in the 
process of eetln:tmg the best strategy to pursue. An example 

of this is the effect a postulated strategy will have on man
power requirements. Obviously, a sudden increase, or a 
sudden decrease, in manpower presents severe administrative 
and social problems. The computer model estimates man
power requirements, year by year, from the data it has 
calculated, and prints-out the answers.

EFFECT ON PROFIT
The economic studies show by the n.p.v. whether, or not, 

an alternative strategy is profitable over the whole of the 
30-year costing period embraced by the study. A policy of 
accele-ated replacement will usually mean higher capital 
expenditure in the early years with reduced operating costs 
in the later years. The profitability of the business, as shown 
in the annual accounts, will raise important issues as a 
consequence. A second computer model was developed to 
expose these issues. This model is supplied with capital 
expenditure and operating costs for each year from the 
main model. It is also supplied with data to permit annual 
depreciation payments to be calculated; that is, past equip
ment purchases, past depredation payments and average 
lives of the plant that will be achieved. Finally, the model is 
supplied with a forecast of inflation rates and corresponding 
interest rates. From these data, the model calculates and 
prints-out items such as ynar-by-ynar forecasts of interest 
payment, depredation and overaff effect on annual profit.

CONCLUSIONS
The studies which have been undertaken have

(a) exposed the n.p.v. results for various strategies and, 
hence, ranking Orders,

(b) given an understanding of cause-and-effect relation
ships, including ^ensSt:i’vity analysis, and

(c) provided a range of supplementary information.
Information of this sort enables an administration to make 

soundly-based policy decisions, weighing economic advan
tages, or disadvantages, against many other factors which 
have to be given due weight.

The studies, which have been described, began in 1969 
when the earliest manual calculations suggested that the 
accele-ated replacement of Strowger plant might be an 
economic proposition. Development of the computer model 
was put in hand at once, and the first output was obtained 
early in 1970. Since that time, an accelerated replacement 
strategy based on the use of the TXE4 system at large local 
exchanges has consistently ranked better than any strategy 
based on the use of crossbar equipment to replace Strowger 
plant over a comparable time scale. Although crossbar 
equipment can be more economic than Strowger for new 
exchanges which need to be provided, the margin is in
sufficient to justify its extensive use on economic grounds as 
the basis of an accelerated replacement strategy.
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Local-Exchange Renewal Strategy:
A Model for Decision

K. R. CROOKS, c.eng., m.i.e.r.e., a.m.b.i.m.T
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The British Post Office (B.P.O.) Board decision to improve the quality of telephone service by renewing the 
large local-exchange network followed one of the largest and most comprehensive economic studies eve 
undertaken by the B.P.O. At the heart of this exercise was a sophisticated econometric computer model of 
the large local-exchange complex. This article describes the principles and facilities of the model that 
assisted in determining the exchange-equipment strategy of the future.

INTRODUCTION
The British Post Office (B.P.O.) Board has authorized a 

program of accelerated renewaa of large local telephone 
exchanges with a modern switching system. This followed a 
very comprehensive analysis of the capital investment and 
oprrational costs involved. It was necessary to bring to 
account very many factors, such as those relating to growth 
of connexions, traffic, capital and maintenance costs of various 
switching systems, future trends in equipment and labour 
costs and the possible utilization of recovered Strowger 
equipment. Various rates of replacement; of Strowger plant 
and the use of modern switching systems meant; that different 
renewaa strategies could be formed. These were then costed, 
using normal mvestment-appraisal techniques, to ascertain 
the relative profitability of one strategy to another. Clearly, 
the time involved in processing the multitude of calculations 
for the variety of studies necessary was beyond reasonable 
manual capabfilty, and a computer was, therefore, employed.

The study required the development of a mode to simulate 
the evolving telephone-exchange population and cost the 
processes involved in procuring equipment for its deveeoping 
needs. The objective of the mode, however, was not to 
produce a single optimum strategy, but to provide the 
decision-takers with information on the likely consequences 
of different courses of action open to them.

The generai methodology for formulating a strategy for 
local-exchange renewaa is described elsewhere/ and this 
article describes the principles and facilities of the econo
metric computer mode that was at the heart of the exercise.

DEFINITION OF A MODEL
In the context of this work, a model refers to the representa

tion of a system, network, or other quantifiable situation, in 
mathematk:al terms,.such that algorithms or equations can be 
composed to described that situation. The problem involves, 
firstly, the logicaa understanding of the circumstances 
surrounding the situation, and then, the expression of those 
circumstances in terms that reflect the situation as accurately 
as is reasonably possible. In a simple form, a quarterly 
elecCricCty bill may be based on a price p penceeunit of eleccri-

1 Oprrational Programming Department, Telecommunications 
Headquarters.

city consumed 11, plus a standing charge of s pence. A mode 
of the total bill t would, therefore, be

t = pu + s pence.

The following example from the simulation studies shows 
how a practical circumstance in the maintenance of a tele
phone network may be represented in algorithmic form. 
Assume that the amount of maintenance effort required 
for a modern-system exchange has been determined under the 
conditions of a centralized-maintenance procedure; that is, 
where a number of exchanges are grouped together to 
achieve greater efficiency of the maintenance effort available. 
However, until a sufficient number of exchanges are in 
service in one maintenance area, it is assumed that the effort 
required for maintenance will, for a time, be increased by a 
certain factor. Fig. 1 shows the situation in a form that can 
be represented by a simple linear equation. When fewer than 
y exchanges are in service, the normal maintenance effort 
would be uplifted by a factor x (typically 1-5). When 2 
or more exchanges are in service, no uplift is applied, and the 
multiplying factor of 1 is used. However while exchange 
penetration is increasing from y to z exchanges, an uplift 
factor representing the appropriate point on the slope must 
be applied. The straight-line slope from y to z exchanges 
assumes a linear transition during this period. In equation 
form, the situation is represented by

f = x, when n g y,

(x — l)(n — y) 
f _x —-----7------- r----- , when z > n > y, and 

(z -y)
f = 1-0, whenn 2 z,

where /is the uplift factor, and n is the number of exchanges in 
service. Numerical values can be assigned to x, y and z for 
each system considered, and the resulting values of f for given 
values of n, can be used as uplift factors for the maintenance
effort calculations. Other variations to the maintenance 
requirements may also be made to allow for the settling-in 
of exchange components and the need to gain maintenance 
experience of a new system.

In more complex situations, some equations or models 
may give better predictions of the solution than others, and 
when the model is tested against live data, its accuracy can be 
established. Frequently, the variability of a function can be 
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contained in a very few independent variables, as will be 
described late". The model to be described uses over 150 
equations of varying degrees of complexity. Many of them 
are used more than once in any one study, and successive 
equations normally rely on the successful computation of 
earlier equations. Therefore, the term model embraces a range 
of situations, from a single simple equation to a complex 
set of interrelated equations.

THE LOCAL-EXCHANGE MODEL
General

A local-exchange model, known as ALEM, has been 
developed as an econometric computer model for local
exchange studies. Its objective is to cost the economic factors 
involved in one strategy, known as the base or existing 
strategy, and compare these costs with an alternative strategy, 
normally employing accelerated replacement: of Strowger 
plant. It then presents the resuR as a measure of the profit
ability of the renewal strategy over the base strategy in present
value (p.v.) terms. To achieve this objective, the model is 
requiredto

(a) identify the year-by-year demand for equipment of 
diflfcretnt systems under a variety of possible futures,

(b) determine the capital and annual costs of these equip
ment demands, allowing for different and changing cost 
factors,

(c) discounit the yearly expenditure on each strategy to 
obtain their respective p.v.s, and contrast them to produce a 
net present value (n.p.v.) for the renewal strategy being 
explored, and

(d) repeat the above processes for each year in which it is 
required to complete the replacement of Strowger plant in the 
network.

Additionally, the model provides year-by-year profiles of 
equipment expenditure and supplementary data for the study 
of the depredation, borrowing and interest implications of the 
strategy. .

The technique adopted in the model is to consider exchanges 
in groups. Firstly, the large-exchange population is divided 
into director and non-director groups. Additional groupings 
are also posssble; for example, London director and pro - 
vincial director. Within these groups, exchanges are divided 
into a single group for each switching system. By grouping 
exchanges in this manner, it is poffible to reduce the data to 
manageable proportions, whilst still reasonably representing 
the population to be studied. The model has the capabiiity of 
considering six systems in each of the director and non - 
director groups, of which three are at present utilized; 
namely, Strowgerr crossbar and TXE4 equipment.

The model considers not only the provision of equipment 
for growth and the normal replacement of worn-out Strowger 
apparatus, but also the equipment requirements for accelerat
ing, at different rates the replacement of Strowger exchanges 
with modern switching systems. The calculatio:n of equipment 
provision is conducted primarily in terms of connexions, with 
the traffic-carrying component being a function of connexions.

The main parameter of the model which controls the 
quantity of each type of equipment is the limit on expenditure 
imposed for a given system. The type of exchange environ
ment, in which a particular system may best be suited, plays 
no part in this process, for the actual geographic location of 
individual exchanges within the groupings, referred to above, 
is the responsibiilty of locaa operational planners. In fact, 
the technologies of, or facilities offered by, the different 
switching systems are not examined, for the cost data used 
assumes that the same basic set of facilities is provided by all 
syf.cmf.

The equations constituting the logic of the local-exchange 
model are written into an ALGOL program, and occupy over

Fig. l —Variation of maintenance effort with exchange 
penelration

14,000 words of core storage. lit is run on t Burroughs 
B5500 computer. However, it is being converted to PM1 
language, and will be run on the new B.P.O. computer 
(IBM 370/168) at Harmondsworth.

The general structure of the local-exchange model is shown 
in Fig. 2, the first section of which relates to the input data. 
This defines the exchange population and its growth char
acteristics, the nature of the strategies to be studied, capital 
and operating cost information, and many other mode 
variables and control factors. The second and main section 
calculates the quantities of various types of equipment 
required, year by year, according to the availability and 
replacement strategy dictated to it. It conducts the costing 
and other financial calculations to produce the n.p.v. of the 
particular renewal strategy being investigated. Section three 
of the model gives the print-out of the many stages through 
which the model has progressed. Of great importance are such

INPUT

CAPITAL COSTS 
AND TRENDS STRATEGY

NETWORK SIZE 
AND GROWTH

OPERATING COSTS 
AND TRENDS

ITERATION 
LOOP

PROGRAM

CALCULATION OFEQUIPMENT DEMAND 
AND UPDATE 0F SYSTEM SIZE

profiles of 
EQUIPMENT

NEEDS •

PROFILES OF 
CAPITAL 

REQUIREMENT

PRINT-OUT

Fig. 2—General structure of the local-exchange model 
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outputs as the year-by-year profiles of equipment needs, 
exchange/system penetration, cajptal requirements and labour 
needs.

The local-exchange model, therefore, progressively records 
the changing mix of switching equipment installed according 
to the strategy being explored. It then creates a model of the 
developing situation relating to exchange systems, with 
attendant; cost and profitabiiity outcomes.

Input Data
The model requires approximately 2,000 elements of input 

data for each of the director and LOL-director studies, and 
includes forecast values for each year of the 30-year study 
period. Much of the data has been the subject of deeper 
study; in particular-, the derivation of linear formulae to 
define capital costs and maintenance man-hour requirements.

The inputs to the model are

(a) an input-parameter file of nearly 400 elements which 
defines the network size and the capital and maintenance cost 
information at the start of the study, supplies control in
formation for the print-out, and provides a whole range of 
variables that permit sensitivity testing and basic data varia
tions to be assessed,

(b) year-by-year details regarding the order of choice of the 
type of equipment to be used, together with any cajpital or 
manufacturing consir-ainis and a statement as to whether 
accelerated replacement of Strowger equipment is required 
in that year; these factors constitute a statement of strategy,

(c) the yearly adjustment factor to be applied to the basic 
capital costs of each system, the maintenance effort and labour 
costs, etc. for updating the costs to the current year,

(d) the net growth of working connexions per annum, 
(e) the growth in originating calling rate per annum, and 
(f) the number of Strowger connexions each year needing 

replacement: because they are worn out. This is derived from 
historical information relating to all past purchases of 
Strowger plant.

The capita and annu! maintenance costs, referred to in 
(a), have a significant role in the model. However the model 
assumes that these costs are proportion! to two independent 
variables; namely, exchange lines, or connexions, and 
originating traffic, such that

capita cost of an exchange = aL + bE + c,

where L is the number of lines provided and E is the originat
ing traffic in erlangs. The coefficients a and b and the constant 
c are input for each switching system via the parameter file, 
and relate to exchange costs at one point in time; namely, the 
start year of the study. As subsequent years are being studied, 
a cost trend or adjustment factor brings the base-date 
coefficients up to the current-year values.

For a given type of exchange, if L and E are known, then 
its capital cost can be calculated. If a group of n exchanges 
of one type are to be costed, then because the equation is 
linear, the tot! capital cost would be given by
total capita cost = (aLl + bE + c) + (aL2 + bE2 + c) 

+ .. .(aL„ + bEn + c),

= lfil + ¿fiE+- a 
i i

In general form, total capital cost = aLT + bET + lc,

where LT and ET represent; the summation of the added 
equipment required by the group of exchanges without their 
individua components necessarky being known.

The capital-cost equation represents the cost of a new 
exchange, but when an exchange undergoes an extension, the 
same principle may be applied. In this case, the cost of the 
extensíon equipment would represent the increase in lines 

and originating traffic provided for the extension. If p and q 
relate to the size of the exchange before and after the extension 
respectively, then,

capital cost before extension = aLp + bEp + c, and 
capital cost after extension = aLq -j- bEq + c.

Thus, capital cost of extension = a(Lq — Lp) + b(Eq — Ep).
It is emphasized that the cost relates to plant added to 
existing exchanges.

Maintenance man-hour coefficients are stored in the input 
file and called upon when maintenance efort is being 
calculated. The equations are of the form mrL-houra/ 
annum = aL + bE + c where L is the number of lines, and 
E is the originating traffic.

The equations could be processed in a similar manner to 
the capital-cost equations. However, to take account of such 
factors as the settling-in of an exchange and centralized 
mrtntenrLce (see Fig. 1), this equation was modified into a 
more complex statement.

Many other subsidiary items of cost data are included in 
the parameter file, each making an identifiable contribution to 
the overall economics. These are brought to account as a 
percentage overhead on the capital value of plant installed. 
Among the most significant of these are

(a) the variation in capital cost with change in volume of 
production,

(b) capital costs of pawer plant, accommodation and 
B.P.O. clerk-of-works’ time,

(c) annual cost of power plant and accommodation,
(d) training costs,
(e) re-use and scrap values of Strowger equipment, and
(f) cost of spare parts and documentation.
As much of the numerical data as possible has been con

signed to the input-parameter file, rather than the program, 
in order to give the model its considerable flexibility. The 
ability to accept data variations so readily is one of the most 
important facilities offered by the model.

The Internal Processes of the Model
The principles adopted within the model are shown in 

Fig. 3. The mod! commences by reading from the input data 
the mformatioL relating to the size of the network at the start 
of the study. The following stages of calculation are then 
pursued, with the results stored for ultimate print-out if 
required.

(a) The model proceeds to set itself to study the base 
strategy for the first year, and reads further input data to 
determine the nature of the strategy to be explored; that is, 
the order in which switching systems should be studied to 
meet requirements, and the overriding constraint on expen
diture, if any, in that system.

(b) It then performs a series of calculations to determine 
the equipment requirements, firstly to meet the growth of the 
network, secondly to replace worn out Strowger equipment, 
and thirdly, but not required by the base strategy, to replace 
Strowger equipment still serviceable; that is, accelerated 
replacement.

In practice, each individual exchange is subject to periodic 
extension to cater for growth, as shown in Fig. 4. The model, 
however, r-epl-eaeLis several hundred exchanges, and due to 
the various sizes and locations of the exchanges in the 
population, extensions can be taken to occur in a random 
manner such that the overaH effect on the population may be 
assumed to be a smooth and continuous process.

(c) The first-priority system may be, say, crossbar equip
ment with an expenditure limit of £x-millioL. It is then 
necessary to convert that expenditure limit to an equivalent 
number of crossbar connexions. This conversion takes place
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Fig 3—Internal processes of the local-exchange mode

by a process of iteration, using the iteration loop, because of 
the indirect; relationship between cost and connexions. An 
estimate of connexions is made, costed approximately with 
the appropriate capital-cost equation, and the result compared 
with the expenditure limit. If the estimate is too high or too 
low, it is decremented or incremented, as appropriate, each 
time with a repeat costing. When the costing comes very close 
to the expenditure limit, the associated estimate of connexions 
is stored as the maximum obtainable in that year.

(d) The number of connexions obtainable in (c) is then 
compared with the number required from (b). If it is more 
than enough, then only the number required are costed. 
Alternatively, if it is not enough, then all those obtainable 
are used and costed.

(e) Having determined the number of connexions provided 
in the crossbar system, an essimate can be made of the number 
of exchanges they represent. Likewise, from the input profile 
of average calling-rate forecasts, the total traffic can be 
computed. This data, relating to numbers of connexions, 
exchanges and traffic, is then stored as a statement; of the 
increasing penetration of the new system. At the same time, 
recovered Strowger exchanges are subtracted from the 
present quantity of Strowger exchange equipment, to show 
the measure of deccine of that system.

(f) The tot! connexions, traffic and number of exchanges 
are now known for the crossbar system, and can be applied 
to the capital-cost equation to obtain a final calcul;ation of 
the capital cost. At this stage, the capital cost at constant 
money values is calculated relating to prices at the start of 
the study. However' it is recognized that, even at constant 
money values, prices will change with time, due to such 
factors as productivity and real labour-rate rises. Hence, by 
applying the price-trend adjustment, the capital cost at 
current-yea prices is determined.

CONNEXIONS

coNiizais

INDIVIDUAL 
EXCHANGE

EUMSEROF 
CONNEXIONS 
PROVIDED A 
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ACTUAL 
INSsALLEo 
CONNENIOHS

HPROVISIONING PERIOD

wonKmc 
CONttXlONS

'SPARES FOR 
GROWTH ETC.

TIME(YEARS)

Fig. 4—Representation of connexions growth in the mode

AVERAGE INSTALLED CONi:tXIOlt

(g) Exchange equipment is the most dominant item of 
all capital-cost factors, and other capital costs are brought to 
account as a percentage overhead on the basic capital cost. 
These subsidiary capi-ital costs relate to such items as power
plant provision, accommodation requirements and the labour 
cost of B.R.O. clerk-of-works’ staff. A trend adjustment is also 
applied as in (f) to obtain current-year subsidiary capital costs.

(h) Having determined the crossbar equipment to be 
provided in the year, it is necessary to update the stock 
register of working and installed equipment as calculated in 
(e), for it is this cumulative total that will be subject to 
operating charges. Operating charges for maintenance are 
obtained by applying the coefficients of the maintenance man
hours equation to the total quantity of equipment in service. 
From a total man-hours value, a cost value can be obtained 
by using the maintenance man-hour labour rate and factors 
for settling-in of a new system and centralized maintenance. 
Other annual charges for the training requirements of 
maintenance staff, power consumption and accommodation 
are brought to account in relation to the demand that the 
equipment makes on these resources. Current-year costs are 
obtained in a similar manner to capital costs, by the applica
tion of annual charges and maintenance productivity trends.

(i) The derivation of operating and capital costs for the 
first-choice system concludes the main calculations for that 
system. The mode is next required to progress to the second- 
choice system, and it then repeats the above stages, by means 
of the system loop, from (b) onwards. As each switching 
system is studied, more and more of the total equipment 
requirement in (b) is met. Up to a maximum of six systems 
can be studied in any one run of the model. In practice, only 
one or two modern systems will be involved. The final system 
loop is always Strowger, for this equipment must be used to 
meet the growth and replacement requirements of exchanges 
not yet converted to a modern system.

(J) If a need for additional Strowger equipment is identified, 
further decisions must be made regarding re-use of Strowger 
plant. The model assumes that recovered Strowger equipment 
will contain a proportion of plant that may be refurbished 
and re-used. Hence, the quantity of new Strowger plant 
purchased from the manufacturer must be abated by the 
re-used component. The proportion of manufactured and 
re-used Strowger plant must then be determined, and 
refurbishing charges added to the re-used component

(k) Having determined the capital cost of equipment 
brought into service in any one year, it is necessary to 
recognize that payments for an exchange would be made over 
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a period of years. The next stage is, therefore, to spread the 
capital cost payments over the appropriate number of years, 
so that the outfall of payments approaches the practical 
expenditure situation.

(I) The capptal expenditure, operating costs and Strowger 
equipment scrap values are then combined to give a total 
strategy cash flow for the year.

(m) When all systems have been considered in the first 
year and the resulting calculations stored, the model then 
commences to study the second and subsequent years, by 
means of the year loop, each time repeating the processes (a) 
to (1) above. Thirty such years were studied in this exercise.

(«) The base-strategy study is now completed and the 
profiles of data for all 30 years are stored to await print-out 
according to the options indicated in the input-parameter file. 
The mode is then set to study the alternative strategy for 
accelerated r-newal, using the strategy loop.

(o) The accelerated-renewat strategy follows largely the 
same process as above, except that accelerated replacement of 
Strowger equipment is involved. This means that a target 
date for completing the total replacement: of Strowger 
equipment is required, and the mode can study up to ten 
such completion dates in each run. When this sort of strategy 
is adopted, an additional component of equipment demand is 
considered, because, as well as growth and the replacement of 
worn-out Strowger plant, serviceable Strowger equipment is 
deliberately recovered. An assessment of these quantities 
must, therefore, be included. The total quantity of Strowger 
plant that must be replaced is determined by calculating the 
number of years n between the current year and the comple
tion year read from the input-parameter file, and then 
replacing, in the year, Ifn times the tot! Strowger connexions 
currently in the network. In the renewal-strategy mode, 
stages (a) to (m above are then repeated.

(p) If more than one completion date is to be studied in a 
given r-n-wat strategy, then, for each date, processes (a) to 
(o) are repeated using the completion-date loop.

(q) After the final system loop of each year loop of the 
renew! strategy, stage (I) will have been reached, and the 
total strategy expenditure as a cash flow is calculated. For 
each year-, the excess cash flow of the base strategy over the 
renewaa strategy is computed. It is then discounted from that 
year to the start-of-study year by applying the discounting 
factor required by the discounted-cash-flow (d.c.f.) analysis. 
The mode derives the appropriate discouniting factors from 
its computation of the test discount rate, quoted as a variable 
in the input data.

(r) The mode summates, year by year, the d.c.f. amounts 
to determine the n.p.v. of the renewaa strategy being studied, 
in relation to the base strategy.

(s) For modern systems, a retiduat equipment value is 
calculated, based on the unexpired life of the plant at the end 
of the study period.

(t) Finally, the n.p.v. derived from the summated d.c.f. 
(r) + (s) is printed-out, together with an analysis of its main 
components. Also, in accordance with the control parameters, 
information stored earlier in the model is printed-out, or 
transferred to other files. These are profiles of equipment, 
labour and capiltat needs, peneration of the systems and other 
details for each of the 30 years studied. However of the 
possible ten completion years studied, the full data for only 
one of them is printed-out, but a table of n.p.v.s for all tel-cted 
completion years may be given.

Print-out
Each full run of the model and its associated print-out, 

conducted in the batch-processing mode, takes approxi
mately 4min of central-processmg-unit (c.p.u.) time. This 
relatively short time avoids the risk of computer breakdown, 
which is a real hazard to models requiring several hours

Fig. 5—Determination of internal rate of return.

uninterrupted c.p.u. time. The print-out from the local
exchange mode, which is 25 m long, comprises

(a) the input data,
(b) the base-strategy profiles of demand, cost, updated 

stock, labour requirements, maintenance costs, expenditure 
profiles, cash flows, etc.,

(c) precisey the same profiles as in (b), but for the renewal 
strategy, and

(d) the resulting n.p.v. and an analysis of its main com
ponents..

Normally, only certain profiles are printed-out, effecting a 
considerable reduction in the c.p.u. time and length of print - 
out. In fact, when the effect of one, or maybe two, variables 
alone is being studied, the run is possible on-Iine, with the 
results being printed to a teletype terminal. Under thiese 
circumstances, a c.p.u. time as low as 40 s is normal. For this 
sort of timescale, therefore, exploration of renewal strategies 
and detailed changes in data can be readily undertaken.

SENSITIVITY TESTS
A strategy may be sensíitive to certain factor's more than 

others, and the process of sensitivity testing adds to the 
information available to assist in decision taking. Senssitvity 
tests demonstrate the effect of changing a particular com
ponent of the input data. The input data is in a form which 
can be readily varied and so a wide variety of conditions can 
be investigated. It is possible to study various changes to the 
strategy, or connexions-growth forecasts etc., and this 
permits the mode to follow variations ranging from slight to 
radical changes in direction. Individual items such as crossbar 
capiial cost, or labour rate, can be altered, whilst keeping all 
other factors constant. A computer run then reveals the effect 
attributable to that one input variation. Each factor in the 
mode may be varied, in turn, with the remaining factors being 
unchanged, and an assessment made of the cases producing a 
significant change in the n.p.v. The objective is to determine 
the change in the n.p.v. for a given percentage change in an 
input component, be it capital cost or network growth etc.

Four main aspects were found to be sensítive areas in the 
study. These were

(a) connexions-growth forecast,
(b) capital cost,
(c) maintenance cost, and
(d) capital-cost trends.

Consequently, variation in these areas was scrutinized 
closely, and a greater proportion of effort was directed to 
their study. ■
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N.P.V. AND INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN
The n.p.v. and the internal rate of return (i.r.r.) of a study 

are readily obtained using the mode. The i.r.r. is that test 
discount rate which would enable the investment to break
even over the costing period; that is, zero n.p.v. It is a useful 
measure of the return offered for additional capital outlay 
when assessing the risk involved.

The i.r.r. can be determined by running the local-exchange 
mode with different test discount rates, until a zero n.p.v. 
is achieved. In practice, this may be done by interpolation 
between points close to zero, as shown in Fig. 5. Alternatively, 
a subsídiary package program is available that calculates the 
i.r.r. from the n.p.v. results of a few runs of different test 
discount rates.

MODEL VALIDATION AND DEVELOPMENT
The progressive development of the model focused 

attention on the need for it to earn its credibility by validation 
of its output data. The many logical steps taken within the 
model were processed in simple stages and the results printed- 
out at each stage. Errors could then be readily identified and 
the calculations checked. The full print-out of variables has 
been an essential aid in checking and fault finding, as well as 
for use in consuhation with experts in the costing, planning, 
ipurchasing and financial fields, aimed at assessing the 
reasonableness of the results.

A usee! aspect in the model’s design was the incorporation 
of switch functions, whereby certain aspects of the logic could 
be included, or excluded, on an optional basis. By setting a 
certain input parameter to unity, the optional element of the 
logic or facility would be included, and by meeting it to zero, 
it would be excluded.

From an early stage in the model’s development, it was 
producing answers to some preliminary questions. This 
steered the evolution of the model towards its objective soon 
after the initial runs. There will be continuing evaluation of 
strategies and in more detail, with both the data and model 
being amended, where necessary, to accommodate the 
availability of revised information. As the authorized renewal 
strategy progresses, the model will offer the facility of check
ing that the practical outfall is either on course, or is deviating 
by the amount revealed in the print-out.

CONCLUSIONS
The decision to pursue a planned strategy of accelerated 

replacement of Strowger equipment did not rely solely on the 
local-exchange model. It involved consideration of all 
aspects of the business, and of the industrial consequences. 
Many expert commerccal and technical judgements were 
entertained and debated. However the financial consequences 
of each strategy considered were exposed by the local
exchange model, and its ability to explore many alternatives 
rendered it a powerful tool at the heart of the exercise, 
thereby assisting in determining the exchange-equipment 
strategy of the future.
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Book Revvew
“S.O.S.—The Story of Radio Communicaaton.” G. E. C. 

Wedlake. David and Charles Ltd. 240 pp. 37 ill. £4-25.

As a largely non-technical account of the development of 
radio communication, from the first tentative experiments in 
the latter years of the nineteennh century to the appearance of 
communication satellites, this work is perhaps rather lighter
fare than that to which the attention of readers of this Journaa 
is customarily directed.

Nevertheless, the book could possibly serve as an intro
duction to the subject for the younger generation, who 
might, understandalbly, be under the impre-ston that the 
achievement of broadcasting technique was the principal 
aim of the early pioneers, and that colour television was the 
apotheosis of their efforts, Since, however, this particular 
aspect has already been thoroughly covered by Asa Briggs 
et al., the author usefufiy devotes the larger part of his 
account to the twenty or so years preceding the birth of 
broadcasing. This less--amiiiar period was mainly dominated 
by the activities of Marcom and his enthusiastic a-sociate-, 
who were concerned primarily with devdoping wireless 
telegraphy, as they termed it, both as a much-needed means 
of reliable long-distance communication for marine and 
commensal purposes, and, latterry, to meet the needs of the 
armed services in two world wars. The author regards the 

sinking of the Titanic in 1912 as an event of some signifi
cance in this context, because of the way in which it tragically 
emphasized, for the sceptics, the importance of what was 
being done to improve the safety of life at sea.

It is a pity, however, that in an introductory work of this 
kind, the author should make a number of categorical asser
tions of questionable historical accuracy; this is f-pecially 
noticeable in the early pages. Similarly, dates, usually given 
with some precision, nevfrthelf-- sometimes differ from those 
generaHy accepted; indeed on occasions, events described in 
the text are given different dates in the chronology at the end 
of the book~

The -o-califd “technically-minded” are catered for by a 
somewhat fragmentary appendix, which mainly features 
circuit diagrams of early apparatus, an essential component 
of which, we are assured, was a pair of brass balls. Un - 
fortunately, a misplaced capadtor in some of the diagrams, 
would prevent these items from functioning in the accus
tomed manner. The reiteration of the epithet “first”, as 
applied to events, becomes rather tedious after a time.

Finally, some place-names, particularly in the maps which 
accompany the text, have suffered from carele— proof-read
ing, other evidence of which is also apparent. A number of 
interesting and rarely-published plates are included.

D. A. J.
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The CANTAT 2 Cable System:
Evolution and Design
A. P. DAVIES, and A. W. H. VINCENT, c.eng., M.i.E.E.f

U.D.C. 621315.28:621.395.457:621.395.64

This article, which is the first of a series in this issue of the Journal describing CANTAT2, traces its evohtiion 
from earlier submerged repeater systems. The planned design in terms ofllevel and noise pe/formance is then 
discussed, followed by an outline of the measured results on the laid system. The article concludes with an 
indication of the immense task involved in mamy’actming the equipment for a system of this size.

INTRODUCTION
The last submarine cable between the U.K. and Canada was 
CANTAT 1 laid in 19614 This provided 80 x 3 kHz circuits, 
and was the precursor of the design of the system laid in the 
Pacific Ocean in 1964-67, for the latter part of which, dessgn 
evooution had increased the circuit capacity to 120 X 4 kHz 
circuits, or 160 X 3 kHz circuits. This was then a deep-water 
version of the cable systems laid in the North Sea in 1963-64.2

Since then, evohition of the long-life transistor by the 
British Posit Office (B.P.O.) Research Department3 has per
mitted two significant increases in circuit capacity on sub
marine cablee—the 8-supergroup, 5 MHz system and the 
23-supergroup 14 MHz system (1,840 X 3 kHz circuits). 
During U(5<6-7<0, 5 MHz systems were laid extensively between 
the U.K. and Europe both in shallow- and deep-water ver
sions, and the dessgn is still current for lower-growth routes.

The need for a cable having a copacity greater than 1,000 
circuits was foreseen in 1967, following successf! feosibility 
studies by the B.P.O. Research Department into amplifiers 
having upper frequencies above 10 MHz using the type-lOA 
transistor.4 At about this time, problems due to noise ove'/oad 
instability were found on repeaters using a common amplifier 
for both high- and low-band paths.5 Separate amplifiers were, 
therefore, adopted for the two iransmissiolt bands and it was 
then found that the type-lO A transistor could be used to an 
upper frequency of 14 MHz.

Many shallow-water 14 MHz cable systems, designed and 
made by Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd,6 have since 
been laid to Europe. Deep-water versions have also been so! 
commcrci!ly since about 1969, but CANTAT 2 is the first 
adaptation of the 14 MHz system for transoceanic deep-water 
use to be owned, in part, by the B.P.O.

When a 3,000 nautical mile, 14 MHz cable system to 
Canada was first mooted in 1970, the basic repeater design 
was examined in det!i by the contractor to determine its 
suitability for the project. In particularr an examination was 
made of the effect on noise performance of the variations in 
cable loss, due to sea-bottom temperature changes on the 
two continental shelves. For depths in excess of 1 nautical 
mile, the sea-bottom temperature is predictable and unvarying. 
Hence cable systems laid almost entirely in deep water require 
less margin against repeater output-level variation than does 
CANTAT 2, in which almost haf the system noise allowance 
is used by the two long shaHow-water sections.

1 Network Planning Department, Telecommunications Head
quarters.

SYSTEM NOISE PLANNING
The mean channel noise for the system and the noise in the 

worst channel should not exceed 1 pWp/krn and 2 pWp/km, 
respectively. The target of 1 pWp/km is equivalent to a noise 
lev! of —52‘8 dBmOp/channe1*  to be met with the planned 
mean loading of —12 dBmO/chonnel on 1,840 channels. 
These requirements must be achieved after allowing for 
variations of the cable attentuation due to temperature 
changes and additional repair cable over the life of the system. 
These effects vary the repeater operating levels and, hence, 
modify the occumulation of thermal and intermodulation 
noise contributions from individual repeaters. An allowance 
must also be made for lev! misalignments due to unavoidable 
inaccuracies in the system equafization. After allowing for 
these level variations, the repeater operating at the highest 
transmission lev! must have sufficient overload margin to 
cope with these misalignment and changes due to ageing.

Level Variations and Equalization Misalignment
The main abyssal span of CANTAT 2 is planned on the 

basis of maintaining the optimum operating levels, within the 
limitations imposed by equafization errors. These errors are 
minimized by submersible equalizers, placed in every fifteenth 
repeater section, and adjusted during the laying operation. 
This virtually invariant span comprises about 80 per cent of 
the total repeater sections.

Seasonal temperature variations are confined to the shallow
water sections over the continental shelves. Prime considera
tion must be given to noise in the highest-frequency channel 
(13-7 MHz), since this is subject to the greatest seasonal loss 
variations, the estimated total being ±8-2 dB for 370 nautic! 
miles and ±4-9 dB for 200 nautical miles for the U.K. and 
Canadian ends, respectiveey.

The allowance for addition! repair-cable loss was 6-6 dB 
at 13-7 MHz, equivalent to 1 nautical mile of the 1-47 in 
cable used over the continental shelves, where most cable 
ruptures occur due to fouling by trawling gear, etc. Deep
water cable is rarely disturbed and repair would entail the 
addition of at least one repeater section plus repeater, thus 
allowing level misalignments to be avoided. The worst case 
for repair addition was assumed—all repairs accumulating 
evenly at one end.

* dBmOO—Psophomrtrico^y-wrightdd level measured at a 
point of zero relative level.
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LOW BAND

POWER CIRCUITRY

Note 1: Crystal fitter which identifies the repeater
Note 2: Noise amplifier

Fig. l —Bock diagram of repeater

FIG. 2—Optimum repeater output-levelffrequency characteristics

System Overload Levels
A block diagram of the repeater is Shown in Fig. 1, and 

for the pre-emphasis applied to the high-frequency (h.f.) 
amplifier,6 the computed mean output level for the optimum 
output-level/frequency characteristic (Fig. 2) is -16-6 dBr. 
The total load in the h.f. direction is (—12 + 101og,0 
1,840) = +20'6dBm0. With k840 channels, the multiplex 
Signal may be assumed to behave as white noise (peaking 
factor of 13 dB), giving a total high-band peak power of 
(20-6 + B) = +33-6 dBmO. The peak power at the ampli
fier output is, therefore, ()3-6 — 16-6) = +17-0 dBm.

Since the amphfier overload is +28 dBm (sine-wave, peak), 
the overload margin is 11dB with the optimum levels of 
Fig. 1 Leve errors due to misalignment and ageing may be 
up to +3 dB and +4 dB respcetivriy, giving a net overload 
margin of 4 dB with respect to a system with all repeaters at 
the nominaa optimum levels.

The System Level Plan
The system levels were planned not to exceed 4 dB above 

nominaa under all operating conditions, and the fin! plan 
(Fig. T) requires tevee gradients over the two continental-shelf 
sections at mean annual temperature, in order to conform to 
the +4 dB limit.

Grading system operating levels to accommodate variations 
of loss is established practice, previously achieved by sight 
variations in the cable-section length. However with two-way 
transmisson, correct adjustment of the h.f. direction is wrong 
for the tow-frequency (I.f.) path. Although the noise and 
overload margins in the low band are usually ample, they 
would, nevertheless, be reduced.

In CANTAT 2, independent final adjustment of repeater 
gain can be made for each direction, immediately before the 
capsule is se;ded into the sea housing. For the continental- 
shrif sections, the gains were, therefore, adjusted to produce 
the required leve offsets in each band, all cable sections bring 
cut to maintain the average loss at nominaa value throughout 
the system. The average offsets are quite smafi and well within 
the adjustment range and statistical spread of gain of indivi
dual repeaters. Use of repeaters adjusted for nominal gain in 
an offset section would, therefore, cause only slight upset to 
the level plan and, usuaUy, a spare repeater could be selected 
to match the required gain.

The Canadd-U.K. direction was chosen for the high-band 
path (Fig. 3) because the worst condition is then deferred

Fig. 3—System level plan

until the full repair-cable allowance is inserted at the U.K. 
end. Also, with the other direction, the smallest tolerance 
would occur with no repair-cable addition at minimum annual 
temperature, and the repair-cable addition would, therefore, 
be limited by overload if it were all at the UK. end. This 
applies in reverse to the low band, but this is less important, 
as explained above.

For navigational reasons, the system should be layed from 
east to west, away from the A terminal, each submersible
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Fig. 4—Level misalignment of laid system at 13-7 MHz

equalizer being adjusted to anticipate the high-band correc
tion of the next block of 15 repeater sections to be laid. There 
was, therefore, a risk of a high-band level error being built into 
the equalizer. With careful block measurement before starting 
the lay, the risk was considered smaU.

Estimation of System Noise Performance
The estimation of the noise performance of a repeater 

loaded with multiplex traffic is detailed elsewhere.}8.9,1“) 
From this parameter, the overaH system noise performance 
can be estimated as follows.

Firstly, the overaH noise performance should be estimated 
for an ideal system of N repeater sections, with each repeater 
operating at the optimum transmission levels, and then the 
modifications owing to expected variations of line levels can 
be estimated.

Thn-mal Noise
The estimate of total therm! noise in the ideal-level system 

from the noise of a tingle repeater is timply 101og10/N dB, for 
the addition of N equal power contributions of random noise 
from N repeaters.

Second-Order Intremodulation Noise
Second-order (A ± B) intrl■modulation products tend to 

cancel in repeater pairs because of the phase ervrrt! inherent 
in the three-stage amplifiers. However, the phase/frequency 
distortion between succestive repeaters, due mainly to the 
sharp cut-off characteristics of the directional filters, prevents 
complete canceHatton, and a random power addition factor 
10 logjoNdB is reasonably accurate. Second-order inter
modulation is predominant in the low band (312-6,012 kHz), 
but as the high band (8,000-13,700kHz) is less than one 
octave, no A + B products faH in band and only third- and 
higher-order products are present.

Third-Order Intermodulation Noise
In a multiplex band having a large number (1,840) of 

channels, the predominant form of third-order intermodula
tion product is A + B ~ C,8‘9>10 as more products fall into 
any one channel than from other forms. Also, products from 
successive repeaters tend to add on an in-phase, or voltage
addition, basis. In the low-band, and the low- and middle
frequency regions of the high-band, the phase/frequency 
distortion reduces the voltage-addition law for A + B — C 
products to approximate power addition (10 logmNdB). 
However, at the h.f. end of the high band, the phase/frequency 
curve approaches linearity and there is a tendency towards 
voltage addition (20 logloNdB), particularly for single 
products from interfering channels A, B and C grouped closely 
around the affected channel. The total distortion in one 
channel is the sum of thousands of products from interfering 
channels distributed throughout the band, many of which are 
subject to considerable phase distortion. However, the h.f. 
end of the high band is transmitted at relatively high levels 
(see Fig. 2). Thus, the majority of the total A + B — C power 
into an h.f. channel is derived from other high-lrvrl channels 
at that end of the high-band spectrum. Consequentty, the 
total A + B — C interference into h.f. channels tends more 
towards voltage addition than into channels at lower fre
quencies in the band. For planning purposes, an addition 
factor of 15 logmNdB was considered safe, from previous 
experience. These considerations demonstrate the importance 
of giving prime consideration to the noise into the highest- 
frequency channel.

Higha•-Oeder Intremodulation Products
Fourth and higher orders of intermodulation noise do not 

need to be contidrred, although they may need to be assessed 
for future systems of higher bandwidth.

The Effect of Repeater Gain
The gain of repeaters used successfufiy on shorter routes is
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O Measured points

Fig 5—N.P.R. at 13-478 MHz

Fig. 6—N.P.R. measurements in the h.f. band

43 dB at 13-7 MHz and follows -he cable lost at other fre
quencies. For CANTAT 2, -he estimated total system noise 
derived from the single-repeater performance indicated that 
the noise requirements might not be met under all prescribed 
level variations. Two solutions were possible.

The more elegant and economical sohition was to make the 
repeater- gain temperature-dependent by means of -hermis-ors 
in the line-amplifier feedback networks, thereby reducing the 
system lev! changes with temperature to less than one third 
the uncompensated changes. Unfortunately, an nv!uati<m 
program to prove the thermistor reliability to the exacting 
standards of submerged-system operation could not be com
pleted in time for CANT AT 2, although the method will be 
used on later systems.

The second tolution—reducing the repeater gain to 40 dB 
at 13-7 MHz and pro rata at other frequencces—was applied, 
but at increased cost due to the extra repeaters required. This 
reduces the tot! system noise as follows.

Considering the 13-7 MHz channel with the repeater out
put levels unchanged, the thsrmal noise is 3 dB less from each 
repeater due to the higher sign! levels at the repeater input. 
However, the thermal noise is incr■satsd by 101og10 (43/40) = 
0-3 dB because more repeaters are contributing. The net 
improvement in thermal noise is, thus, 2-7 dB. The inter
modulation noise from each repeater is unchanged because 
the output levels remain the same, except for some improve
ment: due to changes in the line-ampHficr feedback character
istics to reduce the externaa gain. This improvement is offset 
by the third-order summation factor, 15logio043/4O) =0-5 dB. 
The high-band amplifier design was modified accordingly, 
and an improvement of about 4 dB in third-order intermodula
tion was obtained, giving a net improvement of 3-5 dB in 
third-order noise. It was unnecessary to modify the low-band 
amplifier because its performance was more than adequate, 
the gain being reduced by increasing the loss in the amph'fier 
input circuit. These measures were considered to be tufficlsd- 
to meet the requirements of CANTAT 2.

MEASURED RESULTS on the laid system

To analyse the noise performance of the line transmission 
equipment, the misalignment of the laid system must be con
sidered and the measurement method must be related to the 
system noise requirement.

Level Misalignment of the Line Equipment
The levee misalignment at 13-7 MHz on commissioning is 

plotted in Fig. 4, together with the levels planned for the mean

temperature condition. The block equalization was closely 
controlled and level errors were confined to about $2 dB, 
resulting in a worsening of about 0-2 dB for thermal, and 
0-4 dB for third-order, noise performance.

Noise Measurement
The noise performance of CANTAT 2 was measured by 

means of the noise power ratio (n.p.r.), called sigdal-dnisn 
denssty ratio in the C.C.I.T.T. 1 and C.C.I.R.t transmission 
recnmnendatitmsS,“12 wherein traffic is simulated by a white
noise signal of appropriate bandwidth and a power density 
equivalent to the power lsvsl/chandsl of traffic. Narrow-band 
stop filters suppress the noise power in tnlsctsa -est-frequedcy 
slots, and at the receiving end, the lev! is measured through a 
highly-relective band-pass filter at the -est-frequndcy. The 
ratio, in decibels, between the received lev! with and without 
the slot suppressed in the -radtmittsa noire band is a airnc- 
measure of the ratio between the channel traffic power and the 
noise generated in that channel by the simulated loading in the 
rest of the speckum.

N.P.R. R<!qldrnlnedSsfnr the System
The channel noire target of 1 pWp/km amounts to -52-8 

dBmOp/channnl for CANTAT 2, equivalent to an unweighted 
noise power of - 50-3 dBmO/chaimel with a mean channel 
traffic loading of -12 dBmO and an n.p.r. of -12 - --50-3) 
= 38-3 dB. For the maximum channel noire of 2 pWp/km, 
the n.p.r. is 35-3dB. Fig. 5 shows the estimated system 
n.p.r., assuming the planned line levels at mean temperature 
and a -hird-nrasr idtsrmndubltind addition of 15 logwN.

The Measured N.P.R.
Figs. 6 and 7 show the measured n.p.r. for five slot frequen

cies in the high and low bands. These measurements included 
noise contributions from the wideband translating equip
ments, but separate tests established that the terminal 
contributions were negligible. The n.p.r. measured in the 
13-478 MHz slot is also shown in Fig. 5 for comparison with 
the planning estimate. The n.p.r. values shown for the thermal, 
third- and fnur-h-nrasr noire add to produce the smooth 
curve drawn through the measured points, the fourth-order

1 C.C.LT.T.—niternational Telegraph and Telephone Consulta
tive Committee. .1 C.CI.R.I-Internato»nal Radio Consultative Committee.
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Fig. 7—N.P.R. measurements in the I.f. band Fig. 8—-N.P.R. at 13-478 MHz adjusted for worst conditions of 
temperature and repair-cable addition

element bring added to approximate the effect of higher-order 
intermodulation at high loading levels. The estimated third- 
order element represents an addition factor of about 
161og10N dB, compared to the planning estimate of 15 logtoN 
dB.

Fig. 6 shows that the 13-478 MHz riot has the worst n.p.r. 
in the high band. At 12-764 MHz, the margins are improved 
and the addition factor is about 14-2 loglONdB, but the 
shape is similar to that at 13-478 MHz. The n.p.r. curves at 
11-574 MHz, 10-126 MHz and 8-672 MHz all have positive 
n.p.r./loading gradients of 1 dB/dB, representing purely 
thermal noise up to very high loading levels. This indicates 
a third-order addition factor of about 10 logjoN dB, as for 
random addition, and the margins are ample.

Fig. 7 shows that the low-band noise margins are ample, 
with a range of loading levels of at least: 11 dB for which the 
n.p.r. is better than the 38-3 dB target. At the nominaa 
loading level, margins of at least 4 dB are maintained with 
respect to the noise target. At high loading levels, the n.p.r./ 
loading characteristic falls ofif at about ldB/dB, indicating 
mainly second-order intermodulatton as expected. Higher- 
order mtcrmodulation is not evident until the loading levri 
approaches +30 dBmO.

The Effect of Seasonaa Temperature Variations
The lowest n.p.r. measured (13-478 MHz), adjusted for the 

worst conditions of maximum temperature and repair-cable 
addition at the U.K. end, meets the maximum channel noise 
requirement over a loading lev! range of at least 5 dB (Fig. 8). 
This range will cover the maximum expected ageing variations.

Conclusions on Noise Performance
Measurements indicate that the system has sufficient 

margins to meet the channel noise requirements with the 
worst combination of temperature, repair-eable addition and 
ageing effects envisaged. The form of addition of the third- 
order mtcrmodulation contributions from each repeater is 
the most difficult aspect to predict. If the law of addition for 
N repeaters is K- log^TNdB, then from the measured n.p.r. 
resuTts on CANTAT 2, K3 2 16 in the 13-478 MHz riot. 
Measurements of the 2A-B intermodulation products, by the 
application of two discrete frequencies adjusted so that 
2A-B = 13-478 MHz, confirmed the system planning as
sumption of K- =15. However other equafiy-validtheoretical 
approaches to K- computation gave values of 15-2 and 16-7. 
Whichever evatuation is the most valid is of particular 
interest for future system derign, but is academic for 
CANTAT 2 now it is completed.

FACETS OF MANUFACTURE
The problems of producing a complete system as big as 

CANTAT 2 to a tight schedule are manifold, and this article 
does not attempt to cover such a wide subject. However, a 
résumé of some of the facets of manufacture relating to the 
external plant is given below.

Cable
Any cable factory is designed for large-volume production, 

as submarine cable cannot be made to a consistent perfor
mance any other way. However, for CANTAT 2,3,000 nautical 
miles of cable had to be manufactured and stored in large 
circular pans so that it was available for loading on to a cable 
ship in the correct sequence, each 6 nautical mile length being 
made for a unique, derignated geographical position. This is 
organizationally desirable and electrically necessary, because 
each length must provide its planned loss of 40 dB at 
13-7 MHz at the temperature and pressure at its location.

To cut cable to an equivalent “sea-bed” length, the attenua
tion coefficients for temperature and pressure must be known 
accurately. At present, however, only the temperature coeffi
cient can be determined by simulation under controlled condi
tions in the factory, the depth coefficient being deduced from 
results of deep-water laying trials. Fortunately, the laying 
effects of 1-47 in lightweight cable had been experienced 
previously at the frequencies to be used. The coefficients can 
be calculated from the theoretical variation of the cable con
stituents with temperature and pressure, but, to date, these 
computed changes have not matched the results obtained to 
the degree necessary.

For earlier lower-frequency systems on smaller cables, a 
temperature coefficient of 0-16 per cent/°C was assumed for 
all frequencies. However, for CANTAT 2, the temperature 
coefficient of polyethylene is significant for frequences above 
about 4 MHz and temperature correction cannot be applied 
as a simple percentage of loss. This aggravates the ship-board 
derign of the submerged equalizer networks and complicates 
the terminal-station, variable temperature equalizer design. 
The CANTAT 2 cable was made using a pressure coefficient 
of 0-11 + 0-52d per cent, where d is the depth in nautical 
miles, and a temperature coefficient of 0-135 per cnt/°C at 
13-7 MHz, rising to 0-17 per cent/°C at 0-3 MHZ.

Repeaters
The most difficult item to manufacture is the repeater, each 

one having about 330 components and many closely-toleranced 
mechanical parts. These must be available in time and must be 
sufficiently reliable to ensure not more than one repeater 
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failure in 25 years’ service. Hence, each part must be adequately 
specified and meticulously inspected to ensure that it meets its 
specification. For CANTAT 2, which required almost 500 
repeaters, the problems of securing the component supplies 
were immense.

Failure of any one of at least 50 per centof thecomponents 
would cause system failure, but the high-voltage capacitors in 
the power-separattng filter and the semiconductor devices in 
the main transmission paths were the most probable cause of 
repeater failure and were, therefore, given spedid attention. 
Although not a vital component, the supervisory-circuit 
oscHlator crystal was a further cause for concern, as it identi
fied the discrete position of the repeater in the route. Inevit
ably, some crystals would fail to meet their stringent spedfi- 
cation and re-manufacture implied such lengthy delays that 
it was decided to modify the submerged repeater monitoring 
equipment to permit it to be programmed to any sequence of 
supervisory frequency order.13 Hence, any repeater could 
be used in any location, and no ship loads were delayed due to 
non-availabillty of sprcific repeater allocations.

About 2,000 high-voltage, oil-filled, paper-foii capadtors 
were required for CANTAT 2 at a manufacturing rate of 50 
per week. Each had to burnt-in for 1,000 h at 12kV before 
bdng tested, so a failure meant at least two months’ delay. In 
the event, supply just met demand.

Manufacture of the man transmission path transistors was 
thought most likely to cause delay and these were, therefore, 
50 per cent over-ordered. The system design for CANTAT 2 
was conceived to have a potential maximum length of 4,000 
nautical miles. This requires about 670 repeaters using about 
4,000 transmission path transistors, failure of any one of 
which would resuR in total system failure. The maximum 
failure rate speccHed for the types-4A and -10A transistors, 
used in the low- and high-band amplifiers respecttvdy, was, 
therefore, set at 1 in 4,000 in 25 years. For CANTAT 2, about 
1500 of each type were required, and it was decided to make 
three batches of 800 of each type to provide the extra 50 per 
cent and to avoid total loss from one failure during validation 
testing. However, to achieve a 1-m-4,000 failure rate, 4,000 
devices must be made in each batch, 1,000 of which were 
placed on operationa! test for 3,000 h for potm1tial use in the 
system, the remaining 3,000 being tested to destruccton to 
prove the validity of the bateh.3 More than 30,000 transistors 
were produced and some batches failed to meet the 
standard for CANTAT 2, but the supply of proven devices 
just kept pace with repeater production.

Submerged Equalizers
The submerged equalizers consist of a fixed equalizer, which 

corrects to within reasonable limits the misalignments arising 
from manufacture, and an adjustable equalizer, which is made 
on the ship to correct for laying effects and other unpredictable 
misalignments. Howeverr the adjustable equalizer also has to 
correct for the extent to which the fixed equalizer fails to 
correct for predictable mlsaiignmenti for, despite making 
extensive simulated tests on the first ten repeaters and cable 
sections, the fixed-equalizer networks did not ideally match 
the true misalignment. This highlights the problem of trying to 
simulate the exact conditions of a laid cable.

The submerged equalizer is entirely passive and introduces 
an overaH loss which is made good, in submerged repeater 
systems, by cutting short any cable section including an 
rquaiizr• by an amount equivalent to the planned maximum 
equatizer loss. For CANTAT 2, this was 13-3 dB, equivalent 
to one-third of a cable section, or 2 nautical miles. Hence, the 
short cable sections each side of the equalizer are cut to a 
defined length, unlike repeater sections, which are cut to a 

defined loss. By cutting to a loss value, the smaH random 
variations in cable tolerances produce a random spread of 
section lengths. This assists in minimizing the build-up of 
trouMesome in-phase echo paths, and production was planned 
to achieve a degree of length variation. For the equalizer 
sections, however, the problem of intphase echopaths at the 
lower frequencies is significantly greater due to the repetitive 
nature of the section length, the relatively low loss of the short 
cable section, and the poor return loss of that section of the 
equafizer made on-board ship (for speed and simplicity many 
2-terminal sections are employed). Because of the large 
number of equalizers (30), the equalizer cable sections were 
cut to cause a sequential phase difference of about 60° in the 
loop delay time at 300 kHz at successive equalizers so that 
the phase pattern only repeated at every sixth repeater. 
This was reasonably successsul, the magnitude of the 25 kHz 
ripple, due to the 40 /us equalizer-section echo-time, being 
0-15 dB.

CONCLUSION
The technical problems associated with the design of a 

submarine cable have been outlined in sufficient detail to 
identify the sprciallzrd problems met on a project of 
this magnitude, together with some idea of the production 
problems involved. The noise performance attained conforms 
to modern international practice, and was met at a higher 
channel loading than that previously applied to a trans
atlantic route. The cable, therefore, not only provides a channel 
capaciiy greater than that previously available from all 
existing cables, but the individual channels are of a higher 
noise standard than has been attained hitherto, and this 
standard of performance should be met for the 25-year 
specified system life.
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The CANTAT2 Cable System: 
Planning and Laying the Cable
Capt. O. R. BATES?

U.D.C. 621.315.285:527,6:551.462

This article summarizes the navigatiotml techniques available for cable--ayingpurposes, and continues with 
a description of the survey of the route of the CANTAT 2 cable. The planning and execution of the laying 
opei'ation is then described, and the article concludes with a summary of the transmission pr-oblems involved 
in laying the cable.

INTRODUCTION
Flatming a 3,000 nautical mile submarine cable route has 
always been a problem. Howeveir an error of 1 per cent, or 
30 nautic! miles, only represented an uncertainty of + 1 
repeater for CANTAT l ; whereas for CANTAT 2, it produces 
an uncertainty of + 5 repeaters, This is unacceptable, both 
economicahy and from the following important marine con
siderations, which impose tight constraints on positional 
accuracy.

(a) The sea bed of the Atlantic Ocean is not a flat plateau. 
(Fig. 1). The underwater mountainous region, known as the 
Mid-Atlantic Ridge, is not homogenous, but: consists of 
broken formations of peaks and gullies having impressive 
gradients and a height above the mean sea-bed level of more 
than 1 nautic! mile in places. Sometimes, as in the Azores 
Islands the peaks exceed 2 nautic! miles in height.

(b) To enable the laid cable to be repaired expeditiously, it 
is vital that the exact path of the cable be accurately known. 
Previoussy, an error of a few miles could occur, using earlier 
available navigation! systems when over 1,000 nlutical miles 
from land.

NAVIGATIONAL TECHNIQUES
Before eeccronic aids became available, mariners employed 

the centuries-old methods of asSr! navigation and dead 
reckoning. The former requires sufficient visibility to measure 
the angular altitude of stars above the horizon and an 
accurate knowledge of time. The accuracy can be about 1 
nlutir! mile, butt it is highly operator and weather dependent 
an ill-defined horizon and a rolling ship do not permit high 
accuracy. Dead reckoning over extended passages is highly 
inaccurate, depending on assessments of speed, duration and 
distance run from the last “known’” position, and the efects 
of tidal currents and drift due to wind. Its principal use is to 
assess the probable postion following the last obtainable 
starfixe-. These methods are accurate enough for passage
making between two ports, but not for good cable work, and 
have, for many years, been supplemented by eleccronic aids. 
However these have the following limitations.
(a) Radio direction-finding has relative;/ low accuracy and is 
limited by the extent of radio coverage. Except when close

T Network Plannmg Department, Telecommunications Head
quarters.

inshore, its potential accuracy is little better than + 5 nautic! 
miles.
(b) Radar is limited to line-of-sight distance, about 24 nautical 
miles. The accuracy is good at Short distances, but decreases 
with increasing distance.
(c) Decca ran provide very accurate “fixes” within about 
200-250 nautical miles of the master transmitter. However, 
this requires a master and a web of three or more slave trans
mitters about 100 miles from the master and preferably each 
other, all transmitting the same instantaneous signal with the 
slaves being phase-locked to the master. Hence, many in-shore 
areas of the world are not covered. The ship’s receiver auto- 
mattc!ly compares the phase difference between the received 
master signal and at least two of the received slave signals in 
order to obtain one or more intersects, which are plotted on 
special charts to obtain the position. This method is used 
extensively for cable work in European waters where excellent 
coverage is normally available. The potential accuracy is 
remarkable, being of the order of about + 5 m in areas of 
good coverage.
(d) Long Range Aid to Navigation (LORAN) is similar to the 
Decca system, but works at lower frequencies with wider 
separation between the master and slave stations (about 2 MHz 
and 400 miles respectively). The receiver compares the time 
difference between ground-wave pukes transmitted in time- 
locked synchronism from the master and at least two slave 
transmitters, and the position is determined by plotting on 
sped! charts. The more recent equipment, LORAN C, 
working at a lower frequency than LORAN A (100 kHz) and 
with a more sophisticated detection circuit, is capable of high 
potential accuracy (20-500 m according to local conditions) 
and range. However, the LORAN receiver must be calibrated 
against a known position and if, for any reason, this lock is 
lost during passage or laying operations, an error can easily 
result which is not readily detected; reraiibration against a 
known position is then necessairy.
(e) Omega uses eight transmitting stations to provide a world
wide very-low-frequency (10 kHz) hyperbolic navigational 
lattice. Each line of position is determined from the phase 
difference of the signals received from any pair of transmitting 
stations. The accuracy is approximately + 1 and ± 2 nautical 
miles for day and night respectively. Because of its worldwide 
coverage, this is a possible second-sSring navigational aid 
during cable laying, but it was off the air for most of the lay 
of CANTAT 2 and its potential as an integral part of the 
Hydroplot system1 could not be lsses-ed. When it was
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Fig. l—Map of Atlantic Ocean floor showing route of 
CANTAT 2 cable

available, it seemed to be useful under transoceanic laying 
conditions.

Fortunately, the very accurate srtcllite navigator became 
available commerriany, and a set; was purchased for surveying 
a route and, subsequent, laying the CANTAT 2 cable. This 
derision has been fully justified by the exceHent results 
consistent obtained during all the deep-sea laying operations 
during 1973. The basic operatingconcept is outlined elsewhere.1 
An accurate asseesment of position (within about 10 m under 
good conditions) is only obtained during that part of the 
orbit when the sateHite can be “seen’” by the ship’s aerial and, 
to be reliable, this orbit shou!d be at least 15° above the 
horizon. This only occurs every hour or more, but it provides 
an ^xceHent update to the LORAIN C continuous read-out 
facility. Its availabiiitywas, therefore, nssentiat to any meaning
ful sea-bed survey.

THE ROUTE SURVEY
The planned route and depth of the cable was such that the 

near-shore areas might be subject to fishing hazards, parti
cularly over the Canadian continental eaellf, which is one of 
the world’s finest fishing areas. The U.K. continental sheR off 
CornwaU was likely to be much less subject to fishing inter
ference, but, even so, it was decided to examine the prevailing 
sea-bed conditions. The survey was, therefore, separated into 
three parts as described below. However-, prior to the shelf 
surveys, C.S. Ariel cut and cleared ng^hi old abandoned cables 
from the planned path of CANTAT 2 on the U.K. shelf, and 
C.S. Alert recovered or diverted nine cables on the Canadian 
seabed, the work bring completed in early spring 1971.

The Deep-Water Survey
The French cable ship Marcee Bayard was chartered for 

this extensive operation and, with the help of marine scientists 
from Bath University, the Eastern Abyssal Plain was surveyed 
during June 1971, and the Ridge and Western Abyssal Plain 
during August/September 1971. The path of a preferred route, 
avoiding as far as possible existing cables, was examined in 
detail using a precision sonar depth recorder. The sea-bed 
temperature and soil samples were also taken at intervals. 
Particular attention was given to the North Atlantic Ridge 
region, and this showed that the planned route must be 
altered by some 10 nautical miles. The CANTAT 2 cable had 
to cross the U.S.A.-France TAT 2 cable in this region and so 
the new route was planned to cross TAT 2 approximately at 
right angles and well away from repeater positions.

The Canadian Shelf Survey
The purpose of this survey was to establish the suitability 

of the sea-bed sub-soil for cable burial using the variant of 
the cable mole-plough, developed by the American Telephone 
and Telegraph Company (A.T. & T.) for underwater use. 
Virtually the only way to establish route and sub-toil suit
ability is to make a dummy run of the route and use the 
cameras mounted on the plough to observe for surface 
obstructions to be avoided, such as large boulders.

The cable plough used (see Fig. 2) can bury a cable at 
least 20-24 in below the sea-bed, and is a highly-sophisticated 
machine, having such features as

(a) three remotely-controlled television cameras and the 
necessary underwater lighting,
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Fig. 2—Cable plough

(b) detectors to record the roll and pitch of the plough for 
telemetering to the surface, and

(c) hydraulic motors for lowering and retracting the plough 
share and tailgate.

The plough is, therefore, large and hea’vy, being some 24 ft 
long, 9 ft wide and weighing about 17 tons. A force of 15-30 
tons, depending upon the type of sea-bed, must, be exerted to 
tow the plough with the ploughshare at 24 in depth, and the 
Canadian Coastguard Ship John Cabot is still the only suitable 
ship to undertake this work.

The survey was made during the summer of 1971 and 
confirmed the feasibility of cable burial from about 12 nautical 
miles from the Canadian landing point to the 300-fath0ms 
contour, about 160 nautical miles out from the coast. How
ever, the sea-bed was much firmer over the last 50 nautical 
miles, with a sub-strata of rock 15—18 in below the surface, 
which would inhibit; burhd to the preferred depth of 24in. 
The suitabbiity for burial was also tested of lightweight; cable 
having either the extra protection of a light-wire armouring, 
or an added oversheaHi extrusion of high-density polythene. 
Both proved equally suitable, so the latte' type was chosen 
for its relative cheapness.

The U.K Shelf Survey
This survey, made by John Cabot during the spring of 1971, 

confirmed the expected areas of rock outcrop between the 
North Cornwall landing at Bude and the relatively shallow 
water off Southern Ireland. About 160 of the 260 nautical 
miles of sea-bed to the 300-fathom contour could be ploughed, 
but this was not continuous. It was, therefore, decided to lay a 
conventtona- heavily-armoured cable. Subsequentty, vulner
able areas might be buried by a submersible craft then being 
developed, which could excavate a trench under a laid cable 
using high-pressure waterjets. In doing this in Autumn 1973, 
the submersible Pisces III was involved in the accident 
during he' routine recovery which prompted the much- 
reported intemationa- rescue operation. This rescue resulted 
in the adoption of new safety standards for such manned 
vehicles. ParadoxicaHy, this directed interest towards alter
native burial methods and trials are taking place both of 
unmanned vehicles and of ship-mounted excavating machines 
using techniques si-mif' to those used for oil-drilling.

PLANNING THE LAYING OPERATION
The overall route chosen was approximately 2,715 nautical 

miles long, comprising about 170 and 270 nautical miles 

from the Canadian and U.K. landing points to the 300- 
fathom points, respectively, and a deep-water smcion of 
about 2,275 nautical miles. For ti'ansmission and economic 
reasons, it was decided to use 1-47 in coaxial cable, giving a 
repeater spacing of 6 nautical miles. With this spacing, one or 
more repeaters would be raised or disturbed if the deep-water 
cable were raised for repair, and so, for CANTAT 2, it was 
decided that the cable would be cut on the sea-bed surface 
and both ends raised separately, if a repair were required. 
New grapnels are being developed for this purpose. Therefore, 
the extra 6 per cent slack allowed previously in deep water 
was no longer necessary, and an average of 3 per cent slack 
was allowed to provide a good sea-bottom “fill” in the deep
water section. This is an average figure to be apportioned 
during the lay, more being allowed over the Mid-Atlantic 
Ridge and less over the abyssal plains. The system length 
ordered was, therefore, just over 2,800 nautical milee—a saving 
of some 12 repeater sections (more than £0.5M) over that 
required for a 6 per cent allowance.

The total weight of the cable and the 473 repeaters needed is 
about 15,000 tons, implying a ship with a large stowage 
capacity and able to lift the largest possible weight. The 
cable ships, therefore, virtually chose themselves; John 
Cabot to lay and bury the cable on the Canadian shelf, 
and the C.S. Mercury, fllagship of the Cable and Wireless 
fleet, to lay the U.K. shelf cable and the entire deep-water 
cable. A ship’s maximum weight of stowed load cannot be 
defined simply, as it varies with fuel and water carried which 
depends on the time the ship is at sea, but Mlercury is weight
limited to about4,500tons of cable and repeaters, and stowage- 
space-fimited to about 92,000 ft3 of cable. Therefore, the 
CANTAT 2 shipping program for Mlercury was one weight- 
restricted load of armoured U.K. shelf cable and four space- 
1imited loads of lightweight deep-water cable. The Canadian 
shelf cable could just be carried in two loads by John Cabot, 
but this nncnssitatnd four Atlantic crossings, as the cable was 
made at Southampton.

A laying program was planned to commence in mid-May 
1973 and end with the final splice by Mlercury on December 
13, 1973, and this was adhered to very closely, the final splice 
being made five days earlier than planned.

THE LAYING OPERATION
Cable Ploughing

The cable ploughing operation was carried out by John 
Cabot during June and July 1973. British Post Office (B.P.O.) 
and A.T. & T. staff shared the responsibility for plough con
trol and B.P.O. staff joined the Standard Telephones and 
Cables Ltd. (S.T.C.) transmission team to provide technical 
approval of the work. The two operations were entirely 
succeesful; the first 100 nautical miles of cable was buried 
to the maximum depth of 24 in at speeds approaching 
15 knots and a mean towing tension of about 30,0001bf: 
the last 70 nautical miles to the deep-water transition was laid 
much more slowly, reducing to below 0-5 knots at times, and 
frequently the burial depth had to be reduced to about 15in 
due to bedrock, the towing tension exceeding 70,0001bf at 
times. The plough is towed from the stern of the ship while 
the cable is paid out over the bowsheaves, at a controlled 
hold-back tension, such that the cable does not touch the 
sea-bed, but enters the plough bellmouth at a defined angle 
observed by one of the television cameras. The cable hold
back tension needed was about 5 tons.

The repeaters were painted white instead of the traditional 
black, and only with the few lengths of tarred armoured 
cable used was there any difficulty in remote observation. 
Indeed, the only potentially serious difficulty occurred after 
ploughing had been completed. A link of medium-armoured 
1 in coaxial cable was included between the 1-47 in buried 
cable and the few lengths of 1-47 in lightweight cable to be
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Fig. 3—C.S. Mercury

laid to the final splice position. However, the water used to 
flood the John Cabot cable tanks to stabilize the cable tem
perature for transmission measurements was contaminated 
with a petrol derivative. This remained after the water was 
pumped out and softened the impregnation over the armour 
wire so that the linear cable engine was unable to apply any 
hold-back tension, the runaway bring controlled by throwing 
sand into the engine wheels.

Repeaters cannot be passed through the share of the plough, 
which is only about: 4 in wide. When a repeater enters the 
plough, the share tail-gate, which normally guides the cable 
down the share, is raised hydraulicahy. The repeater and 
adjacent lengths of cable, therefore, merely sit on the seta-bed, 
sinking somewhat into the sea-bottom, which has been 
disturbed by the ploughshare. When the repeater has passed 
through the plough, the tailgate is again lowered into the 
share to resume normal burial. Thus, every 6 nautical miles, a 
partially-exposed repeater and about 100 ft of cable are 
vulnerable to fishing damage. To reduce this risk, it was 
decided to bury these sections using high-pressure water jets 
from a manned submersible vehicce—-PSices. This has been 
safely accomplished.

The burial operation imposes a very high strain on the 
Bridge-Officer controlling the ship, and the fact that the 
operation went smoothly reflects the s<iil and application of 
the ship and the plough teams.

The U.K. Shelf and Deep-Water Operations
Mercury has a displacement of 11,499 tons, a length of 

473 ft, a beam of 58-67 ft, and is a twin-screw, diesel-engine 
ship commissioned in 1962 (see Fig. 3). Three cable tanks are 
fitted and up to 168 repeaters can be stowed. The normal 
complement is 135 officers and crew, but: for the CANTAT 2 
operations, from June 1973 to the end of the year, this was 
augmented by 12 S.T.C. engineers, two B.P.O. engineers 
and two B.P.O. officers. A B.P.O. designed linear cable 
engine had been fitted prior to the operation and modified by 
Cable and Wireless to operate in the constant-speed payout 
mode (B.P.O. ships prefer conssant-tension operation). This 
engine was further developed between the lays to operate 
virtually automaticany, with the driver providing oversight 
only.

For the first operation, to lay most of the U.K. sheU' cable, 
Mercury was loaded to the limit of her draft, fuel oil and 
fresh water bring reduced to the minimum. The load consisted 
almost entirely of 1-47 in coaxiaa cable, single-armoured with 
the largest gauge steee wires used for cable protection (0 ‘ 3 in). 
This cable weighs 19-7 tons/mile, the total load being about 
4,500 tons, including 35 repeaters, each weighing O-6ton. 
After measuring the route sea-bed temperatures for trans

mission-loss correction, Mercury recovered the end of the 
U.K. shore-end cable, laid by Arie during April, and spliced 
the ship’s load to it on 27 June 1973, completing the 175 
nautical mile operation three days later. The weather was 
fine and the lay uneventful.

The second operation comprised the residue of about 60 
nautical miles of armoured cable and 492 nautical miles of 
deep-water unarmoured lightweight cable. The weather was 
good and the operation, between 23-30 July, uneventful. 
Parachutes were not used on any of the deep-water repeaters, 
joint B.P.O./A.T. & T. trials having shown that they do not 
contribute significantly to the sinking rate of repeaters held 
in suspensmn by the cable.

Mercurys remaining three operations, between early 
September and early December, were all deep-water lays about 
640 ntutical miles long. Each contained seven ocean blocks, 
90 nautieal miles long, this being the distance between the 
submerged equalizers. It was planned to lay an equalizer every 
24 h, implying a payout speed of 3% knots, but the increasingly 
severe weather conditions forced an increase of speed to 
combat the high winds. During Mercury's last operation, 
wind speeds up to force 11 necessSiated a speed increase to 
over 5 knots. This imposed a considerable strain on the S.T.C. 
engineers, who had to design and make equalizers at reduced 
time intervals. Even at these speeds, the cable was frequently 
laying at an angle approaching 90° to the ship. However, the 
planned course was held remarkably well and the exact 
course and repeater positions were plotted to very close limits 
with the sat:ieHite navigator.

During this last operation, two interesting incidents 
occurred. Shortly after commencement of payout, Mercury 
passed over a surface-laid tuna fishing line suspended between 
two smaH buoys hardly visible in the winter Atlantic night. 
Some 9 nautical miles later, the weight of the cable and 
suspended repeater caused the line to cut through the cable 
to the centre core, resuming in an earthfault. The consequential 
recovery and repair of this fault caused a delay of about 
60 h. The second incident happened a few days later during a 
severe storm when a large wave struck the ship on the star
board beam, distorting one of the main shearstrakes (ribs), 
bending the plating and breaking a number of armour-plate 
glass portholes over 20 ft above the waterline. This caused 
considerable flooding and the operations control room was 
out of action for 48 h but, fortunately, the cable power
feeding equipment was relatively unaffected and it was possible 
to continue paying out cable.

Despite these periods of very severe storms, the weather 
always abated when reasonable calm was esssenal—for 
making the initial and final splices, etc.—and the completion 
date was at no time delayed by the adverse weather.

To speed up completion, the Danish C.S. Northern was
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Fig. 4—Route level diagram

chartered to grapple, lift and buoy-ofi the end of the Canadian 
shelf cable, and remeasure the sea-bed temperatures. Mercury 
recovered the Canadian buoyed-end on 7 December 1973 and, 
following successSul transmisson tests to the Canadian 
terminal station, the fin! splice was slipped to the sea-bed on 
8 December 1973.

SOME TRANSMISSION OBSERVATIONS ON 
THE LAID CABLE
CANTAT 2 is the world’s largest-capacity transoceanic 
system and, although not the longes, employs far more 
repeaters and equalizers than any other system. The sequential 
equaHzation of the accumulated minor misalignments of 
nearly 500 repeaters was a formidable task, bearing in mind 
the limited correction network designs available to the 
S.T.C. test team and the short time available to assess, 
make and intta^ the attenuation-distortion correction re - 
quired at eacci equalizer. The results obtained were consistently 
excellent and the overaU system levee was contained within 
the dessgn tolerance limits. A diagram of the levels attained 
along the route at 13 MHz is shown in Fig. 4, and is typical of 
the results achieved.

A smaH computer was used on board the ship to obtain the 
end-of-block level predictions used to determine the equalizer 
requirements about: 10h before it was passed overboard. It 
was only where sudden deepth changes occurred, over the 
edge of the contmentat sheet and the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, that 
the predictions were not entirely consistent between successive 
hourly measurements. This was expected from previous ex
perience, and is due to

(a) the uncertainty over the exact sea temperature at the 
varying bottom strata, arid

(b) the changing length of the suspended cable catenary 
between the ship and the point at which the cable reaches the 
sea-bed.

The catenary length is a function of the weight of the cable 
in water, the ship’s speed and the depth. In 2 nautical miles of 
water, the touch down point is some 10 nauticat miles behind 
the ship, but this distance shortens significantly where the 
depth reduces quickly and vice versa. It is very difficult to 
predict the exact effect this will have on transmisSon per - 
formance while paying-out cable, and some engineering 
judgement of the computer results based on experience is 
desirable. The problem was largriy avoided, however-, by 

arranging the ship loads to permit the decision on equalizer 
requirements to be left until the situation was stable.

Another problem was the progressive increase in time taken 
for the system performance to stabilize after power was 
applied. As it is desirable to reconcile the results obtained 
with prediction before paying-out; cable, the stabilization 
time can be a potential embarrassment if the weather outlook 
is unsettled. Towards the end of the operations, complete 
stabilization time exceeded 12 h, but, fortunately, the weather 
never prejudiced the operation at this critical time.

The performance of the Canadian sheet cable during its 
burial operation was surprising. Firstly, the measured sea-bed 
temperatures were higher than expected in June and July, and 
varied considerably over short distances, due to the interplay 
of the cold Labrador Current and the warm Gulf Stream. 
Secondly, the laid cable had a larger loss than expected and 
this had to be equalized out. This may be due to the tempera
ture at the burial depth being different from that at the sea
bed. The cyclic pattern of temperature change on the Canadian 
shelf is not in phase with that on the U.K. shelf, but calcu
lations have shown this will not degrade the system per- 
foimianee.

One of the problems of the transmission engineer is an 
accurate knowledge of the cable temperature; in particular, 
the cable stowed on the ship, which can be subject to con
siderable temperature gradient and variation. Mercury's 
cable-tank temperature is stabilized by spraying the cable 
with water, using circumferentially-mounted .jets fed from a 
re-circulatory system having a subssantial reservoir capaccty. 
This proved very effective, the cables rapidly assuming the 
same temperature as that of the water.
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The CANTAT 2 Cable System:
Terminal Equupment
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The terminal equipment, used in the CANTATZ cable system, is described in this article in general terms. 
Those aspects of the eqtupment, which are particular to this system and differ from terminal equipments used 
in the inland network, are described in more detaii in three main sections; namely, terminal transmission 
equipment, power-feeding equipment and submerged-repeater monitoring equipment.

INTRODUCTION
CANTAT 2 terminal equipment, installed at Widemouth 
Repeater Station, Bude, and at Beaver Harbour, Nova 
Scotia, differs from the normaa inland cable system terminal 
equipment and this article highlights the following special 
features of the CANTAT 2 terminals.

Firstly, one cable carries both directions of transmission, 
neceesitating frequency division of the two direciions separated 
by a filtration gap. The traffic bands are 312-6,012 kHz, 
Widemouth to Beaver Harbour, and 8,00(0-13,77okHz in 
the reverse direction. The low-frequency (l.f.) direction is 
designated A-B, making Widemouth the A terminal and 
Beaver Harbour the B terminal. To utilize the available band
width fully, the system baseband differs from the standard 
nationaa hypergroup assembhes. Therefore, the terminal 
equipment must include extra equipment normally asso
ciated with repeater-station plant, such as supergroup 
translation equipment (s.t.e.) and any speciitt carrier fre
quencies, in order to present: the circuit assemblies at standard 
frequencies and levels. For CANTAT 2 an asscen^^ly of 23 
standard supergroups was used.

Secondly, although many conventional cable terminals 
power feed dependent repeaters, none does so on the power, 
security and stability scale of the submarine-cable power
feeding equipment. The total power consumed by the 
repeaters on CANTAT 2 is about 7 kW, fed in approximately 
equaa parts from each terminal.

Lastly, although the overaH system performance is exten
sively monitored by transmitted pilots, the performance of 
each individuaa repeater can only be determined by spe^aa 
monitoring facilities built into each repeater.

TERMINAL TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT
The terminal, transmission equipment (t.t.e.) comprises all 

the equipment between the supergroup diS:iL■ibut:ion frame 
and the 2-wire point leading to the sea cable head, including 
the derivation of speccal carrier frequencies, the generation 
of the many pilot frequencies used to monitor and control 
the system performance, and the provision of four audio
frequency speaker channels. At the U.K. terminal, all trans
atlantic circuits are extended to the inland network at 
supergroup frequency, but, at the Canadian terminal, some 
supergroups are broken down to audio by means of 3 kHz 
channel equipments.

The maximum seeurity of service is provided against both 
equipment failure and incorrect operation of maintenance 
routines by such means as

(a) duplication of all main transmission paths carrying 
more than one supergroup, with automatic change-over to the 
reserve circuit (except for the system directional filters), and

(6) protection of test points to limit the change in traffic

1 Network Planning Department, Telecommunications Head
quarters.

level to 0'25 dB when the test outlet is either open or short 
circuited, most of these test points being at a level equal to 
that of the signal path.

The t.t.e. occupies nine 9 ft, 62-type racks and, apart from 
the reversal of the frequency bands, the Canadian and U.K. 
equipments are virtually identical. Thus, only specific points 
of difference are identified, and the general description 
applies to either.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the system frequency speccrum and block 
diagram of the A-terminal of the t.t.e., respectivcey. The
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S.D.F.—supergroup distribution frame
H.F.T.&P. —hihhffrequency test and patch
S.T.E.—supergroup translating equipment
H.T.E.—hypergroup translating equipment
S.R.M.E.—submerged repeater monitoring equipment
P.F.E.—owesr-^eding equipment

FIG. 2—Smiplified block diagram of A-terminal transmission 
equipment

equipments are powered from 20-volt regulated power units 
fed from the sation 24-voH battery. Standby power units 
automatically supply the load in the event of failure.

The t.t.e. is designed such that the terminal amplifiers 
normall;. operate with at least 3 dB more overload margin 
than the submerged repeaters, even with 1 mile of repair 
cable added. Furthermore, the total noise contribution of 
the combined transmit and receive paths does not exceed 
WO pWOp.

The t.t.e. can be divided into the s.t.e. and hypergroup 
translating equipment (h.t.e.), the wideband equipment and 
the ancillary facilities su<2li as the pilot and engineering
speaker arrangements.

Supergroup and Hypergroup Translating Equipment
Transmit Direction

The connexion with the inland system is made at basic 
supergroup frequencies (312-552 kHz). Each input, at a level 
of ~35 dBr, is fed into a supergroup limiter provided to 
prevent high-level signals from causing interferenee on the 
submarine system (see Fig. 3(a)). The limiter is followed by 
equipment to inject; a 308 kHz supergroup section pilot on 
each supergroup.

Standard iniernationai supergroup equipment cards are 
used for translation, but they are engineered to produce 
13-supeegroup (2-14) and 10-supeegroup (3-12) blocks, 
forming hypergroups l and 2, raspeetivciy. Passive combining 
networks are used to form working and standby paths for 
each hypergroup, giving four hypergroups at the output of 
the s.t.e. Hypergroup 2 is modulated with a carrier of 
6,576 kHz for translation into a supergroup 24-15 assembly, 
thereby providing a combined hypergroup output of super
groups 2-24 in the frequency range 312-6,012 kHz. Both 
hypergroups are factory equalized from hypergroup input 
to wideband input, and 556 kHz and 5,768 kHz system pilots 
are injected into both working and standby combining net
works. The four 3 kHz engineering service channels are 
injected into hypergroup 2 immediately prior to the 6,576 kHz 
modulator; these are above the traflic band in the A-B 
direction, and below it in the B-A direction.

Receive Direction
The received broadband signal is divided into the two 

hypergroups at the wideband equipment output for both 
working and standby equipment, hypergroup 2 then being 
translated back to the supergroup 3-12 formation (see 

15-4

Fig. 3(b)). A residual equalizer in each hypergroup path 
enables the overaH performance to be achieved at all equip
ment interface points. The four hypergroup outputs are 
monitored, and the working path is selected immediately 
prior to the receive s.t.e. by change-over switches controlled 
by the working and standby 1,056 kHz pilots on each hyper
group. To simplify filter design in the s.t.e., adjacent super
groups are fed from different distribution units, and each 
selected hypergroup output is distributed into the odd and 
even supergroups. Eight receive change-over pilots are, there
fore, derived and no preference is given to either set, auto - 
matic change-over normally occurringwhen the piloton any one 
or more of the working paths deviates by 2- 5dB, and the pilot 
on any of the standby paths does not. Each supergroup is 
routed via 308 kHz pilot-extraction equipment and individual 
supergroup residual equalizers. Each output is duplicated 
using a hybrid network to allow in-service patching if 
required. The engineering service channels are extracted at 
the even supergroup distribution point of hypergroup 2.

Wideband Equipment
A simplified block diagram of the wideband equipment is 

shown in Fig. 4.

Zramm/t
The h.t.e. output is fed through a band-stop filter, which 

permits the noise produced between the wideband points of 
the system to be monitored in a 2 kHz band below the main 
traffic band in the l.f. direction, and above it in the reverse 
direction. The main traffic path comprises several amplifiers 
and the following networks.

(a) A system transmit equalizer is provided for possible 
use during system commissioning to shape the transmitted 
signals for Optimum performance.

(b) A terminal equipment equalizer is provided to mop-up 
minor manufacturing discrepancies of certain networks, 
producing output characteristics on both transmit paths, 
within specified limits.

(c) Variable temperature equalizers are promded to 
compensate for changes in cable attenuation due to sea 
temperature changes, and are switched to maintain the 
system pilots within +O-5 dB of nominal.

(d) Cable simulation networks and equalizers are provided 
to achieve the correct input levels at the first submerged 
repeater and, also, the required system pra-amphasis.

(e) Repair-cable simulation networks are provided to 
compensate for attenuation changes due to cable repairs.

Prior to the directional filters, mercury-wetted reed relays 
select the working terminal equipment under the control of 
the change-over pilots. On change-over, an interruptien of up 
to Ums may occur, due mainly to the recognition time of a 
pilot failure. The cable pilots and submerged-repeater
monitoring-equipment (s.r.m.e.) transmit signals are injected 
immediately before the directional filters, which provide the 
four-to-two-wire conversions. They are duplicated, but the 
change-over is manual and performed with U-links. The 
B-terminal transmit path contains a system modulator with a 
14,012 kHz carrier supply for translation into the high- 
frequency (h.f.) band.

Receive
The receive wideband equipment 1 duplicated from the 

receive hybrid, which is preceded by extraction networks for 
receive cable pilot and s.r.m.e. signals. At the recelye hybrid, 
the receive path change-over pilots are injected into both 
working and standby paths. This eliminates reliance on the 
system pilots from the remote terminal, as has hltherto been 
the practice; thus, less interruptions occur, as ehange-over of 
a transmit path will not cause the remote terminal to change
over. The networks on the receive path are sim11ar to those
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Fig. 4—Simplified block diagram of A-terminal wideband equipment

on the transmit path. A system demodulator is required 
at the A terminal to translate the received high band into the 
normal baseband spectrum.

Metal covers prevent acctdental removaa of all U-links 
capable of interrupting traffic; the U-links provide an interface 
test point for commissioning and speccal-test purposes. A 
series of engraved coloured lamps are provided at key points 
in the man transmission path for easy recogmiton of the 
traffic-carrying path and obseevatton of the standby-path 
status.

Pilot Equipment
The pilot equipment may be sub-divided into the following 

groups.
(a) Terminal Pilots—These control the change-over 

switches which select the working transmit and receive 
terminal equipment. On the transmit path, 308 kHz and 
556 kHz pilots are injected at the s.t.e. combining network 
and monitored at the transmit change-over point. The pilots 
are monitored at 308 kHz and 6,020 kHz at both A and B 
terminals, but in the latter, they are extracted at 13,704 kHz 
and 7,992 kHz and then translated before bring monitored.

The receive control pilots, injected at the wideband receive 
path input, are 8,492 kHz/12,956 kHz and 1,056 kHz/ 
5,520 kHz at the A and B terminals respective^, but are all 
monitored at 1,056 kHz at the receive path setection point at 
the h.t.e. output. Four 1056 kHz pilot monitors may be 
connected to either the working or standby paths by U-links.

(b) System and Cable Piots—The system pilots are in
jected and extracted at the transmit input and receive output 
wideband paths, respectively, the frequencies being 556 kHz 
and 5,768 kHz (A-B) and 13,456 kHz and 8,244 kHz (B-A). 
These pilots monitor the overall system performance(working 
and standby) between wideband points, and form the basis for 
variable temperature equalizer switching to maintain wide
band points within 0-5 dB of nominaa. The cable pilots, 
having frequencies of 296 kHz (A-B) and 13,720 kHz (B-A), 
permanentiy monitor the submerged plant alone; they are, 
therefore, injected and extracted at the directional filters.

(c) Supergroup Seccton Plots—These 308 kHz pilots can 
be injected on all but five supergroups, in which the translated 

frequency involved is used for other pilot functions; injection 
on these five supergroups is barred mechanically on the U-link 
panel through which all 308 kHz pilots pass. The panel permits 
connexion of section pilots when required, or as a permanent 
feature. Extracted 308 kHzpilotsarealsofedviaa U-linkpanel, 
enabling permanent monitoring of selected supergroups by 
one of three 308 kHz monitors and recorders. These pilots 
permit the frequency-response to be measured at all amplifier 
test points throughout both terminals. Measurements at the 
last transmit and the first receive amplifier at the remote 
terminal indicate system attenuation changes without injecting 
potentially-hazardous external signals.

(d) Frequency-Comparison Pilats—These are derived from 
nation! standards, or station master osrillators; they are 
independent of modulation stages and are exchanged between 
terminals. The 60 kHz signal is multiplied up to 300 kHz 
(A-B), or 7,920 kHz (B-A), transmitted to the remote ter
minal, and then divided back down to 60 kHz. The line 
frequencies used avoid the use of the system modulator and 
drmodulator.

AH the pilots are injected at a levri of —20 dBmO. AH pilot 
generators, except for the cable pilot, are duplicated with 
automatic and manual change-over faciltties, and the working 
output of each generator is monitored. The working and 
standby receive system pilots and transmit change-over pilots 
are permanentiy monitored. Over the specified temperature 
and voltage range, the generators and the monitors have a 
level stability of better than 0-1 dB/week, and the osrillators 
a frequency stability better than 5 Hz/week.

Speaker Equipment
Standard 3 kHz equipment provides the four service 

channels. One is a dedicated cable-system speaker with 
signaHing and speaking facilitess available on the terminal 
equipment, the remainder being available for the metro
politan centre speaker communications. The four audio 
channels are translated into the bands 6,02*4-6,036 kHz 
(A- B) and 7,976-7,988 kHz (B - A) for transmission over the 
line. The whole of the speaker equipment is duplicated and 
designated Regular and Alternate, change-over being manual 
by U-links. The equipment is independent of the main 
transmission path change-over as it is connected to both paths.
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POWER-FEEDING EQUIPMENT
The submerged repeaters are energized by a direct current 

of 490 mA, fed into the centre conductor of the cable with an 
earth (sea) return path. At 490 mA, a nominal 20 volts is 
dropped per repeater and about 6 volts per cable section. 
Hence, for the 473 repeater- sections of CANTAT 2, the total 
terminal voltage is 12-3kV; say 14kV to allow for the 
probable large eurh potentiaa variations. Direct current is 
extracted by relatively simple inductor-capacctor filters in 
each repeater. To keep the voltage applied to these capacttors 
to a minimum, power is fed from both terminals working in 
series-aiding, one feeding positive voltage and the other 
negative. Security of service has been provided by fairly 
extensive duplication of the facilities at each terminal and 
duplicate 150-voltt 1,000 ampere-hour batteries supply rotary 
inverters which generate power at 400 Hz for transformation 
to high-voltage in the power units.
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Fig. 7—Circuit elements of i.p.u. for line-current regulation
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Layout Arrangement
A block diagram of the equipment is shown in Fig. 5.
Each complete power-feeding equipment (p.f.e.) comprises 

eight free-standing cubicles with rear-door access. Staff are 
protected from all components and wiring at high voltages 
by mechanicaa interlocks, controlled by key-locked isolat¡ng 
switches. These also ensure that all switching operations are 
made in the correct and pre-determined sequence. The 
functions of the various equipments are summarized below.
400 Hz Motor Alternators—These machines operate from a 
150-voil d.c. input; and generate a 115-v01tt 3-phase, 400 Hz 
output. They consist of a d.c. compound-wound motor, 
flexibly coupled to a 3-phase brushless-type rttcrnalor, the 
stator assembly of which carries the alternator a.c. windings. 
Mounted on a common shaft are the rotating field r-sembly, 
the execier armature and rotating rectifiers. Motor alternators 
were used as there was insufficient time to develop suitable 
high-power static inverters
Independent Powee Unit (i.p.u!—The i.p.u. contains the 
transformer and rectifiers for converting the 3-phase, 115- 
volt a.c. input to the requisite high direct output voltage, 
and also regulates the output current. Two i.p.u.s are 
connected in paraHe in a current-sharing condition, and if 
one fails, the other takes up the full load and continues to 
feed the system. Each i.p.u. can be switched to a regulated 
short-ctrcuit potiiton for testing purposes.
Common Power Unit (c.p.u!—The c.p.u. contains the current 
and voltage monitoring circuits for the i.p.u. output, the out
put smoothing networks and the shut-down initiating circuits 
necessary for repeater protection.

Hot Tiatsfcr Cubicle (/./.cc—The h.t.c. contains a make- 
before-break switch which allows the suite on-line to be 
changed-over, without interrupting the line current. The 
standby suite is routed to the dummy load. The h.t.c. also 
contains the cable terminating box.
Cable Terminating Box (c.aZi.)—The c.t.b. contains the 
impedance-matching transformer for connecting the 54-ohm 
sea cable to the 75-ohm iran-mi--ion circuits, and the filter 
circuits which separate the traffic signals from the power
feeding current.
Dummy Load CiubHe—The dummy load const-t- of eight 
variable rheostats. These are used to adjust the standby 
voltage to that of the suite on-line prior to changing over, and 
to provide a range of test conditions for checking the satis
factory operation of the suite not on-line.

Mas-criSlroc Operation
Energizing the system in series aiding, with both terminals 

regulated to the same value of current, is difficult. Therefore, 
the power control circuit is designed such that one end— 
the massee—operates with a constant-current characteristic, 
and the other end—the slave—operates at a predetermined 
output voltage. The slave operates about point C on the BCD 
portion of the mr-tcr/-lroc characteristic (Fig. 6). The -lroe 
characteristic is obtained by deriving a reference potential,
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proportional to the i.p.u. output voltage, from the primary 
voltages of the input transformers. This reference potential is 
applied to the comparator circuits. The comparator in the 
master termin! is controlled by the line current only and is a 
true constant-current source.

Regulation of Line Current
The i.p.u. derives a constant d.c. output from the 115-volt, 

400 Hz, 3-phase source, and each i.p.u. can produce the 
required full output. Transductors provide the required

Fig. 8—Simplified control circuit

regulation and consist of an a.c. and a d.c. winding, such that 
the reactance of the a.c. winding is varied by the current in 
the d.c. winding.

Each of the lS-volt input phases is connected to an auto
transformer (Fig. 7). The tapping selected determines the 
limiting voltage of the equipment. This must be set such that, 
with an open circuit on the cable, the maximum voltage that 
can be fed to line does not exceed the maximum voltage that 
can be applied to the repeaters. The limiting voltage must also 
allow for a 2 kV increase due to magnetic storms. The phases 
are connected via the a.c. windings of the main transductors 
to the transformers and rectifiers, and the d.c. output is 
connected through the d.c. winding of the reference trans
ductor. Output changes from the i.p.u. alter the reference 
transductor a.c. winding reactance to the 400 Hz square 
wave connected across it, and vary the signal applied to a 
comparator circuit in the control unit, shown simplified in 
Fig. 8.

Transistors, TRI and TRZ form the comparator circuit 
driving a long-tailed pair: transistors TR3 and TR4. The 
main control voltage from the reference transductor, applied 
to the base of transistor TRl, is compared with the reference 
voltage on the base of transistor TR2, this being altered for 
current-sharing and slave operation by feeding a current 
through resistor Ri via transistors TR5 and TR6. With 
nominal line current, the comparator is balanced, transistors 
TRI and TR2 base potentials being equal. Hence, transistors 
TR3 and TR4 conduct equafiy, and the output to the main 
transductor d.c. windings remains unchanged. If the line 
current increases, the base of transistor TRI is driven more 
negative and conducts more. The current through transistor 
TR2, therefore, reduces due to the emitter-coupling resistor 
R2. Transistors TR3 and TR4 thus conduct more and less, 
respectively, and the output drive from transistor TR4 
collector to the main transductor d.c. windings is reduced. 
This increases the reactance of the main transductor a.c. 
winding and, hence, the output line current is reduced to 
nominal. The potentiometer RV1 permits the nomin! line 
current to be adjusted. The system lev! stability against line
current variation was specified to be not greater than +O-5dB 
for line current changes of +O-2 per cent. This was not quite 
achieved, as the overall system changed 0'6 dB for a 0-2 per 
cent current change made during the commissioning tests. 
This is likely to be of smaH consequence as the p.f.e. current 
stability is consistently better than 0-1 per cent, due partly 
to both terminal stations being temperature-controlled to 
within i°C.

SHORT CIRCUIT

Fig. 9—Block diagram of i.p.u. illustrating current sharing
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Current Sharing
Under current-sharing conditions, the system is fed from 

two i.p.u.s in parallel, while the two i.p.u. reference trans
ductors are connected in series. The control loops, therefore, 
operate to the line current value whilst the current-sharing 
circuits operate according to the i.p.u. output current values.

Assume only i.p.u.1 is feeding the system with the nominal 
regulated line current Il (Fig. 9). When i.p.u.2is switched to 
line, the output from its current monitor and current-share 
controls alter the reference potential in its comparator circuit 
to balance at a c.p.u. current of 1-025 IL. The i.p.u.2 
reference transductor is only sensing the i.p.u.1 output 
current and initiates an increased i.p.u.2 output current. 
The i.p.u.1 reference transductor senses this line current 
increase and, since it is set: to balance at Il, initiates 
a reduction in i.p.u.1 output current. The i.p.u.2 output 
current continues to increase and that of i.p.u.1 to decrease, 
the c.p.u. line current remaining constant, until they reach 
the value at which ther comparator reference voltages are 
the same. These references are set such that each unit operates 
between 45-55 per cent of the nominaa system line current.

lnitiate/Receive
The equipment is switched-on to power the system using 

one terminal to trigger the switch-on circuits of the other. The 
master terminal is designated the initiate and the slave 
terminal the receive. At the master- terminal, one i.p.u. of 
the suite connected to the system is switched to the initiate 
condition, biasing the comparator reference potential to give 
an output line current of 80 mA. The i.p.u. is then turned 
on, and energizes the system with 80 mA.

At the slave terminal, one i.p.u. is switched to the receive 
condition, the supply to operate its input: contactor being 
interrupted. When the i.p.u. is switched to line and turned 
on, it only receives 80 mA from the distant terminal. The 
received 80 mA is applied to a time-delay circuit to prevent 
inadvertent switch-on due to earth currents, or induced 
currents. Having received 80 mA for 2 min, the i.p.u. turns 
on and starts energizing the system. It feeds the cable with 
increasing current until the output voltage reaches its limiting 
value. At the initiate terminal, when the line current has 
increased to 140 mA, the comparaior-ctrcuit bias is switched 
out and the i.p.u. is triggered fully on. The line current at 
both terminals rises to the working value of 490 mA, the 
voltages at the master rising and the slave falling until it 
reaches the preset slave working point. When both ends 
have stabilized, the second i.p.u.s are turned on, the system 
then being fed with two i.p.u.s in current sharing, at each 
terminal.

SUBMERGED-REPEATER monitoring 
EQUIPMENT

The s.r.m.e., used on CANTAT2,isthelogicaldevelopment 
from the equipment used on proprietary 14 MHz short 
systems. The important new feature is the programmable unit, 
enabling the repeaters to be scanned automaticaHy, in any 
order, regardless of their geographic-aa location and crystal
filter frequency. The narrow frequency spacing between the 
crystaa filter of the individual repeaters (15o Hz) and the total 
uncertainty (rt 2250 Hz) of the repeater locaa oscillators, 
coupled with the large number of repeaters makes this 
imperative. The s.r.m.e.

(a) periodicafiy monitors the performance of all (or part) 
of the submerged plant: (repeaters and cable), and

(b) locates faults (provided the system can be powered).

For ergonomic reasons the s.r.m.e. is designed as a 
separate self-contained console, using 62-type practice, 
instead of the standard rack installation previously used.

TABLE 1
Supervisory Frequencies used on CANTAT 2

Frequency 
(kHz) Function

9,550
9,460

B-frequencies for measurement of (2A-B) inter
modulation from B terminal

9,300
9,210

Second and third harmonic return frequencies— 
translated from 200-290 kHz at B terminal

8,400 A-frequency for measurement of (2A — B) inter
modulation from B terminal

7,830
7,740

Loop-gain frequencies (A receive or B send)

7,540 Crystal-oscillator frequency in each repeater

7,340
7,250

Noise pick-off filter in each repeater. Also picks off 
second and third harmonics produced by l.f. ampli
fier and (ZA-B) intermodulation product produced 
by h.f. amplifier

3,670
3,625

Fundamental frequencies for measurement of second 
harmonics from A terminal

2,447
2,417

Fundament! frequencies for measurement of third 
harmonics from A terminal

290
200

Loop-gain frequencies (A send or B receive). The 
repeater identifying crystal-filter frequencies are In 
this band

Facilities
The s.r.m.e. can measure
(a) loop gain (A- and B-terminal measurements),
(b) second- and third-harmonic performance of the repeater 

low-band amplifiers (A-terminal measurement),
(o) intermodulation (2A-B) performance of the repeater 

high-band amplifiers (B-terminal measurements), and
(d) repeater noise (B-terminal measurements).

Tests (a) and (d) are performed at varying intervals with the 
system carrying traffic, and tests (b) and (c) when the system 
is out of service; e.g., after a cable fault, as the frequencies 
used (Table 1) are all in the trafiic band and the test levels may 
degrade the system performance even with the appropriate 
supergroups removed. The s.r.m.e. has three operational 
modes—manual, semi-automaticand automalicamd all measure
ments may be made in any mode.

Repeater Oscillator
The uncertainty, or drift, of the repeater 7,540 kHz crystal 

osccilator influenced some aspects of the equipment design; 
mainly, intermrdia::rrfieqsency (i.f.') filter bandwidth and 
scanning techniques. The sole identifying characteristic of 
any repeater is its narrow-band crystal filter (3 dB bandwidth 
25-40 Hz). In the A-terminal harmonic and B-terminal loop
gain and intermodulation measurements, a test tone from the 
terminal may excite a return response from the two repeaters 
having crystal-filter frequencies adjacent to the required 
repeater, if their lotal-oscillator frequencies have changed 
sufficiently. For example, the effect on B-termina loop-gain 
measurements of the worst case of drift is shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2
Effect of Oscillator Drift on B-Terminal Loop-Gain 

Measurements

Repeater 
Number

Crystal
Filter

Frequency 
(Hz)

Repeater Local Oscüllator B-Terminal 
Transmit 

Frequency 
(Hz)

Drift 
(Hz)

Frequency 
(Hz)

Rn_ i fx ~ 150 4-150 fc + 150 fc + fx
R11 A 0 £ fc +a
Rn+i fx + 150 150 fc - 150 fc + fx
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Fig. 1(0-Simplified block diagram for measurement of loop gain from the B terminal

This shows that the single transmit tone excites three 
repeaters. A narrow-band (60 Hz) receive i.f. filter and correct 
auto-tracking were, therefore, provided to give the necessary 
discrimination of returned signals.

Tests in which the test signal is first selected by the repeater 
filter before being modulated are unaffected by oscillator
frequency drift. Loop-gain measurements from the A terminal 
are unaffected, provided the 110 kHz i.f. filter is made 500 Hz 
wide to cater for the worst case. Noise measurements from 
the B terminal are also unaffected because, within the con
fines of the repeater 90 kHz noise pick-off filters, the modula
tion process is seif-adjustmg due to the non-sellectvity of 
noise production; the receiver sees the narrow (20 Hz) noise 
band, issuing from the identifying crystal filter, directly.

Scanning
Because of manufacturing tolerances of the repeater crystal 

filter, its ripple (up to 4dB) and a smaU, but significant 
temperature coefficient, it must be scanned during measure
ments to get reproducible results. If a single nomin! frequency 
is transmitted, a 3-4 Hz shift in the filter characteristic, or test 
tone, can cause 2 dB change in the return signal. The peak 
response is, therefore, measured each time, it being assumed 
to be invariant.

To cater for repeater local-osciilator variations of $250 Hz, 
a total scan of it 280 Hz is applied from the appropriate 
osciilator (G1 of Fig. 10). However only about 5-10 per cent 
of the scan is effectively used in explormg the filter. Therefore, 
the 560 Hz range is split into 24 sots, each of DOHz and 
overlapping adjacent riots by 80 Hz. The difference from 
nominal of each repeater locaa osciilator is measured manually 
on coimmisrionmg the system, and each repeater is allocated 
one of the 24 riots to centralize the loc! osciilator in the 
appropriate slot. Thus, to measure the B-termmal loop 
gain of a repeater with a local-osciilator error of +100 Hz 
and a 250 kHz identifying filter (Fig. 10), synthesizer G2 is 
set to 360 kHz (250 kHz + i.f.) and modulated with the 
sweep osciilator G1 offset by +100 Hz, giving a centre 
frequency of 7,430-1 kHz. The transmit frequency then 
sweeps over 7,790-05-7,790-15 kHz and the crystal filter is 
sweep over 249-95 -250-05 kHz after modulation by the 
repeater Ioc! osciilator. The swept return sign! is modulated, 
in the receiver by the 360 kHz auto-track signal to give a 

swept i.f. response centred on the 110 kHz i.f. filter, this being 
slightly wider than the widest repeater filter. The final result 
is displayed on a decibelmeter and recorder. Three scanning 
speeds are provided, in the ratio 1 :2 :4, interrogation of 
every repeater in the system taking about 4 h at the slowest 
speed.

Program Control
Rohde and Schwartz programming equipment is used 

when making measurements in the semi-automatic and 
automatic modes. A punched control tape, containing the 
synthesizer frequencies corresponding to the nominal identi
fying-filter frequencies and the repeater local-oscillator offsets 
in an eight-hole code, is scanned by the tape reader-. This 
information is fed to the program control unit, where it is 
converted into binary-coded-decimal code for the synthesizer 
and 1-out-of-10 code for the relay unit which selects the 
appropriate offset slot for the sweep osciilator. Three stores, 
with addresses N, K and E, are used in the program control 
unit, and the complete information on the tape for one 
repeater is, typically,, of the form SN917K335E020: where 
$ is a command signal denoting new instructions; N917K335 
denotes the correct repeater (9-17335 MHz —8-9 MHz = 
273-35 kHz—ddentffying filter frequency of repeater No. 11); 
and E020 denotes the slot for offsets between —60 Hz and 
—40 Hz. If the next repeater interrogated has an identifying
filter frequency of 273-2 kHz and an offset in the same range, 
the programming information becomes SK320, the contents 
of stores N and E remaining unchanged.

A single tape controls all s.1.m.e. test functions from one 
terminal for testing any required number of repeaters. In the 
semi-automatic mode, the tape only controls the selection 
of the repeaters via the synthesizer, scanning being done 
manually on the sweep osciilator, which also tunes the 
receiver via the auto-track path.

System Application
The normal routine measurements on the CANTAT 2 

system using the s.r.m.e. are the loop gains at both terminals 
and noise at the B terminal. At the A terminal, there are three 
tapes available controlling

(a) monthly loop-gain tests of all the repeaters,
(b) weekly tests of the repeaters west of each submerged 

equalizer, plus a few selected ones, and
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(c) daily tests of the first and last repeater in the sysleim 
and the two repeaters at the edges of the continental shelves.

Tests (a) and (b) check general syssem behaviour together 
with the various pilots. Test (c) checks the parts of the system 
subjected to temperature variations. To eliminate errors at 
the terminal due to setting-up and calibration, and return
level differences due to deliberate transmit-level changes, 
test results are generaHy eviduated in loop-gain differences 
rather than absolute values.

The temperature-affected parts of the system, repeaters R1 
and R70 on the U.K. shelf and R436 and R473 on the 
Canadian shelf are tested. It is justifiably assumed that the 
high- and low-band gains of R1 and R473 do not vary, 
nor do the conversion losses of (R1 and R70) and (R473 
and R436). The results of test (c) then reflect the varia
tions, due to temperature, of the partiat system losses between 
the B end of R1 and the A end of R70, and similarly, the A 
end of R473 and the B end of R436 at the s.r.m.e. frequencies. 
There is a direct correlation between the changes of these loop - 
gam results and the required settings of the variable tempera
ture equalizers at the two terminals.

The other main application of the s.r.m.e. is for fault 
location. Location of a total cable break is simply a repeater 
count from the terminal closest to the break, single-end 
power feeding only being possible up to about half system 
length. Under other fault conditions, with the system normally 
powered, the location is determined from loop-gain tests 
in conjunction with the receive-phot readings. A loop-gain 
measurement: from the A terminal to repeater Rn indicates 
that the fault may be in one of the following, the correspond
ing brhaviour of the receive pilots being as shown, assuming 
a flat increase in loss:

(a) the l.f. amplifier of Rn_j, giving a drop in pilot levels 
at the B terminal,

(b) the h.f. amplifier of Rn, giving a drop in pilot levels at 
the A terminal,

(c) the supervisory circuit of Rn, giving no change in 
pilot levels at either terminal, or

(d) the cable section between these repeaters, giving a drop 
in pilot levels at both terminals.
A similar evaluation of the loop-gain measurements from the 
B terminal would also be made.

CONCLUSIONS
Extensive effort was necessary to complete all the tests and 

equalization needed to satisfy the specified system require
ments. An on-site miniature computer was used for equaliza
tion calculations, andsupergroupresponsemeasurements were 
made using automatic scanning equipment. The attenuation/ 
frequency response eimits of ±1 dB, with no more than 0-5 dB 
variation over any 48 kHz band under any change-over condi
tions, were achieved on all supergroups. The overall tests 
demonsitrated that CANTAT 2 met all expectations. They 
also indicated that the specified system performance should 
be maintained over the life of the system, with 1 mile of 
repair cable added, and with the expected range of sea-bed 
temperatures. Nearly 60 days of intensive work was needed to 
complete the comprehensive test program, much of it on a 
24 h shift basis. This concentrated effort at the end of a long 
project assisted in making the system available nearly three 
weeks early. .
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Cable Laying by Satellite Navigation
J. RICHARDSONT

U.D.C. 621.315.285:52-7.6: 528.28:629.783

This artitlrffrst outlines the principle of navigation by satr-l¡tr. It then describes the integration of satellite 
navigation and many other navigartonar techniques into the composite Hydroploo system usedfor navigation 
dicing the route survey and laying operations of the CANTAT 2 submarine cable system.

INTRODUCTION
Scvcnd navigationat satellites have been placed in polar, or 
near-polar, orbit round the earh at an altitude of approxi
mately 600 nauticai miles. The angular displacement of their 
orbits at the Equator is nearly 45° (see Fig. 1). These satellites 
provide contact to any portion in the world, on almost an 
hourly basis, and each sr.c-litr takes about 100 min to 
complete its orbit. Each sUisilitr transmits phase-modulated 
data on two frequencies, in 2 min messages, consisitng of 
time-synchromzation signals, a tone signai on the even 2 min 
mark, and fixed and variable parameters describing its orbit. 
Thus, the sateilitr brcomri a self-contained radio beacon, 
radiating on frequencies of 400 MHz and 150 MHz.

1 Chief Testing Officer, C.S. A/ert.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The satellite navigational message is controlled by a chain 

of tracking stations and a computing station. The computing 
station computes an orbit that best fits the Doppler curves 
obtained from the tracking stations. Using this computed 
orbital shape, the computing centre extrapolates the position 
of the satellite for each 2 min of its orbits for the next 12h. 
These data, together with any time corrections etc., are 
injected into the satellite memory for transmission to earth 
at the appropriate time. These transmissions are monitored 
to ensure accuracy of data.

The satellite receiver picks-up the signals from the satellite, 
measures the Doppler shift, decodes the message and 
organizes the data for positional fix by a computer To 
obtain a fix, it must be possible to measure the position
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Fig. 1—Polar orbits of navigational satellites

Fig. 3—Variation of slant range with satellite position

Fig. 2—Geometric represennaaion of integrated Doppler count

relative io that of ihe known srtislliie orbii. This is done by 
measuring ihe Doppler shift of ihe received 400 MHz signal 
using a very accurate frequency standard wiihin ihe ground 
receiverr and ihis measurement is a unique function of ihe 
observer’s position io ihat of ihe sateiliie.

The ionosphere causes refraction of ihe 400 MHz signal 
path producing inaccuracies in ihe Doppler count, and io 
correct ihis error, a second 150 MHz sign;! is used. Both 
These frequencies carry ihe same message, and ihe refraction 
difference between ihem is measured and used io correct ihe 
Doppler count.

The best possible estimate of ihe ship’s speed and course 
during a sHi3ilite pass must be available for ihe computation 
of ihe ship’s position. The beiglhi of ihe aerial, as a function of 
ihe geodetic height, must also be allowed for in ihe compuia- 
iion. This entails perrsat of a geodetic contour map, io which 
ihe ship’s aerial height above sea level must be added. As ihe 
time of ihe message is all important, accurate time injection 
for ihe computation is necessary. Alihough ihe frequencies 
are given as 400 MHz and 100 MHz, ihey are, in fact, offset 
by 32 kHz and 12 kHz respectively io give 399-968 MHz 
and 149-988 MHz.

The Doppler measurement is a measure of ihe difference 
in frequency count beiween ihe received frequency C and 
ihe ground reference frequency A, occurring ai each 2 min 
timing mark. It is ihe iniegrat of ihe difference in frequency ai 
ihe 2 min iime interval. This can be interpreted geometrically 
as being equaa io ihe shaded area of Fig. 2 and expressed 

.. ... r j............. .maihematicafiy as (C — A)di.
J i1

For each wavelength ihat ihe ar:e^ite moves closer io ihe 
observer, one cycle is added io ihe count. The reverse happens 

once ihe iatellite passes iis zeniih. The Doppler couni is a 
measure of ihe range difference io ihe observer, and ai 
400 MHz, each couni is equal io 0-70 m. Thus, ii is a very 
srnsitive measure of ihe slani range difference ai ihe 2 mm 
poinis (see Fig. 3).

During a satellite pass, up io eight messages are received, 
each slightly different from ihe previous one. At least ihree 
messages are required for a fix. Obviously, ihe more received, 
ihe more accurate ihe position becomes. The number depends 
primarily on one factor; namely, ihe iime iaken for the pass, 
ihis being dependeni on ihe elevation of ihe satefiite io ihe 
observer ai iis zeniih. It is generally accepted ihai ihe eleva
tion should be ai least 10° and not more ihan 70°. This 
allows enough time for a clear ihree messages during a lower 
pass, and avoids exceeding ihe receiver’s abiliiy io interpret 
ihe very rapid Doppler changes which occur at ihe hlgher- 
elevation pass.

A simple explanation of ihe calculation of ihe ship’3 
position is as follows. The computer knows where ihe satelhie 
was ihroughoui iis pass, and also iis velociiy and slani range. 
The navigator determines ihe ship’s position by dead reckon
ing. The received Doppler curves should ihen be A, B and C 
(for ihree messages), bui ihey are (A + x), (B + y) and 
(c + 2). Therefore, ihe ship is not exactly where ihe navigator 
has said, and ihe error is corrected by computing a series of 
successive approximations io give ihe fix ihai aligns with ihe 
Doppler information io hand. The resurtrnt is ouipui in ihe 
form of latiiudr and longiiude, ai a precise iime.

THE HYDROPLOT SYSTEM
The Hydroplot system, used during ihe CANTAT 2 cable 

lay, is developed from ihe need io use a computer for satellite 
navigation. it is an integrated navigational system rspcctatly 
designed for cable ships and is unique io ihe British Post 
Office (see Fig. 4). As many of ihe navigational aids as 
practicable are interfaced io ihe computer for positional 
calculation and generation of historic daia of ihe lay. This 
daia is produced in plain language and is time daied. The 
computer used is a Marconi Elliot 900. This is a digital 
computer wiih an 18-bit word length, using integrated- 
circuit technology, and having a 16 kbii store of 1 [Ls cycle 
iime.

T0 appreciate more fully ihe effect of ihe advance made in 
navigational accuracy by ihe iniroduction of ihis integrated 
system of navigation, ihe navigator’s problem when laymg a 
major submarine cable system, of immense capital cost, must 
be described. The problem of surveying ihe CANTAT 2 
cable route is described elsewhere.1 This is basicafiy ihe need io 
find a path for ihe system which is clear of all projections, 
valleys etc., and io plot ihai path wiih a certainiy ihai ihe
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Fig. 4—Block diagram of the Hydroplot system

laying ship will be able to follow the projected route faith
fully. This entails days of block surveying of certain areas 
before the route is agreed and plotted. The laying ship is 
informed of the conclusions, and of the degree of cable slack 
over each mile of the route. This is the percentage figure by 
which the cable length paid out is greater than the distance 
travelled over the ground. Thus, the navigator must take 
account of the course the ship is to make and the amount! of 
cable to be paid out over that course, and this means only 
one thing—very accurate navigation.

The dead-reckoning position, as defined for this purpose, 
covers all positions obtained from the course steered by the 
ship and her speed through the water, and from no other 
factors. Thus, data from the ship’s gyro compass and log are 
interfaced to the computer to give the dead-reckoning 
position, but this does not take into consideration wind, tide, 
currents or any combination of the three. With the hydroplot 
system, the dead-reckoning position can be modified to 
show the course required and the speed over the land. It 
then portrays the projected course.

The hyperbolic navigational aids (LORAN, Decca and 
Omega)i are also interfaced to the computer to compute the 
running position of the ship in terms of latitude and longi
tude. To give greater flexibility, any two lines of position 
from any combination of the hyperbolic navigational aids 
can be used to obtain an output in latitude and longitude. 
Comparing the best: of these with the (modified) dead reckon
ing shows whether the ship is on the course required, or 
whether it is offset by wind, tide etc., provided that the two 
positions originated from the same point. This is assured, at 

approximately hourly periods, by a positional fix from the 
satellite receiver. Both the modified dead-reckoning position 
and the ship’s own track positions are then updated and any 
offset that the ship may have can, therefore, be detected and 
rectified.

Both the taut-wire and cable-mileage counters are interfaced 
to the computer to give the distance and speed over the land, 
as well as the amount of cable paid out and the percentage 
slack applying at any time. Historic data is fed-out to the 
teleprinter by command at the mile marks, repeater positions 
or equalizer positions. Cumulative counts of both repeaters 
and equalizers are automatically maintained.

The running commentary of operations is displayed on the 
visual-display terminal. This has a cathode-ray display unit, 
with integral refresh storage, character generator and data 
transmission interface, together with a data-entry keyboard. 
The keyboard permits the operator to compose messages for 
transmission to the computer, and to check and edit the 
information by means of the built-in editing facilities. This is 
the control point once the system program has been read into 
the computer.

The software for the Hydroplot system is assembled in 
SIR language, and consists of an 8-hole punched-tape input 
to the computer via the reader. The paper-tape station 
consists of a photoelectric device capable of reading 250 char- 
acters/s, a paper-tape punch capable of punching 110 char- 
acters/s, and a teleprinter. This includes an integral paper-tape 
punch and paper-tape reader, which operate at 10 char- 
acters/s. The teleprinter punch is used only for subsidiary 
program input tapes; for example, presenting to the computer 
station co-ordinates for LORAN, etc. The reader is used to 
read any data that has been output to the system punch.

The maintenance of the system is by test tapes and the 
exchange of plug-in boards. Daily, weekly and monthly 
preventative maintenance is carried out on the paper-tape 
station, this being mechanical rather than elecrical.

CONCLUSION
The successsul operation of the Hydroplot system depends 

on the reception of good hyperbolic navigational aids and 
the assurance of adequate satellite fixes. Accepting these 
reservations, the navigator is presented with a very accurate 
navigational device. As a bonus, the computer tends to 
smooth out the dawn and dusk effects inherent in the hyper
bolic systems at long range. Also, because the speed of the 
ship during a lay rarely exceeds 5 knots, any deviation 
rectification due to offset will not affect the laid position of the 
cable as the rectification is made immediately the offset 
becomes apparent. As this is under constant review, the 
position of the laid cable tends to be in a straight line between 
projected alter-course points.

Reference
1 Bates, Capt. O. R. The CANTAT 2 Cable System: Planning 

and Laying the Cable. (In this issue, p. 148).
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The Optical Fibre as a Transmission Line
R. B. DYOTT, b.sc.(eng.)) c.eng., F.LE.E.T

U.D.C. 621.391.63:677.521

The basic properties of the optical-fibre waveguide are described, together with the various limitations to 
bandwidth and some possible remedies.

INTRODUCTION

The basic principles and some of the technology of optical- 
fibre waveguides have been described in previous articles in 
this Jotu-ualil’2 First thoughts on the subject were that, 
because of the high frequency of light, the potentiaa band
width of an optic! communications system would be enor
mous; several orders of magnitude above that of a microwave 
system, for instance. The assumption made, for such a high 
bandwidth, was that the system would be very much like a 
scaled-down version of one at microwave frequencies. There 
would be a single-frequency source (a laser), a single-mode 
dielectric waveguide (the fibre), but with a straight detector (a 
photodiode) rather than a heterodyne deteccor. In the years 
that followed, the concept has enlarged rather than changed, 
so that a number of different types of fibres and sources are 
now being actively studied. This diversification has been due 
to the order in which successes have been achieved, to new 
ideas on how optical communications could be used, and 
to the recognition of new bandwidth-Hmiting effects in the 
fibres themselves.

OPTICAL-FIBRE WAVEGUIDE

The optica fibre is a dirlrctric waveguide at optical fre
quencies. Instead of travelling along conducting surfaces, as 
in the more conventional metal waveguides, the wave is 
guided by two regions of the dielectric. The inner region, 
the core, has a higher refractive index than the out«', or 
cladding, region. There are no conduction currents, only 
displacement currents and, as a result, some modes have a 
component of both deccnc (E) and magnetic (H) fields in the 
direction of propagation. These modes are designaed EH or 
HE modes, the predominant field bring written first.

In a hollow metal waveguide, the wave is contained within 
the space enclosed by the conducting walls, but there is 
no such well-defined boundary in the dielectric guide 
although, in a practica situation, most of the energy is 
concentrated within the ceniral core. Since it is not confined, 
but; only guided, the wave on a diekccric guide will, in certain 
conditions, radiate off into space or into the cladding. With
out meta boundaries, at which the tangential deccnc field 
must be z«o, the solution of Maxwell’s equations depends 
on matching the fields at the boundary between the core and 
the cladding. Instead of the usual solutions via the zeros of 
the functions, this produces a transcendental equation which 
is best solved by computer. However with the core and

T Reseaach Department, Telecommunications Headquarters. 
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cladding refractive indices very nearly equal, it is possible to 
obtain explicit solutions that are accurate enough for practical 
purposes.3

With these differences in mind, the dielectric guide can be 
treated as any other transmission line. It can be made mono
mode or multimode, and its fields, propagation constants, 
group velocities and impedances can all be determined.

FIELD CHARACTERISTICS

A fibre conforms naturally, but not exclusively, to a 
geometry where a cylindrical core is surrounded by a cylin
drical cladding, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The solution to the

Fig. l—Monomode optical fibre, showing cross-section and 
refractive-index profile

wave equation, therefore, comes out in Bessel functions. The 
boundary between the core and the cladding, although not 
as definite as a metal wall, nevertheless provides a dis
continuity which results in the fields within the core resemb
ling the fields in a metal tube, in that they have a periodicity 
with radius and azimuth. The fields inside the core are, there
fore, described in terms of the BesseFJ functions, which are 
quad-pciodic. The fields in the cladding, on the outside of 
the boundary, die away to zero at infinity, and are described 
by the cxpooeniial-like BesseFK functions. The graph in 
Fig. 2 shows the field distribution in the core and cladding. 
The Bessd-J functions correspond to the sine and cosine 
functions in rectangular-co-ordinate geometry, and the 
BesseF-K functions correspond to the hyperbolic sine and 
cosine functions (sinh and cosh respectively). Unless the core 
region is smaH compared with the wavelength, the external 
fields die away rapidly with radius, and there is no need to 
take the cladding beyond about five times the core radius for 
a mnnnmnde fibre transmission line.

The fundamental mode of the dielectric guide is the HE“. 
It has components of H and E fields in the direction of



Fig. 2—Field distribution in core and cladding, and E-field pattern 
of HE11 mode in core

Note: in = 1-5, and "2 = 1 49

Fig. 3—Proportion of power in the core of a monomode guide, as a 
function of the normalized frequency

propagation, and one field variation in both radial and 
azimuthal directions. The field inside the core, illustrated in 
Fig. 2, resembles that of the fundamental mode (Hu) in a 
cylindrical metal tube. If the diameter of the metal tube were 
to be reduced sufficiently, the wave would no longer fit into 
the tube and would become cut off. However, as the core of a 
dielectric guide is reduced, the field, not being confined, 
spreads out into the cladding, until the amount of energy 
carried by the core becomes so small that guidance is lost. Note: c is the free-space velocity ofiight

Fig. 4—Opciaal-waveguide modes
Normalized Frequency

An important parameter in optical guides is the normalized 
frequency, V, given by

v=z^oh2_”22)l/2, 
)‘o

where a is the radius of the core, Ao is the free-space wave
. length, and 11 and «2 are the refractive indices of the core

and cladding respectively. The normalized frequency can be 
represented as a wave number, Zwa/Ao multiplied by the 
numerical aperture of the fibre, (1112 — «222'12. Fig. 3 shows 
the proportion of power in the core of a monomode guide, 
asafunctionoO V.

Higher-order modes have cut-off values determined by 
J,(V) = 0, where I is related to the mode numberr the first 
being at the first zero of J0(V), where V = 2-405, so that a 
fibre is monomode for V < 2-405. It is interesting to compare 
this cut-ofl condition with that of transverse-magnetic modes 
in a metaa tube, where J;(2m?/Ao) = 0.

TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

The propagation characteristics of fibre guides can best be 
illustrated on a conventional w/fi diagram, where [3 is the 
phase-shift propagation constant, and c = 2-n;/’, where f is 
the frequency. Fig. 4 shows the modes of an optical wave
guide plotted on such a diagram. The velocities of light in the 
cladding and core materials are shown as two straight lines, 
with the mode lines for the optical guide lying between them. 
The difference in velocity between the core and cladding has 
been very much exaggerated; for a practical fibre with a 
refractive-index difference of about 1 per cent, the lines would 
lie much closer together. The group velocity of a wave is 
given by the gradient, dw/dB, of the mode line. The dispersion, 
or variation of group velocity with frequency, is dominated 
in optical fibres by the contribution due to the material itself.
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Multiple-Path and Material-Dispersion Effects
The man advantage of the monomode fibre is that it has a 

single transmission path. Its disadvantage is its small core, 
being typically 2-3 ,um in diameter, which causes difficulties in 
jointing and coupling. Low-loss monomode fibre was first 
made by Corning in 1970,4 usjng the technique of doping the 
centre of a silica fibre with titania in order to increase its 
refractive index. However, at that time, the gallium-arsenide 
laser, necessary as a source intensive enough to couple into 
the smafi core, had not been developed sufficiently to run 
continuously at room temperature. When a low-loss multi
mode fibre, in the form of a silica tube with a liquid tetra
chlorethylene core,5 was announced, it could be used with a 
source which had already been developed sufficiently to run 
continuously: the light-emitting diode (l.e.d.). The l.e.d. 
cannot be used with a monomode fibre because of its low 
intensity, but can launch, a reasonable amount of power into 
the large core of the multimode fibre, illustrated in Fig. 5. 
This combination, however is severely restricted in band
width because of two effects: the multiple-path effect and the 
material-dispersion effect. The multiple-paHh effect is 
explained in waveguide terms as the resuR of different modes 
having different group velocities at any one frequency. For 
large values of V, that is, a very much over-moded fibre, the 
number of modes is approximately equaa to V2/2.

The spread in group velocity is less than the difference 
between the cladding and core velocities, by a factor of 
1 — (2/V). The spread in arrival time, At, over a length, L, 
due to the multiple-paah effect, is given by

At = $011 - 111 2)1 - ly

where c is the velocity of light in free space.
Looked at from the point of view of rays of light reflecting 

from the boundaay, as illustrated in Fig. 5, rays making a 
steep angle with the axis travel further and take longer to 
arrive, than rays with a shafiow angle. Using rays, the maxi
mum difference in arrivat time is given by

A = %f1_ 1).
C \212 '

The discrepancy between the mode and ray approaches is 
explicable in part by the fact that, with a simple ray theory, 
no accoimt is taken of cylindrical geomeery/’ The ray theory 
can be used to give reasonably accurate results when V is 
large and the refractive-index difference is small.

Graded-lndex Fibre
A solution to the problem of the multiple-path effect was 

found early on in Japan and the U.S.A., with the invention of 
Seefoc1' 8 and similar graded-index fibres. In such fibres, as 
illustrated in Fig. 6, the refractive index, n, is made to 
decrease parabolicafiy with the radial distance, r, from the 
axis, according to the law:

« = «j{1 — A(2r/d2},

where d is the effective diameter of the core. Light in the outer 
regions of the core travels faster than light near its centre. 
There is a continuous self-focusing effect, and the difference in 
transit time for steep- and shallow-angle rays is much 
smaller than for the hard-boundary, multimode fibre. The 
time difference can be reduced sill further by a slight depar
ture from the parabofic law.

One type of graded-index fibre9 is made by diffusing the 
core-cladding boundary while the fibre is being drawn from a 
double-crucible arrangement:, in which the inner crucible, 
containing the core glass, has a nozzle placed sufficiently far 
back inside an outer crucible, holding the cladding glass, for

Fig. 5—Muttimode fibre, showing cross-section and refractive- 
index profile

Fig. 6—Gaaded-index fibre, showing cross-section and refractive- 
index profile

the boundary to diffuse as the glasses flow out of the crucibles. 
Thallium is used as the diffusing ion.

Graded-index fibre has half the number of modes of a 
plain multimode fibre and can, therefore, only carry half the 
power for the same refractive-index difference and core 
diameter. Apart from this disadvantage, graded-index fibre 
has the good points of both monomode and multimode 
guides: virtually a single path, but with a reasonably-sized 
core.

MODE-MIXING
Another possible solution to the multiple-path effect is to 

mix the signals between the paths continuously along the 
fibre, so that all signals have nearly the same total path length 
and, hence, the same arrival time. One method of achieving 
mode- or path-mixing is to perturb the diameter of the core 
in a quasi-periodic manner along the fibre. The periodicity 
contains a range of pitches, or spatial frequencies, such that 
the modes are coupled together, but not coupled out into the 
radiation field in the cladding. In order for modes m and n 
to couple together, the difference in their propagation 
constants, AB, must be equal to the propagation constant of 
the periodic structure caused by the variations in the dia
meter of the core. Hence,

2tt « ~AB = ^=Bm- Bm

where AP is the pitch of the variations in core diameter, and 
[8m and B, are the propagation constates for modes in and n.

The propagation constants are bunched closely together 
amongst the lower-order modes, and are spread out more at 
the higher orders. Therefore, to mix the modes without 
radiation, it is necessary to provide a perturbation of the core 
diameter that contains all the spatial frequencies up to, but 
not including, the frequency that will couple the highest- 
order mode out into the cladding, o This is easier said than 
done and, in practice, some loss is inevitable. A possible 
method of introducing the perturbations is to vibrate the fibre 
over a range of frequencies whilst it is being drawn.

Bending to a tight radius has to be avoided, for example, 
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when making the fibre up into cable, or laying the cable in 
ducts; otherwise the penalty of extra loss willbe incurred. 
Fortunately, with the values of refractive-index difference 
likely to be used for practical fibres, the critical radius is 
small enough, of the order of a few centimetres, not to be a 
problem. For monomode fibre, loss due to bending only 
starts to become serious at a very much smaller bending 
radius; that is, of about 10 mm. When a monomode fibre is 
bent, the wave-front on the outside of the bend will apparently 
have, at some distance from the axis, a velocity greater than 
that of light: in the medium. This is clearly impossible, and the 
energy carried at distances beyond this critic! point radiates 
off the guiding structure.n

Another cause of radiation is the scattering of light: out of 
the fibre, due to various effects. Rayleigh scattering is caused 
by imperfections which are sm!l compared with the wave
length, such as particles, or regions of different refractive 
index, in the glass. The loss varies inversdy as the fourth 
power of the wavelength, and is not now a serious problem at 
optical-communication wavelengths centred around 850 nm.

Non-linear effects, such as stimulated Raman and Brillouin 
scattering, do not become noticeable until the optica power 
density is large. In monomode fibre, the critical level is about 
1 watt. In multimode fibre, it would be of the order of several 
kilowatts.

Scattering, and random variations in the fibre, are liable 
to produce an amount: of mode-mixing, no matter how care
fully the fibre is drawn, although, with the latest fibres, the 
effect is not apparent for lengths of unde' about 1 km. For 
most telecommunications purposes, lengths over 1km will 
be needed between repeater points and the proportion of the 
total loss, caused by the mode-mixing process, then becomes 
important. An analysis has been made in respect of such 
random mode-mixing/2^ using the assumptions that the 
modes are coupled only to their nearest neighbours, in terms 
of their propagation constants, and that the loss due to 
radiation varies as the square of the ray angle. The results 
predict that the relative power in the rays stabilizes to a 
particular angular distribution, no matter how the light is 
launched into the fibre. The analysis also predicts that, if a 
very short pulse of light is launched, then, at the far end of the 
line, it will have spread out to an asymmetric shape, such as 
is shown in Fig. 7, which is the trace of a pulse from an actual 
fibre. The pulse-width increases only with the square root of 
distance when mode-mixing is present:, compared with a 
lineair relationship when there is no mode-mixing, but the 
loss is higher in the first case.

Fig. 7—Asym meric distortion of short light pulseafter transmistion 
through optical fibre

MATERIAL DISPERSION
A second, serious limitation to bandwidth, which occurs 

when an l.e.d. is used, is that caused by dispersion of the 
refractive index of the fibre’s core and cladding m!:rriais.14 
This material-dispersion effect causes additional curvature of 
the w/B lines for the guided modes (see Fig. 4). Thereby, the 
variation of modal group-delay with frequency is changed 
by a large amount for typical fibre materials. The question 
arises as to whether mode dispersion and material dispersion 
might be, to some extent, set off against each other. Un - 
fortunately, in monomode guides, and for most of the 
operating region in multimode guides, both types of disper
sion have the same sign and, hence, reinforce each other. A 
particular kind of monomode guide has been proposed/5 in 
which the mode dispersion is of the opposite sign, but no 
experiment! results have been reported yet. One fortunate 
fact about mate''! dispersion in fibres is that the material 
with the lowest dispersson—siliica—also has the lowest loss.

Material dispersson on its own will not limit the bandwidth 
of a fibre. The effect only becomes important when the optical 
spectral spread of the signal transmitted along the fibre 
greatly exceeds the modulation bandwidth due to the base
band signal alone. However, a typical multimode, hetero
junction, gallium-aluminium-arsenide laser, used as a source, 
has a spread in wavelength of 2 nm, which corresponds to a 
frequency spread of 720 GHz—far exceeding any sideband 
effects for the modulation frequencies that are realizable 
at present The l.e.d. has much wider spreads, typically 
20-40 nm, and 7-14 THz. The bandwidth of a silica fibre, 
1 km long, fed by such an l.e.d., would be 160 MHz, and 
would decrease as the length increases. Some time ago, when 
the target for low-loss fibre was 20 dB/km, the loss itself was 
the main factor restricting the range. Now, however, with an 
achievable attenuation of 2 dB/km, the bandwidth limit 
imposed by a source with a wide frequency spread, together 
with material-dispersion effects over long lengths of line, is 
serious. The use of a monomode laser, with a spectral spread 
two orders lower than that of an l.e.d., will greatiy ease the 
problem. Some method of correcting for material dispersion 
will, undoubtedly, be developed.

COUPLING AND JOINTING
As with other transmission lines, the optical fibre must be 

connected to its source and detector with the minimum 
amount of loss. The simplest and, in general, most efficient 
way to couple to an l.e.d. is to butt the fibre directly against 
the diode. The radiation from the diode is nearly isotropic, 
and the coupling efficiency is proportional to the solid angle 
of rays that can be accepted by the fibre, which is, in turn, 
equal to the square of the numrric! aperture.16 If the dia
meter of the source is smaller than that of the fibre core, as 
with a gallium-arsenide laser, then the butting efficiency can 
be improved with a lens. Such lenses have been fabricated by 
a photographic resist method on the end of the fibre itself.

Good joints, with low transmission loss and a low reflexion 
coefficient, are essential for a practical system. Both the 
source and the detector will, probably, be manufactured 
already coupled to fibre tails, which will then bejoined to the 
transmission line at each end. Repairs to a broken fibre cable 
would be more difficult to deal with. It may be an advantage 
to arrange the fibres so that they can be easily identified and 
joined as a group; for example, by fixing them side by side 
along a flat tape. Sever! different ty^pies of joint have been 
demonstrated in the laboratory. The best have a loss as low 
as 0-1 dB. Monomode fibres are the most difficult to join, 
because of their smafi cores. Graded-index fibres are margin
ally more difficult to join than multimode fibres, but their 
alignment is not so critical as that of monomode fibres.

The main types of joint are described below. They consist 
of the fusion junct’onf2’™ and two types of junction using 
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connectors, called the sandwich connector^ and the rotating 
ecceitiric connector2°

For each of these joints, the ends of the fibres have to be 
prepared beforehand. One of the best; ways to obtain suitable 
fibre-ends is by the scratch-and-ptdl technique. The fibre is 
put into a known amount of tension, over a surface of 
known radius of curvature, and is then scratched with a 
diamond to produce a break with clean ends.

Fusion Junction
To make a fusion junction, the ends of the fibres are 

butted together with their cores aligned, and are then fused 
together, using a hot wire as a heater. This technique is 
delicate, but good joints can be made in the laboratory 
between multimode fibres. The advantages of this technique 
are the absolute permanancy of the joint and its small size.

Sandwich Connector
For the sandwich connector, a groove is made in a plastic 

or metaa plate by pressing into it a fibre of the same diameter 
as the fibres to be joined. The latter are then butted together 
in the groove, and a drop of index-matching liquid is added 
to fill any smaU gap between the ends. Another plate is placed 
on top of the fibres, and the assembly is clamped together. 
This method can give losses of down to 0-3 dB for monomode 
fibre, and 0-2 dB for multimode fibre, provided that the cores 
are accurately centred in the fibres.

Rotating Eccentric Connector
For the rotating eccentric connector, the fibres are glued 

into capillary tubes which are eccentrically mounted in metal 
bushes, so that, by turning the bushes, the cores can be 
aligned. The cores do not have to be centred in the fibres, 
and the joint can be eassiy taken apart and remade. The 
disadvantages are that a fairly bulky and costly structure is 
Ht attached to the fibre, and that the degree of eccentricity 
has to be matched to the dimensions of the particular fibres 
to be joined.

Fibre and Source Combinations
The capabHities of the various combinations of fibre and 

source are summarized in Table 1.

TABLE 1
Combinations of Fibre and Source

Source
Fibre

Multimode Graded-Index Monomode

L.E.D. Range and band
width limited by 
mode and 
material disper
sion

Range and band
width limited by 
material disper
sson

Launching 
efficiency too 
low to be 
useful

Laser Range and band
width limited by 
mode dispersson

Srutable for 
medium and high 
bandwidth on 
long repeater 
sections

Suitable for 
high bandwidth 
on long repeater
sections

SUMMARY
The he.d., used with the multimode fibre, gives the lowest 

bandwidth, which can be improved by mode-mixing, but with 

the penafiy of some extra loss. The restriction on bandwidth, 
due to the multiple-path effect, can be almost entirely 
removed by using a graded-index fibre, but the upper limit 
of any system using an he.d. is set by the line width of the 
Le.d., together with the dispersion of the fibre material. The 
choice for higher bandwidths is, therefore, the gallium
arsenidelaser, together with either graded-index or monomode 
fibre. The former has the possible advantage of being easier to 
join, although efficient joints can be made in monomode 
fibre. The next major step seems to be the development of 
a reliable monomode gallium-arsenide laser. Then, for high- 
bandwidth systems, at least, the system will be remarkably 
similar to the original concept.
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TXK3 Director-Area Local Exchanges 
using BXB1112 Crossbar Equipment
Part 2—System Features and Maintenance Arrangements

R. L. BELL, G. BLOXHAM and B. F. CALLAGHANT

U.D.C. 621.395.344.6.004.5: 621.395.722

Part 1 of this article described the TXK3 system which has recently been introduced into the British Post 
Office public telephone network. The use of crossbar switches in the multi-outlet switching-block configura
tions was discussed, and a typical director-area exchange trunking arrangement was shown. Part 2 describes 
some of the more important features of the system, outlines the ger real maintenance policy, and describes 
various maintenance aids.

TXK3 SYSTEM FEATURES
Some of the more important features of the TXK3 system are 
discussed below.

Automatic Distribution of Traffic Load
In order to equalize the traffic loading on the setection equip

ment, cyclic distribution is used. This provides a rotational 
priority of access from a common circuiit to the multiswitches 
in the selection unit, so that successive calls are routed 
through the multiswitches, subject to their being available, in 
priority order.

Priority distribution is used between

(a) lme-selection-unit (l.s.u.) common relays and l.s.u. 
primary sections, so that successive originating calls are 
routed to different primary sections,

(b) l.s.u. markers and l.s.u. terminal sections, so that a 
calling subscriber on any termin! seetion is first in order 
of connexion at leasS once in 10 calls on a 520-line l.s.u.,

(c) group-seleetion-imit (g.s.u.) markers and g.s.u. secondary 
sections, so that, for two successive calls, different secondary 
sections are given priority, and

(id) register finders and registers, so that successive calls 
on the register finders seize the registers on a rotationaa basis.

The following methods are used to distribute traffic over 
common equipment which, for seeurrty reasons, is provided 
in pairs.

(a) Markers and translators are seized alternately.
(b) Information-paah channels are used on a random

choice basis.
(c) Pre-selection couplers are se’ected at random by origi

nating registers. When a coupler is seized by more than one 
register a choice is made between the registers on a fixed- 
priority basis.

(d) SelceUon couplers are also chosen randomly, but 
simultaneous seizure by either the originating or incoming 
registers is dealt with on a rotating-priority basis.

Automatic Repeat-Attempt
Connexions are esSablished in successive steps or phases; 

that is, the group-seeection phase and the line-selection

TMr. Bell and Mr. Callaghan are in the Telecommunications 
Development Department, Telecommunications Headquarters. Mr. 
Bloxham is in the Service Department, Telecommunications 
Headquarters.

phase. Each step is set up by the corresponding marker, 
which controls and checks the seiection of a path. iff a check 
proves negative, or if the period of a phase exceeds a set 
time, the register releases the connexion and proceeds to 
make another attempt automatically. Because of the priority
distribution feature, each attempt normally uses a different 
path through the switching stages. When a repeat-attempt is 
unsucccssSul, a third attempt can be made to set up the 
connexion. If the final attempt is unsuccessSul, call-failure 
conditions are signalled to the caller by the return of tone. 
Both originating and incoming call failures are indicated by 
the return of equipment-engaged tone for a period of 24-48 s. 
If this period expir’d, an originating-subscriber’s line is 
released back as far as the line circuit with no tone applied 
to it, (the parked condition) and an incoming junction is 
placed into a locked-out condition, again with no tone applied.

Automatic Alternative Routing
The g.s.u. marker can be wired to signal route-busy condi

tions to the register, via the information path. In these 
circumstances, the register releases the connexion, re-applies 
to the translator for alternative-routing information and 
proceeds to esSablish the call over another outgoing junction 
route. The alternative-routing information may contain 
additional code digits required for tandem working.

Calls to Unobtainable or Engaged Numbers
If a call is desSined for an unobtainable number, an appro

priate service-category signal is returned from the l.s.u. This 
signal instructs the controlling register to re-route the call to 
a special junctor which returns number-unobtainable tone, 
and which is connected to an outlet of the appropriate g.s.u. 
In some cases, this instruction may be returned from the 
translator.

Similarly, when an engaged subscriber is called, the 
originating register re-routes the call to a spectal junctor, 
which returns engaged tone. However, for incoming calls, 
engaged tone is sent directly from the incoming junctor.

L.S.U. Marker Distribution Frame
For terminating calls, the called number is passed to the 

l.s.u. marker from the register and is decoded to give the 
equipment number of the line circuit with which the called 
number is associated. This is effected by means of a strapping 
field, the principle of which is illustrated in Fig. 9. The field
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provides flexibility and independence of allocation between 
called numbers and equipment numbers within the same 
1.s.u. If, for example, the traffic loading of Lis.ii. terminal 
sections becomes uneven, lines can be moved to other line 
circuits within the Ls.u., without the need for changing 
telephone numbers. There are 1,036 line terminations on the 
low-traffic Ls.u. and 520 line terminations on the high
traffic Ls.u. As only f,000 and 500 telephone-number tags 
respectively are provided, the remaining line terminations 
are available for use for un-numbered lines, such as private
branch-exchange (p,b,x,) lines.

Non-Direct-Dialling-ln P.B.X. Working
For normal incoming calls, a p,b,x, group requires only one 

telephone number Use can, therefore, be made of the un
numbered line terminations for p,b,x, auxiliary lines, If more 
than the 20 or 36 line terminations normally available are 
required, then complete blocks of 100 directory numbers can 
be shed to other l.s.u.s. Up to 56 p,b,x. groups can be accom
modated in each low-traffic Ls.u., and up to 80 p.b.x. groups 
in each high-traffic Ls.u.

The main advantages of this method of p.b.x. working are 
that auxiliary lines do not waste directory numbers, and that 
sequenced numbers do not have to be reserved for the growth 
of each p.b.x, group, The lines of a p.b.x. are not tested 
sequential, and all of the auxiliary lines in a particular 
p.b.x. group are accommodated in the same Ls.u. Fig. 10 

shows the strapping arrangements for a 5-line p.b.x. group, 
X259, to which has been added the facility of night-service 
working on a particular line. This line, connected to equip
ment L/20, can be positively accessed by dialling X050. The 
diode prevents the marking of unwanted lines.

Direct - Dialling-In PrivateAutomatic Branch Exchange 
Working

The principle adopted for direct dialling-in (d.d.i.) in the 
U.K. is for private-automatic-branch-exchange (p.a.b.x.) 
extensions to be allocated numbers within local numbering 
schemes and, hence, within the national numbering scheme.

In the TXK3 system, recognition of d.d.i. calls is a register
translator function. As own-exchange and incoming-d.d.L 
calls are processed in slightly different ways, they are dis
cussed separateey. Although a detailed analysis of the treat
ment of calls to the various types of p.a.b.x. is not dealt with 
here, the registers and translators are capable of dealing with 
calls to

(a) a very large p.a.b.x. group which has a directory 
number in the form A’B'C' XXXX, where A'B'C’ denotes the 
second all-figure numbering (a.f.n.) code allocated to an 
exchange unit,  the a.f.n. code being allocated to one sub- 
scribrnr

*

* The principle of the allocation of two a.f.n. codes to one 
exchange unit is described in part 1 of this article.
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Fig. 10—Use of un-numbered line terminations for p.b.X working, with night-service facility
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(b) p.b.x. groups with an exchange directory number 
allocation greater than 1,000 but less than 6,000 in the form 
ABC XXXX, where the a.f.n. code is shared with other 
subscribers and which, consequently, involve the additional 
examination of the thousands digit, and

(c) smth p.a.b.x. groups having directory numbers in the 
form ABC NXXX with the thousands digit shared and 
which, consequentiy, involve the further examination of the 
I d 1 ’■ i

Economic and growth factors have resulted in provision 
for the allocation of a block of 1,000 or 10,000 numbers if it 
is foreseen that more than 600 or 6,000 numbers respectively 
will ultimately be required in a p.a.b.x. group.

A simplified trunking diagram of a TXK3 exchange, 
illustrating d.d.i. working, is shown. in Fig 11.

Own-Exchange D.D.I. Calls
For own-exchange d.d.i. calls, the caller is connected to an 

originating regist.etr as for a call to a non-d.d.i. subscriber. The 
own-exchange a.f.n. code is dialled. This may be for a mixed 
d.d.i. and ordinary-subscriber exchange, or for a large d.d.i. 
p.a.b.x. where a discrete a.f.n. code has been allocated. For the 
latter only the three code digits are required for translation 
into sehetion information within the exchange. For a com
bined d.d.i. and ordinary-subscriber exchange a.f.n. code, 
examination of the numerica digits is necessary. Examination 
by the originating translator of the code, plus the numericaa 
digits if required, produces information for routing the call 
through the originating g.s.u. to an inlet of the incoming g.s.u., 
via a local-caU-timing junctor. Numericaa digits, stored in the 
originating register r are then examined by the local translator. 
This provides a translation to route the call through the 
incoming g.s.u. to an outgoing junctor. The appropriate 

numerical digits are determined by the translator and sent by 
the originating register, through the outgoing junctor, to the 
p.a.b.x.

Although this class of call is, in effect, treated as an out
going junction call, the lines are terminated on the incoming 
g.s.u. so that access may be gained by incoming traffic.

Incoming D.D.I. Calls
An incoming d.d.i. connexion is determined in a similar 

manner. If an incoming route is common to two a.f.n. codes, 
a discriminating digit, added to the translation at the distant 
exchange, is used to determine which 10,000--ine unit is 
required. If incoming access is via separate routes, or if only 
one exchange code has been allocated, this digit is not 
necessaay. The incoming register applies to the local translator 
after the second numerical digit has been stored. The trans
lator then has sufficient information to allow selection of an 
outgoing junctor. The translator also determines how many 
digits are to be sent to the p.a.b.x., and indicates to the 
register that seizure of a 10 pulses/s, loop-disconnect pulse
sender is required. The pulse-sender transmits the numerical 
digits to the p.a.b.x.

Subacriber-Conlroiied Transfer
The subscriber-controlled transfer facility enables sub

scribers to transfer their incoming calls to other nominated 
lines. Two forms are available: single-line transfer and 
group transfer. In the Strowger system, the transferring
subscriber’s speech and control wires are physically switched 
in response to 33 kohm loop signals from the controlling 
subscriber. In contrast, the TXK3 system switches the 
marking wires, or re-routes the call within the exchange. 
Switching and restoration of transfer is effected by the use of 

Fig 11—Simplified trunking diagram illustrating d.d.i. working
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dial-pulse signals. This method of effecting transfer avoids 
the need for control equipment to be associated with individual 
subscriber’s lines. The transferring subscriber first dials a 
speciaa code to route the caH to a transfer register, followed by 
a transfer ident:ii:y code and either digit 1 to switch, or digit 0 
to restore, transfer.

If group transfer is required, the single transfer-switching 
relay used for single-line transfer is replaced by a magnetic 
counter. This is a relay device with 10 armatures, one of 
which is operated at any time, allowing up to til subscribers 
to be assoccated with a transfer group. A subscriber wishing 
to transfer his incoming calls dials the speciai code, his 
transfer identity code and the appropriate counter-positioning 
digit of the chosen receiving subscriber. To restore transfer, 
the same procedure is followed, with the exception that the 
restoring subscriber dials his own counter-positioning digit. 
Both subscriber- and operator-controlled transfer facilities 
are available, With provision for the operator to have over
riding control.

The transfer relay, or magnetic counterr diverts the l.s.u. 
marking wire to the receiving subscriber’s equipment number, 
if the receiving subscriber is within the same l.s.u. If, however, 
the recervmg number is outside the l.s.u., the marking ssgnal 
is diverted to a transfer coder. This coder contains the 
receiving line identity, which it transmits, via a transfer 
information-path, to the controlling register. The register is 
instructed to perform a second attempt using the new called-

Fig. 12—Typical junctor tester

subscriber’s identity. If the transferred call is to be handled 
by the changed-number-interception operator, a signal is 
returned to the common-control equipment, instructing the 
controlling register to break down the connexion and to 
re-route the call through the appropriate g.s.u. to a changed- 
number-interception junctor.

MAINTENANCE POLICY
The maintenance organization in TXK3 exchanges takes 

account of the following system features:
(a) the simple selection mechanism,
(b) the built-in fault-detecting devices,
(c) the automatic repeat-attempt facility,
(d) the automatic fault-print-out facility, and
(e) the increased security derived from the use of alternate 

and sequential traffic distribution.
Emphasis is placed on corrective- rather than prrvrniive- 

maintenance techniques. There is, however, a need for some 
routine preventive maintenance, but the simple and reliable 
mechanisms used allow inspections to be scheduled at widely- 
spaced intervals.

Maintenance activities can be classified under three broad 
headings: (a) preventive maintenance, (b) functional testing, 
and (c) corrective action.

Preventive Maintenance
Preventive maintenance entails the inspection of multi

switches, relays and magnetic counters. The periodicity of 
this work varies according to the usage of the circuits and 
their position in the system. At present, the British Post 
Office (B.P.O.) has had limited in-service experience of the 
TXK3 system, and preventive maintenance has been based 
on manufacturer’s recommendations, which include periodic 
inspections. During the first year of service, the manufacturer 
recommends a complete check and lubrication of multi
switches, and a check of relays in short-holding-time equip
ment.

When sufficient data has been obtained to calculate 
reliability figures, the periodicity of routine preventive 
maintenance work will be revised.

Functional Testing
Testers, without automatic access, are provided for
(a) incoming, outgoing and local-feed junctors,
(b) local-call-timing junctor's,
(c) coin-and-fee-checking junctors,
(d) registers,
(e) translators,
(f) call-tracing equipment, and
(g) subscribers’ meters.
With the exception of the register tester, the above test 

equipment is manually controlled. Junctor-testing equipment 
is used, in accordance with a scheduled test program, to detect 
circuit malfunctions in those areas of the system which are 
largely outside the scope of the incident recorder and, also, 
as an aid to the localization of faults.

Fig. 12 shows a typical junctor tester. Additionally, stand
ard test equipment for reiayicurrent, and puSse-sprrd and 
ratio checks is used.

Corrective Action
Corrective action includes the localization of faults and 

remedial work based on information from
(a) the preventive-maintenance program,
(b) functional testers,
(c) supervision devices, such as the centralized display 

panel and service meters,
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Fig. 13—The process of recording an incident when the incident 
recorder is called by a register

(d) the incident recorder,
(e) subscribers,
(f) alarms, and
(g) the artifitial-traflit equipment, which is currently under 

development.

FAULT TOLERANCE
The built-in fault-detecting devices, sequential and alternate 

traffic distribution, duplication of some important circuits, 
and the automatic repeat-attempt features give the TXk3 
system a degree of fault tolerance. Thus, the quality of service 
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given to the customer is not normally degraded by the existence 
of faults in the system. These features allow maintenance 
work to be programmed and directed in an efficient manner. 
It is important, however, that attention is given to service
supervision facilities to ensure that malfunctions of the system 
are apparent to maintenance staff. A measure of the quality 
of service of the exchange is obtained from a collective 
assessment of telephone service observation results, service
supervision devices, fault print-out analyses and artificial
traffic equipment results.

incident recorder
Details of failures to establish a path through the exchange 

are automatically identified and recorded on a teleprinter 
operating unde- the control of an incident recorder’.

Certain of the common-contro) circuits, called active 
elements, are dessgned to recognize whether a selecttion process 
has exceeded a specified time, or if certain other failures have 
occurred. Common-contro) circuits without this caipai^iiii.y, 
called passive elements, respond to a request from the incident
recording equipment for their identification and phase (01 
state) of operation. Some common-control circuits are used 
in either mode.

The active elements are the
(a) l.s.u. common relays,
(b) spisciiD line units,
(c) markers,
(d) registers and
(e) loop-disconnect pulse-senders.

The passive elements are the
(a) l.s.u. and g.s.u. markers,
(b) register finders,
(d) loop-disconnect pulse-sender’s,
(e) couplers,
(f) translators, and
(g information paths.

Fig. 13 ilUisttrra-tes the process of recording an incident. 
This process takes place in the following stages.

(a) When a fault occurs during a particular selection 
operation, the active element recognizing the fault condition 
calls the incident recorder.

(b) The localizer searches for, and finds, the calling active 
element.

(c) The active element connects its information wires to 
one of two sets of memory relays, and causes all of its associ
ated passive elements to connect their information wires to 
the chosen memory relays.

(d) Information, giving the identity and the state of the 
principal phase relays of each element at the time of fault, is 
passed to, and stored in, the incident store.

(e) A 20 kHz signal is applied to the control wires, via the 
active element:, to identify the terminal points of the call.

(/) The elements are released, the information stored in the 
memory relays activates the recorder print-out control, and 
fault recording takes place.

The following information can be recorded:
(a) the date and time of the incident,
(b) the identity of the exchange,
(c) the identity of the control units involved,
(d) the phase of operation of the control units at the time of 

the incident,
(e) the identity of the calling subscriber or incoming 

junctor, and
(f) the identity of the called subscriber or outgoing junctor.

A typical print-out is illustrated in Fig. 14.

Computer Analysis of Print-Out
It is intended to introduce a computer-assisted scheme to 

analyse fault print-out information. The use of computerized 
analysis methods reduces the time taken to diagnose faults, 
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Fig. 14—Typical fault print-out
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and minimizes the need for visual analysis. Visual analysis 
can be difficult because information relating to similar faults 
is interspersed with other fault information. It is expected that 
periodic, ofi-line batch processmg will be used.

Operational Modes
The incident recorder can be operated in either a general or 

a selective mode. In the getntsi-ial mode, a demand from any 
active element is dealt with, provided that a free memory 
exists. Thus, the print-out reflects faults from all areas of the 
exchange.

However:, in certaiin fault situations, for example, when two 
or more interrelated faults exist, a confusing fault pattern 
could result. To assist, the analysis of the print-out in such 
instances, or when certain circuits are suspect, the incident 
recorder may be operated in the seleccíve mode; that is, the 
active elements not considered relevant to the fault pattern 
can be excluded from having access to the monitoring equip
ment, thus enabling attention to be concentrated on specific 
groups of circuits.

Parked Lines
Permanentiy-looped lines undergo forced-release from the 

registee equipment after a period of 24-48 s, and are re - 
routed to a specaa junctor with number-unobtainable tone 
and line-insulation measuring facilities. If a line remains 
looped for more than 12 s after the application of tone, then 
the incident recorderr if it is so primed, is used to record the 
identity of the line and its resistance characteristics. The line 
is then placed in the parked condition.

To obtain a record of the state of the exchange with regard 
to the total number of parked lines at any particular time, it is 
necessary to operate manuafly a push-button assocíated with 
each l.s.u. This causes all lines previously parked to connect 
to the originating registers, which, after the appropriate delay, 
re-route the calling lines to the specaa junctors. The lines are 
then identified by the incident recorder and parked again, as 
described above.

Call Tracing
The incident recorder is also used for recording caal-tracing 
information. In order to idern;ify the unknown terminal point 
of a call, the known junctor or subscriber’s termination is 
assocíated with the call-tracing equipment by a clip-ended 
cord, which is connected to the junctor or subscriber’s meter 
bay. The operation of a key on the call-tracing equipment’s 
supervisory panel causes a 20 kHz signal to be fed to the 
known termination and allows the localizer to search for, 
and identify, the unknown terminal point. Identification takes 
place within 350 ms, aid the information is printed-out on 
the t^l<epriinter.

CENTRALIZED DISPLAY PANEL
To assíst in assessmg the overaU performance of the 

common-control area of an exchange, a centralized lamp
display panel is provided. This panee duplicates the common - 
control area supervisory lamps, and facili-tattes the simultaneous 
obtervaiton of similar common circuits. Comparison of the 
observed lamp signals with the published upper and lower 
limits for the engaged time for each type of common element 
provides information on the trafiic flow, and can show 
irregularities due to faults or congestion. In particular, during 
periods of high traffic, circuits bring prematurely released, or 
not being seized at all, can be identified. The alternate or 
sequential distribution of traffic, as appropriate, on markers, 
registers, information paths and translators can also be 
confirmed.

SERVICE METERS
In order to aid the obsei-vation of exchange performance, 

and to provide traffic-irregularity and fault information, 

call-count, congestion and fault meters, collectively called 
service- meters, are provided. Additionally, on l.s.u.s and 
g.s.u.s, the number of calls routed via interaid paths is 
recorded to assist the checking of an even traffic distribution.

The interpretation of service-meter readings for main
tenance purposes is based either on trend, or on the com
parison of related equipment meter readings, and needs to be 
considered in conjunction with information obtained from 
other surveillance devices.

ARTIFICIAL-TRAFFIC EQUIPMENT
Arfificia-ttraffic equipment, developed by the B.P.O., makes 

provision for automatic call-sending to 96 test numbers from 
97 subscribers’ line-circuits and 49 incoming junctors.

The receipt of a 400 Hz or 1kHz test tone, plus a line 
reversal or metering condition, is recognized as a successful 
call. A no-tone condition, the receipt of congestion-announce
ment or the receipt of a supervisory tone is regarded as a call
failure. The equipment can be operated in a hold-and-trace 
mode or a service-measurement mode. In the latter case, 
each type of call-failure condition, and the total calls made, 
are recorded on separate meters in order to facilitate service 
analysis.

TELEPHONE-SERVICE OBSERVATIONS
A Strowger-type telephone-service-observation equipment 

is provided at each TXK3 unit. Observation is achieved by 
monitoring, at the register-junctor equipment, a sample of 
originating calls. Fifty per cent of the junctors, subject to a 
maximum of 96 circuits, are associated with the observation 
equipment. In non-director areas, some of the access circuits 
are associated with incoming junctors to provide a 
measure of the quality of the incoming service, as is done 
for Strowger-type exchanges.

SERVICE SECURITY
The TXK3 system has a number of features, in the form of 

duplicated equipment, plug-in relays and alternate and 
sequential distribution of traffic, which give a high degree of 
service security.

The l.s.u. common-relay circuit is designed so that failure 
of the magnetic-counter distributor results only in the loss of 
the sequenntaildisfribution facility for allocating calling 
subscribers to the marker area.

Plug-in relays are provided in the pulse generator, pulse
distribution circuits and some pulsing and counting elements, 
in order to facilitate rapid restoration to service in the event 
of failure.

Marking-relay circuits for switching-block outlets use re
lays having coils connected in parallel, so that they continue 
to function when one winding has a discontinuity.

There is no duplication of l.s.u. common relays, or of 
l.s.u. and g.s.u. marking relays.

CONCLUSION
The maintenance information given in this article 

should be viewed against a background of limited experience 
of the TXK3 system in service. Sufficient information is not 
yet available to give reliable performance indicators, but the 
maintenance policy currently in use should result in a satis
factory quality of service, with a reduction in operating costs 
as compared with Strowger exchanges.
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The Circuit Laboratory: 1924-1974
D. C. WELLERT

U.D.C. 621.3.006.2

The following brief cccznnt outlines the history and development offline British Post Ofiice Circuit Laboratory 
since its formation fifty years ago.

Fig. l —The a.c. signalling system testing area

INTRODUCTION
Fifty years ago this month, a new section of the Post Office 
Engineering Department was opened, to be known as the 
Circuit Laboratory. From a staff of three, in 192-4, occupy
ing a part of a floor in King Edward Building, it has grown 
to a staff of 192, spread over three buildings in the 
City of London, with a construction unit; in North London.

The Circuit Laboratory is part of the Exchange Systems 
Division of the Telecommunications Development; Depart
ment, Telecommunications Headquarters (THQ), and is 
responsible for testing. and reporting upon new designs 
produced within the division, and by the telephone-equipment 
manufacturers. It also assists the Service Department, THQ, 
in solving maintenance problems, and can serve other 
divisions within THQ, particularly when ccnstructicnal 
assistance is required.

Since its formation, the Circuit Laboratory has made 
major contributions in the field of telephone switching systems,

T Telecommunications Development Department, Telecommuni
cations Headquarters.

and in resolving service difficulties. Over 7,700 complete 
investigation reports, and 4,600 short reports, have been 
published, and 17,000 construction projects completed.

EARLY DEVELOPMENT
Prior to 1922, testing and experimental work on exchange 

equipment had been carried out as part of the work of the 
Research Branch, based at the Central Telegraph Office in 
St. Martm’s-le-Grand. When that branch moved to Dollis 
Hill, in North-West London, this work was transferred to the 
Automatic Telephone Training School, which had been set 
up in King Edward Building, King Edward Street, London, 
for the prime purpose of training exchange-maintenance 
personnel in the, then, new techniques of Strowger switching. 
As the complexity of the equipment produced by various 
manufacturers for the British Post Office (B.P.O.) increased, 
Mr. B. O. Anson, the Executive Engineer (old style) in 
charge of the school, requested that a special laboratory be 
established to accept the manufacturers’ automatic telephone
switching equipment for testing, and to provide experimental 
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facilities. This was approved, and in 1924, an area of 550 ft2 
in King Edward Building was allocated for this work, and 
the Circuit Laboratory came into being.1

With the rapid growth of laboratory work, however, 
expansiion became necessary and, in 1929, an additional 
3,500 ft2 of floor space was acquired in King Edward Building. 
In 1931, the Automatic Telephone Training School moved to 
the Research Station at Dollis Hill and, since that time, the 
Circuit Laboratory has functioned as a self-contained unit2

THE WAR YEARS
The war years brought many changes in the nature of the 

work undertaken, the development of telephone switching 
systems being, to a large extent, superseded by work directly 
related to defence. This included such, projects as the auto- 
matic-controo equipment for the London anti-aircraft units, 
and for calculator racks that were installed at Air Force 
radar stations to plot automaticany, in display form, the 
positionaa data of enemy aircraft, for transmission to a 
control centre.

The increase in the work, and the urgency with which it 
was required, put a great strain on the resources of the 
Circuit Laboratory, and much ingenuiiy, as well as long hours 
of work under difficult; conditions, were required. The achieve
ments of the staff were officially recognized by the honour 
conferred upon Mr. A. W. Biddlecombe, Assistant Engineer 
(old style), who became a Member of the Most Excellent 
Order of the British. Empire, and the award to Mr. W. A. C. 
BlackhaH, Inspector, of the British Empire Medal.

POST-WAR DEVELOPMENT
The immediate post-war period involved, as in most 

spheres, a great deal of adjustment; and re-organization. In 
the Circuit Laboratory, this meant not only the absorption 
of staff returning from service in the Forces but also, a resump
tion of normal development work in place of the work which 
had been mainly related to defence.

This period of adjustment was made more difficult by the 
shortages of that time—both of finance and of equipment. 
There was, inevitably, frustration at all levels, but, although 
this was perhaps one of the most difficult periods of the 
Laboratory’s history, the rap! re-establishment of an 
efficient working unit; was made possible by the determination 
of the Laboratory’s staff.3

During the post-war period, large deveeopment programs 
were being planned for the national trunk switching network, 
and the subject of one of the first major tasks of investigation 
and testing in the Circuit Laboratory was that of the terminal 
switching equipment for trunk mechanization.4

At the same time as this work was proceeding, the removaa 
of the Circuit Laboratory from King Edward Building to 
Armour House, a short distance away in St. Martin’s-le- 
Grand, was being planned and put into effect. The move took 
place in 1953, and provided an additional 3,000 ft2 of floor 
area; the accommodation was described in an earlier article 
in this Journal.5

This additirnal floor space was to prove invaluable during 
the testing and development of subscribeer-funk-diaHing 
(s.t.d.) equipment.6 This was the largest program of invest t- 
gation work undertaken by the Circuit Laboratory, and it 
involved almost the whole of the Laboratory’s effort for 
more than two years. Within the general framework of the 
s.t.d. program were other large developments, including the 
magnetic-drum rsgistes-jranslaror, group routing and charging 
equipment, metering-overrjunction equipment, and sub
scribers’ private metering equipment, to mention just a few.

Other important work was the participation in the proving 
trials for mternational operator dialling7 on misl•rontmsntat 
and European circuits and, also, inisrnrtionat subscriber 
dialling.8

The trunk-transit network switching system9 was a later 
stage in the s.t.d. program. It was during this work that an 
oscilloscope with display-storage facilites was used for the 
first time in the Circuit Laboratory to diagnose faults which 
could not be traced using conventional oscilloscopes.

Work commenced in 1966 on the TXE3 large electronic 
exchange10’1“, which was another project of importance, 
being the prototype of the TXE4 production equipment. The 
task was to build and commission a model electronic ex
change in the Circuit Laboratory, in collaboration with 
design teams in THQ. After commissioning tests had been 
successfully completed, the exchange was put on a public 
service trial in 1968, carrying the traffic of 100 subscribers on 
Monarch (606) exchange. This trial lasted two years, and on 
only one occasion was it necessary to restore service to the 
main exchange, and then only for a short time.

The success of this trial can be attributed to the co-operation 
and teamwork of all involved—THQ designers, the equip
ment manufacturers, regional maintenance staff, as well as 
the Circuit Laboratory’s staff.

THE CIRCUIT LABORATORY TODAY

Accommodation
During the 1960s, the B.P.O.’s need for office accommoda

tion in central London increased. Much of the accommoda
tion in Armour House is classified for office use and, there
fore, when London Houss—a five-storey, light-industrial 
building, close by in A!ersgate Street—became available, it 
was offered as alternative accommodation. This was accepted 
and occupied in 1969, bringing the total accommodation to 
over 36,000 f2. Figs. 1 and 2 show general views of the 
testing areas in the Circuit Laboratory, as they are today.

Fig. 2—The life-testing area

Only part of the ground floor of Armour House, unsuitable 
for use as offices, has been retained, and this remains equipped 
with Strowger, crossbar, and transit-switching apparatus. 
Local workshop facilities are available nearby, in Castle 
House, and the main construction workshops are situated at 
Manor Gardens, Holloway.

The Circuit Laboratory does not suffer as much as might be 
expected through having separate premises, and now has the 
accommodation to enable it to provide the testing and 
development facilities for present-day needs.
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Organization

The Circmt Laboratory is at present administered by two 
Heads of Group (formerly Senior Executive Engineers), who 
are each assisted by four Executive Engineers. The work 
broadly covers specialized switching and signalling systems, 
tester development, customers’ apparatus, endurance testing 
of components, training and adminisration. Sixteen Assistant 
Executive Engineers lead the testing, construction, main
tenance and training groups, which are staffed by 161 
personnel, including 35 Trainee Technicians (Apprentices) 
(T.T.(A.)s).

In addition to the normaa investigation work for THQ, 
the Circuit Laboratory is responsible for the mechanicaa 
maintenance of magnetic-drum register-translators at s.t.d. 
exchanges and, also, pre-service tests of transmisson and 
group-delay distortion for type-approval of new exchange 
equipment. It also administers a driving pool for THQ 
stores deliveries.

From time to time, work is undertaken which is outside the 
normaa functions of the Circuit Laboratory, mainly because 
the facilities offered are versatile and there is a fundamental 
willingness to undertake diversified projects. For example, the 
Laboratory has been involved in the building of equipment 
for, and the staging of, two B.P.O. Faraday Lectures on 
telecommunications subjects, and is, at present, involved in 
work on display panels for lecturing purposes.

The following sections give a few examples of the present
day work of the Circuiit Laboratoi'y. Although only a few 
aspects are mentioned, they are representative of the wide 
field covered.

Technical support for the testing groups is given by the 
construction, speda] measurements and photographic groups, 
while other groups deal spectfically with testing and investiga
tion work.

Fig. 3—Printed-circuit board inspection in the wiring shop

Construction
The constiriction group, consisting of wiring, relay and 

mechanics workshops, is situated at Manor Gardens, Hollo
way, and covers 5,000 ft2 of accommodation. This group is 
responsible for the manufacture of prototype apparatus, such 
as maintenance testers and consoles, which may later be 
tested by the Laboratoi'y. The group is also responsible for 
sptcialized items, required by designers for field investigations.

The nature of the work undertaken by the wiring shop has 
changed with the years, from the typical Strowger-type relay 
construction, using Type-3,000 relays, of the post-war era, to 
the present emphasis on miniaturization, employing electronic 
designs on printed-circuit boards. Flow-soldering equipment 
has recently been installed, and this is of particular value 
when large quantities of printed-circuit boards are to be 
processed. Fig. 3 shows printed-circuit board inspection 
being can’ied out in the wiring shop.

Relay construction, although suffering a decline in the 
quantity of relays demanded, is still important, and stocks 
are held which enable any standard design to be assembled and 
adjusted. The coil-winding facilities provide a useful service 
to the Laboratory for the construction of special-purpose 
transformers and inductors.

The mechanics workshop, illustrated in Fig 4, is well- 
equipped with modem machinery. The specialized equipment 
includes a 16-posiiton hydraulic press, stud- and arc-welding 
equipment, capstan and metal-turning lathies and surface
grinding equipment. These facilities enable virtually any 
metaa construction work to be carried out to professional 
standards.

Special Measurements
The sptctal-mtasurements group is responsible for all test 

instruments in general use within the Circuit Laboratory, and 
undertakes the repair and maintenance of apparatus that 
falls outside the scope of the service provided by the Quality 
Assurance Branch of the Purchasing and Supply Department, 
THQ. It provides a calibration service and is responsible for 
the routine inspection of all moving-coil and digital measuring 
instruments, and for checking them against precision voltage 
and current sources.

The anticipation of future trends in the instrumentation 
field is particularly important. The group ascertains the 
Laboratory’s requirements, and selects and purchases suitable

Fig. 4—The mechanics workshop
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Fig. 5—Photographic equipment for macrophotography

Fig. 6—Peeparation of a mechanical life-test for Auto-Dials 
No. 301A

equipment, where this is available. Recent; purchases have 
included a new generation of storage oscilloscopes, capable of 
recording single events at a writing speed of 2 X 106 m/s, 
and a new design of oseiilograph, which uses a cathode ray 
tube, linked to photographic paper by optic! fibres, to 
provide a much improved writing speed over its mecharncal 
counterparts. When suitable commerciaily-built apparatus is 
not available, the group undertakes the design of the 
particular specialized item and arranges for its conssruction 
within the Laboratory.

Photography
In step with technological advances, photography has 

played an increasingly important part as an investigation tool 
in testing work, and has proved useful for illustrating reports 
and for general recordspurposes. The Circuit Laboratoryhas 
its own spccializfd tfcluucal-photography group that can 
undertake this work and which is equipped with a studio and 
processing facilities. Macrophotograppy—a technique for 
producing magnified photographs of smaH componeees—is 
an invaluable ad when it is necessary to compare a test piece 
immediately before and after an endurance test. Photographic 
equipment for this work, illustrated in Fig. 5, is available for 
both black-and-white and colour reproduction, with magnifi
cations of up to 40 times.

High-speed cinematography is a further facility which is 
available, and has proved to be indispensable as an analytical 
tool in the investigation of mfch¡atncal malfunctions. The 
camera can operate at speeds of up to 10,000 frames/s and, 
when photographing non-repetitive events, careful synchroni
zation is required, since the typical running time for a 100 ft 
reel of film is l s. When such a film is projected at the standard 
speed, movement is slowed by approximately 400 times. A 
library of some 250 high-speed films has been built up. 
Recent; uses of this technique have included studies of the 
early failure of incandescent supervisory lamps on Type- 
4,000 selectors, and investigations into problems experienced 
with the card-stepping mechanism of the Auto-Dial No. 301 A.

Component Endurance Testing
The environmental, electrical and mechanical testing of 

components is an essential part of the Circuit Laboratory’s 
work and, in the majority of cases, the service conditions 
have to be simulated as closely as possible. When assessing 
the performance of components, such as capacitors, resistors 
and lamps, the relevant B.P.O. or British Standards Institution 
specifications are used. These may call, for instance, for stress
voltage tests in conjunction with humidity and temperature 
tests. To simulate extreme environmental conditions, test 
chambers have been installed which can regulate temperature 
levels between -70°C and 400°C, with a controlled humidity 
of up to 99 per cent.

Although the range of components tested is large, electro
mechanical switch-gear, relays, selectors and counters account 
for most of the work of the group. The fife-testing of such 
components usually takes the form of their repeated opera
tion, and a typical mecharncal test-bed is shown in Fig. 6. 
The tests are usually carried out in cubicles, so as to reduce 
noise and enable spedalconditions, such as a dusty atmosphere, 
to be reproduced. Contact resistance can be monitored during 
repeated pulsing operations and, if a predetermined value is 
exceeded, tests can be automatically stopped. Results can be 
analysed by mechanical, electrical and photographic means, 
and some life tests may involve up to 109 operations.

Customers' Apparatus
Before privately-owned attachments, such as answering 

and recording machines, and fire and burglar alarms, can be 
connected to the public exchange network, they must be 
submitted for approval tests. These include verification of the 
signalling speed and ratio, measurement of the transmission 
levels of speech signals and identification tones, measurement 
of the output impedance, and a check of the mains-protection 
arrangements for B.P.O. lines. facsimile and telemetry 
apparatus require measurements of the harmonic content, 
and an analysis of the spectrum of the transmitted signal, to 
ensure that there will be no interference with established 
B.P.O. a.c. signafiing and carrier systems.

Other work includes the acoustical measurements of tele
phone-instrument characteristics. Fig. 7 shows a section of
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Fig. 7—Section of the acoustical testing laboratory

the acoussical testing laboratory. Sensittvvty and frequency
response characteristics are assessed using artificial-mouth 
and -ear couplers, and tests are conducted in a small anechoic 
chamber. There is also a reverberant: test chamber for use in 
investigations into the spectrum and loudness characteristics 
of bell- and tone-callers.

A.C. Signalling
Early in 1970, the Circuit Laboratory, in connunction with 

another deveeopment group within THQ, embarked upon a 
program to redessgn the signahing system a.c. No. 912 terminal 
equipment, in order to produce a system of smaHer size, 
improved reliabiiity and lower power requirements. Proto
types were constructed using Type-62 equipment practice and, 
after extensive proving tests in the CircuR Laboratory, the 
equipment successfu^y completed a public field trial lasting 
six months. Manufacturers’ pre-production samples are now 
being assessed and are currently the subject of a further 
field trial.

Other work, which is bring carried out at present, includes 
tests on the 24- and 30-channel pulsc-code-moduiation 
systems, and on B.P.O. and proprietary designs of senders 
and receivers for signafiing system multi-frequency No. 4, for 
use with push-button telephones.

Miscellaneous investigations are also undertaken on new 
switching techniques, and on the assessment of new devices.

Training
The foundations for the future of the Circuit Laboratory 

are being laid now, in the training given to the present 
T.T.(A.)s. They follow a comprehensive three-year training 
program, during which their time is divided between block
release courses at technical colleges, training in telephone
areas, and carrying out training projects within a sperial 
training centre, which has been set up in the Circuit Laboratory 
to develop their practicaa stills and introduce them to labora
tory procedures. Their training enables them to join a group 
on the completion of their apprenticeship, with their skills 
and technical abilities developed, so that they are able to 
make a real contribution to the work of the Circuit Laboratory.

CONCLUSION

The preceding summary attempts to show something 
of the range and variety of the work undertaken by the 
Circuit Laboratory, but, in spite of all the very considerable 
technical facilii:ef at its command, the Laboratory could not 
function without the constant and willing support of all of its 
staff—technical and non-technical alike.

Although many things have changed in the last 50 years, 
some things remain the same. In 1924, when the Circuit 
Laboratory was created, its function was to provide a service 
to designers. In 197-4, it remains the Circuit Laboratory, and 
it is still providing that same service.
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A New Register-Translator using Stored-Program 
Control for Director-Area Local Exchanges
D. S. HOOKER, c.eng., m.i.e.r.e., and R. T. DUNN, b.sc.(eng.)T

U.D.C. 621.395.341.7:681.3.065

This article describes how the philosophy of stored-program conro/ has been applied to the gradual 
replacement of common elecCro-mechanical equipment in Strowger director exchanges, with the 
result that reduced maintenance costs and improvedfacilities have been realized.

INTRODUCTION
The new register-translator for director-area local exchanges, 
described in this article, provides extra facilities over and 
above those given by the existing electro-mechanical A-digit 
selector, director and IoceI register. The basic function of the 
new equipment is to receive all the digits dialled by a 
customer, and route the caU to the required objective ex
change, dither directly, or via a tandem exchange, sector 
switching centre (s.s.c.), or group switching centre (g.s.c.).

In the new register-translator, a single common processor 
is time-shared between a large number of individual interface 
circuits, called signal-conversion circuits (s.c.c.s). The 
system is based on the Mark 1c, stored-program-control 
(s.p.c.) processor, developed by G.E.C. Telecommunications 
Ltd. Al the function of the equipment is governed by a pre
determined program of operations, changes to the facilities 
provided by the equipment can be easily made, in most 
cases, by modifications to the program.

The phyiicaa design uses T 10,000-type equipment practice. 
Each register-translator unit; comprises a pair of cabinets. 
One cabinet houses the processorr consisling of a data store, 

T Telecommunications Development Department, Telecom
munications Headquarters.

Fig. l —The installation at Millbank exchange, showing three 
register-translator units

a program store, a translator store and the control-logic 
circuits, whilst the other cabinet houses the s.c.c.s, of which 
there are 60 on a fully-equipped rack. Each unit is known 
as a cab/nep-pi/’d.

The associated maintenance aids include a processor 
monitor panel with access to the processor’s information 
highway. A teleprinter, used for recording processor fault
information, is provided on a one-per-installation basis. 
Standard, discrete-component logic circuits are used through
out the processor. A general view of the equipment is shown 
in Fig. 1.

A typical trunking arrangement at a director-area local 
exchange, employing the new equipment, is shown in Fig. 2. 
Traffic from the first code-selectors is offered to all s.c.c.s 
via the existing A-digit hunters, in such a way that, with the
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Fig. 2—Trunking diagram for a director-area local exchange with 
register-translators using s.p.c. 
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withdrawal from service of any cabinet-pair, the traffic is 
spread uniformly over the s.c.c.s in those cabinet-pairs 
remaining in service. For reliability reasons, the minimum 
size of an installation is three cabinet-pairs, an adequate 
grade of service having to be maintained with only one 
cabinet-pair available for traffic.

FACILITIES
The following list is by no means exhaustive, but is in

tended to illustrate the improvement in facilities given by 
the use of s.p.c., as compared with conventional electro
mechanical equipment.

Provision is made for
(a) eight class-of-service signals on a path-of-entry basis,
(b) the receipt of 10 pulses/s loop-disconnect signals, and 

voice-frequency Keyphone sgnals when a receiver and the 
appropriate replacement equipment for the first code
selector are fitted,

(c) storage for up to 18 digits,
(rd) the examination of up to the first six digits for number

length deteemination and routing purptoses, including 
examination of the fourth digit, where necestíti-', on home- 
numbering-group calls, and examination of up to six digits 
on national-number'-dialled calls, for the purpose of directly 
routing such calls to exchanges in adjacent non-director 
charging groups over locaa junction circuits,

(e) automatic alternative-routing of calls on receipt of a 
group-busy signal,

(f) 4 s and 20 s time-out periods, with normal and forced- 
release functions, where appropriate,

Qg) s.c.c. effective, s.c.c. ineffective and desttnalion-call- 
count metering, and

(h) up to approximately 2,000 translations.
The maintenance facilities include the ability to control 

manually the processor so that program instructions can be 
executed singly. Program instructions can also be simulated, 
by means of keys on the monitor panri. Indicators show the 

state of the processor at any instant. Fault information is 
printed-out on a teleprinter in the form of numerically- 
coded messages. The information includes the exchange 
code, the identities of the processor and s.c.c., the nature of 
the fault, the digits dialled and the state of the processor at 
the time of printing.

PROCESSOR
The operation of the Mark 1c processor has been fully 

described in a previous article.1 The processors used for 
s.s.c. and director-exchange applications are almost identical. 
However the latter application comprises two racks, since 
no multi-frequency sender-receivers are required, and one 
program. All incoming and outgoing signalling is in loop
disconnect form. For comp!eteness, a brief description 
of the processor is given below.

Each processor is capable of processing information from 
63 s.c.c.s, of which 60 are available for norm! traffic, the 
other three being used for test purposes. Each s.c.c. has its 
own section of working space in the data store, comprising 
16 words, each of 16 bits; that is, a total of 256 bits per s.c.c. 
The processor executes the work assigned to it by the s.c.c.s, 
some of which will be carrying traffic, by scanning each s.c.c. 
and its respective section of the data store in turn, as illustrated 
in Fig. 3. The average time taken for the processor to process 
the information on all 63 s.c.c. positions lies in the range 
5-7 ms. The scan is initiated by a clock pulse occurring every 
11-1 ms and, thus, the processor is inactive after completing 
each scan, until the arrival of the next clock pulse, when it 
returns to the first s.c.c. The clock-pulse interval of 11-1 ms 
is a factor of the pulsing-out requirements, enabling the 
processor to initiate timed loop-disconnect pubes by counting 
scans and operating and relearing the pulsing relay at the 
appropriate scan times. Fig. 4 shows the basic layout of 
the processor.2

The program is stored in a non-destructive, read-only 
memory, using Dimond-ring transformer cores. The program 
controls the progress of each call on the s.c.c.s, and it also
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Fig. 3—Slgna--conversion-cil•cuit and data-store scanning procedure
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Fig. 4—Simplified block diagram of the Mark 1c processor

controls the seeming mechanism. The capacity of the store is 
2,560 words, each of 23 bits. Approximately 1,300 words 
are used for the register-transsator application in director 
exchanges.

The translator store is a similar read-only memory, also 
using Dimond-ring transformer cores, and it has a capaccty 
of 2,560 words. The data sore is a conventional read/write 
ferrite-core matrix.

Instructions from the program store are carried out at a 
basic clock rate of 1’2 MHz, and control the manipulation of 
information within the processor. The various store and logic 
units within the processor are gated onto the internal 
information highway as required, under the control of 17 
program instructions.

Security
System security falls mainly into two categories. Firstly, 

parity bits are used to check the output of the program store, 
and to predict; the pari-ty of the next instruction address, thus 
verifying that the correct sequence is being followed. Parity 
checks are also carried out on words from the data store. 
Seeondly, all the processors are connected in a ring 
through speccaa master-slave s.c.c.s, so that the contents of 
one translator store may be continuously compared with 
those of another. If a discrepancy arises, the appropriate slave 
carries out a programmed scef-check to essablish which is the 
faulty processor.

SIGNAL-CONVERSION CIRCUITS
Each s.c.c. is divided into two sections: the signal-conver

sion relays and the signal-conversion electronics. Each 
signal-conversion-relay section uses four Type-23 relays and 
one mercury-wetted reed relay. The two sections are mounted 
on separate plug-in units, which are both housed in the 
s.c.c. cabinet.

Fig. 5 shows the elements of the signal-conversion relays 
and electionics, illustrating how the s.c.c. acts as an interface 
between the processor and the Strowger equipment. The 
seizure conditions from the first code-seketor, which consist 
of a low-resistance earth on the P-wire and an earth on the 

PU-wire, are extended to the signal-conversion electronics 
over the P and A-leads, via the 20 kohm resistor and impulse
correcting timer, respetiveey. The level-changers convert 
these signals into a form suitable for use by the processor 
hardware by changing the Strowger earth and —50 volt 
signals into the 0 volt and +12 volt logic levels used in the 
processor.

Signals from the processor to the s.c.c. are staticized 0n 
bistable circuits T1-T4, the outputs of which are used to 
operate relays via relay drivers A1-A4. For example, on 
recogmtion of seizure, the processor operates relay DT by 
causing input signals to appear simultaneously on the DT, 
set and scan-decode leads. Gates G10 and G2 open t;o set 
bistable circuit T1 and, thus, operate relay DT via relay
driver Al. Relay DT extends dial tone to the customer via 
the first code-selector and operates relay S, a contact 
of which removes the 240 ohm testing-in resistor, when 
necessaay, as would happen in an A-digit selector. The 
processor releases relay dT, on recognition of the first break 
pulse from the first code-selector, by causing input signals 
to appear simultaneously on the DT, reset and scan-decode 
leads. Gates G9 and G1 open to reset bistable circuit T1, 
which releases relay DT.

Earth-disconnect signalling pulses, from the first code
selector, are repeated to the signal-conversion electronics via 
the impulse-correcting timer. The timer is designed so that 
the processor ignores break periods of less than 16 ms and 
make periods of less than 6 ms; this arrangement overcomes 
problems assocCated with coniaci-bornce and spurious 
pukes. Outgoing loop-disconnect pukes are repealed to line 
by relay P, which is operated by the processor for the 
duration of each outgoing break pulse.

When all digits have been sent, the processor operates 
relay R. This releases relay S, and disconnects the P-wire 
to give norm! release conditions to the first code-selecior, 
which then switches the call through.

The processor can cause the s.c.c. to force-releaie a call; 
for example, when dialling-in is delayed, or when a spare 
code is dialled. The processor operates relay FR, which 
applies an earth to the FR-wire, and then operates relay R, 
which disconnects the P-wire, in order to fully release the 
first code-selector. Longjunction-guard forced-releaseis given
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where necessaay, by the operation of relay P for 800 ms before 
the operation of relay FR.

When the processor recognizes the release of the first 
code-selector, all the signal-conversion relays are released.

Test Facilities
A relay-test facility is provided for the s.c.c.s, and is 

carried out by the processor
(a) upon detection of a permanent, calling condition,
(b) on all ineffective calls, except those which are aban

doned,
(c) at the end of every cati on every s.c.c., if the appropriate 

key is operated on the monitor pan!, and
(id ) on an s.c.c. which has been seeected by the manual 

insertion of a special link.
The relay test consists of the operation and release of 

various relays in the s.c.c. by the processor which checks for 
the correct conditions. A failure causes the s.c.c. to be 
“frozen,’” that is, locked out of service, and a fault print
out to be given.

An s.c.c. can be placed in the camp-on-busy condition under 
the control of a manually-inserted link. This allows the s.c.c. 
to deaa with any caH in progress and, then, become unavailable 
to traflic when that caH has been processed.

TYPE APPROVAL
The type-approval exercise for the Mark 1c processor, in 

its director-area, local-exchange application, was carried out 
in the following three basic stages.

(a) All the documents required for production were 
approved. Environmcntat testing and facility checking were 

carried out at the manufacturer’s premises, and at Belgravia 
exchange, on a single, fully-equipped cabinet-pair.

(b) All of the remaining documentation was approved, the 
main part of which consisted of service diagrams.

(c) Finally, all of the facilities, including the security 
aspects, were checked at a complete installation.

A schedule of tests was drawn up by the British Post 
Oflice (B.P.O.), to ensure that

(a) the components used were acceptable,
(b) the circuit design was acceptable,
(c) there were no undue fire hazards,
(d) all of the diagrams conformed to B.P.O. standards,
(e) the flow charts conformed to the facility schedule,
(/) the program followed the flow charts,
(g) the reaa time used by the processor in any single scan, 

did not exceed 11-1 ms,
(A) the processor functioned correctly under adverse 

environmental conditions, such as excess eKctrical inter
ference and high temperatures,

(i) the equipment interworked satisfactorily with approxi
mately 40 different types of first code-selector,

(j) the master-slave testing arrangements were satisfactory, 
and

(k) the equipment provided the facilites laid down in the 
facility schedule.

Many of the tests were carried out at the manufacturer’s 
premises and at Belgravia exchange, where the field-trial was 
held. Fin! type approval was not given until a full installation 
was available, enabling tests on the master-slave arrange
ments, fault-recording arrangements, traffic meters and 
power supplies to be completed, which could not have been 
carried out on a single cabinet-pair.
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SOFTWARE
Telephone control software is a comparatively new 

discipline in telephone switching, and it brings some unusual 
design considerations and problems. The following observa
tions are applicable to the Mark 1c processor.

Real Time
It was decided that the type-approval exercise should 

include some measurement of the actual processmg time (or 
real time) for a scan within the allocated 111 ms clock
pulse period, and the effect of variation of the real time, 
known as jitter, upon calls in progress.

Depending on the number of instructions to be processed 
for any particular 5.c.c., the actual processing time taken for 
that s.c.c. varies between the orders of tens to hundreds of 
microseconds. Typically, a free s.c.c., when processed, 
causes the processor to pass down an s.c.c. waitingpath in the 
program, which consists of a certain number of instructions. 
However, an s.c.c., which has just been seized, causes the 
program to pass down the next state-oo-ccil path, consistng 
of a different number of instructions. Therefore, the sum of 
the varying processing times for s.c.c. Nos. 1—63 constitutes 
the total operating time of the processor (or real time) 
within the 11 - 1ms clock-pulse period, as illustrated in Fig. 6. 
The next real-time period would differ from the previous one 
because some of the calls on the s.c.c.s would have pro - 
gressed to their next state-of-caH. Hence, the reaa time varies 
from scan to scan, although successive scans always com
mence at 11 - 1ms intervals.

In practice, the reaa time averages from 5-6 ms for 
60 working s.c.c.s. This figure increases to 6-7 ms during busy 
periods. Measurements of reaa time were made, unde- 
varying load conditions, to enssn'e that adequate care had been 
taken during the writing of the program. Considering a 
typical scan, lasing about 6 ms, it may be appreciated that, 
of a maximum of 60 traffic-carrying s.c.c.s, only a smaH 
percentage will have actuary detected or originated a change 
of state, such as a seizure condition or the operation of a 
pulsing relay, during the scan. The probability of an s.c.c. 
being in a waiting (or time-out) state is high and, in general, 
the time-out state is the most popular area of the program. 
It should, therefore, be the intention of the programmer to 
arrange that time-out paths in the program comprise very 

few instructions, typically three to six. Unpopular paths of the 
program, such as unusual release-failure conditions, may be 
up to 20 or 30 instructions long.

The overaH aim of the programmer is to ensure that any 
particular real-time period has a very low probability of 
exceeding the allocated 11-1 ms clock-pulse period. If this 
probability were high, then the use of software scan-counts for 
timing purposes would become invalid. In practice, the real 
scan-time exceeds 11-1 ms, on fully-provisioned cabinet-pairs 
in busy installations, once every few weeks.

J Utter
If consideration is now given to successive scans, it is 

evident that, although for s.c.c. No. 1 the period between 
two successive scans is 11-1 ms, for s.c.c. No. 63 this is not 
the case. If, for example, in scan N, s.c.c. No. 63 is scanned 
7 ms after s.c.c. No. 1 and, in scan N + 1, s.c.c. No. 63 is 
scanned 5 ms after 5.0.0. No. 1 then the scan interval for 
s.c.c. No. 1 is 11 - 1ms but, for s.c.c. No. 63, it is 9-1 ms. If, 
in scan N + 2, s.0.0. No. 63 is scanned 6 ms after s.c.c. No. 1, 
then this scan interval becomes 12-1ms. However, when the 
scan interval for s.c.c. No. 63 is observed for a sufficiently 
large number of scans, the interval will average 11-1 ms. The 
variation in the length of the scan interval, for a particular 
s.c.c., is known as jitter.

The effect of jitter on a call is minimal. A call on s.c.c. 
No. 60 will be the worst affected, and even then, only the 
shortest time-out periods will show any measureable dif
ference. For example, during pulsing-out, if the processor 
commences to time the make period of a pulse on scan N at, 
say, 7 ms after the arrival of the 11-1ms clock pulse, and 
terminates it on scan N + 3 at, say, 5 ms after the 11 - 1ms 
clock pulse, the make pulse will have existed for 31-3 ms 
instead of 33-3 ms, which is the standard value and which 
always applies for s.c.c. No. 1 (see Fig. 7). For longer time
out periods, the same amount of jitter has a reduced effect. 
For example, a break pulse, in the above conditions, would 
exist for 64-6 ms. instead of 66-6 ms.

Extensive tests, under live-traffic conditions, on s.c.c. 
No. 61 showed that there was a 99 per cent probability of the 
jitter being less than 0-5 ms. The tolerance on a make pulse 
would, therefore, be 1-5 per cent. This figure is overshadowed 
by the tolerance on the 11-1 ms clock pulse, which is 4 per 
cent.

VARIABLE INDIVIDUAL PROCESSING TIMES

Fig. 6—Variability of re! time

SIGNAL- 
C0NVERS10N

CIRCUIT A0.

Fig. 7—The effect of jitter on timing for the make period of a pulse
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Interface Software
A common problem associated with the design of new 

electronic equipment is that of interfacing it with electro
mechanical equipment. As electronic components have much 
faster switching times, and operate at comparatively high 
impedances this makes such equipment very sensitive to 
timing, sequenccng, relay-race conditions, noise and contact 
bounce found in eleccro-mechanical systems. As described 
above, the hardware interface in the s.c.c. successfully 
eliminates noise and contact: bounce on the PU-wire. 
However, it becomes costly to eliminate timing and 
sequencmg signal errors using hardware circuits, and these 
problems are more easily overcome in the software. A simple 
example may be found in the validation of the seizure signaa 
on the P-wire against contact bounce, where interrogation 
of the P and PU-wires takes place on two successive scans 
before the call is allowed to proceed. In general, interfacing 
the traffic program to the signals from the s.c.c. is complex, 
and the problem is aggravated by the 40 different first code
selectors with which the equipment is required to work.

The majority of program changes made during the system 
testing at Belgravia exchange, the service trial and subsequent 
installations, have been in the interface-software area of the 
program. The pofsibiiity of more modifications being 
required cannot be significantly reduced until the equipment 
has been observed to be operating satisfactorily in every 
scheduled installation.

A posssbiilty, as yet mainly unexplored by the B.P.O., is 
the use of the processor to diagnose faults in assoccated 
Strowger equipment. It is feasible for an s.c.c. to be modified 
by the addition of tone detectors, so that information may be 
printed, giving the destinations of calls and their degree of 
success. The release and forced-release programs could be 
expanded to give more-detailed information about faults in 
the A-digit hunters or first crde-fei<tctors. This is an area 
where the flexibility of the machine may offer savings in 
maintenance costs outside its particular application.

Software Documentation
Software documennation basicafly takes three forms. The 

first is a flow chart, to the agreed B.P.O. notation, derived 
from the facility schedule. This is essfnStally the facility 
schedule in flow-chart form, and is system-orientated only to 
a small degree. The second form of drcumcnSatirn is the 
state-offCaal flow chart, where the original flow charts are 
converted to machinc-code instructions, arranged within the 
housekeeping*  instructions. The third consists of numerous 
pages of computer print-out, giving the binary equivalent of 
the instructions in address sequence and, also, the wiring 
code. The print-outs are generated by a generaa-purpose 
computer working to a compiler program, which also 
calculates the parity bits for each instruction. An example of 
the software implemennatton of a sub-routine has been given 
in a previous article.1 Other documents are mainly informa
tive, and give details of program and dutu-ftore allocations.

MODIFICATIONS
The modifications to the interface software have arisen 

over a period of two years, from system testing in Belgravia 
exchange to installations that have been working for some 
months. The following examples illustrate the sort of prob
lems likely to be encountered in Strowger environments, 
and their solution by means of changes to the software.

Pulsing
It was discovered that, in the worst case, standard pulsing 

on routes to s.s.c.s and g.s.c.s was unacceptably distorted 

* The housekeeping instructions provide the scanning, 111 ms 
timing and state-of-caU jump functions.

by the metering-overr-unction relay-set. It was decided that 
pulses sent by the s.c.c. should be negatively distorted,! in 
order to counteract positive distortion! introduced by the 
relay-set. The associated software was, therefore, modified 
to give a break-to-make period ratio of 8 :1 on this type of 
call, under the discrimination of a class-of-service signal.

P-Wire Ressstance
Observations at two installations showed that ageing 

Strowger equipment was causing the progressive freezing of 
s.c.c.s. It was found that excessive P-wire resistance between 
particular types of first code-selectors and the s.c.c.s was 
preventing the recognition of a seizure condition by the level - 
changer in the signal-conversion electronics. The equipment 
had originally been programmed to recognize this as a fault 
condition on the s.c.c., force-release the call, freeze the s.c.c. 
to traffic, and give a fault print-out.

The problem could have been rectified by modifications to 
the Strowger equipment, thes.c.c.s or the program. In this case, 
the advantage of changing the program, rather than modifying 
the hardware, is that such changes are simple to carry out, 
being similar to translation changes, and effectively modify 
the operation of 60 s.c.c.s.

The problem was overcome by changing the program to 
enable this particular condition to be recognized. Instead of 
force-releasing the call, the program was arranged to operate 
relay S, which increases the resistance of the P-wire within 
the signal-conversion relays. The effect of this is to reduce 
the P-wire voltage at the level-changer and, thus, enable 
the level-changer to recognize the condition. Then, seizure 
is detected by the program, and the call proceeds successSully. 
In the event of a fault condition existing in the s.c.c., 
forced-release is arranged as before.

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
The pur-chase of proprietary, computer-type equipment for 

use in general telephone switching has given rise to some 
interesting points relating to the documentation, installation 
and maintenance aspects.

Although the software gives a unique flexibility in the 
design of the equipment, the B.P.O. documennation series 
does not allow the possibiiity of the local modification of 
programs to suit specific installations. Control of the pro - 
gram by Telecommunications Headquarters enables future 
facility changes to be incorporated in the equipment, and 
allows the most efficient use of the program and data stores.

To date, experience in both commissioning and maintenance 
have shown that teething troubles are likely in the first few 
weeks of service, mainly due to the bedding-in of components. 
After this period, the equipment requires little attention. The 
performance to be expected for 120 s.c.c.s might typically be 
one fault per month and, perhaps, between 5—10 fault print
outs per week, mainly caused by unusual conditions in the 
assoccated Strowger equipment.

MAINTENANCE AIDS
A speda! maintenance aid is provided on 5.c.c. position 

No. 61, which allows a suspect fignal-conversion-electronicf 
or signal-converson-relay section to be mounted at a con
venient height for maintenance. This s.c.c. position is not 
available for carrying traffic. A software test is possible under 
key control.

An inlet tester was developed by the B.P.O., which 
simulates, under manual control, the conditions between

T Negative distortion is an increase in the break-to-make period 
ratio from the standard value of 2 : 1 (derived from 66% ms : 
33%ms); positive distortion is a decrease in this ratio. 
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the first code-selector and the s.c.c. This allows the main
tenance engineer to pass valid calls through the 5.c.c., or to 
simulate typical faults in the first code-seleetor. New transla
tions, or some program modifications, can be tested, using 
3.c.c. No. 61, before the processor is allowed to carry live 
traffic.

A spare cabinee-pair has been allocated to each of four 
telecommunications regions for maintenance purposes. In the 
event of a fault on a cabinet-pair, the faulty unit will be 
replaced by a spare, in order to minimize the out-of-service 
time of the processor. The faulty unit will then be tested in 
its working position on the maintenance cabinet-pair. As 
fault-finding on units in this manner will be time consuming, 
it was derided that the spare processors would be more 
efficientty employed if they were reprogrammed and modified 
to operate as diagnostic testers, so that a faulty unit could 
be logically tested, as a peripheraa device, in a few seconds. 
The software and hardware design of the diagnostic tester is 
well under way, and it is expected to be available at the 
beginning of 1975.

CONCLUSIONS
The replacement of the existing dettro-mechanical 

register--ransiator equipment, in director-area locaa 

exchanges, results in savings in floor space, and gives Mn- 
sidM-able economies in maintenance costs, as w^U as produring 
a quæter working environment. In addition, the ability to 
directiy route local national-number-dialled calls will result: 
in econ°mies in line plant, since metering-overr-unction 
rireuhs to the g.s.c. or s.s.c., as well as the g.s.c. or s.s.c. 
equipment itieLf, will not be required for the routing of this 
traffic. Also, number lengths of eight digits will be possibte 
within the London director-exchange area. Furttennore, 
alterations and additions to facilities can be achieved by 
changing the system software with, possibly, minimal modi
fications to the hardware.
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Notes and Comments

Articles on Topics of Current or General Interest
The Board of Editors would like to publish more shojrt 

articles dealing with current topics related to engineering, or 
of general interest to engineers in the Post Office.

Engineers have a significant role in modern sooiety, and 
the P.0.E.E, Journaa is an instrument whereby themes and 
ideas may be exchanged.

As a guide, there are, on average, about 750 words to a 
page, allowing for diagrams. Authors who have contri- 
butions are invited to contact the Managing Editorr NP 9.3.4, 
Room S 08A, River Plate House, Finsbury Circus, London, 
EC2M 7LY.

Notes for Authors
Authors are reminded that some notes are available to 

help them prepare manuscripts of Journaa articles in 
a way that will assist in securing uniformity of presenttitton, 
simplify the work of the JournaVs printer and illustrators, 
and help ensure that authors’ wishes are eas’iy interpreted. 
Any author preparing an article for the JouiW who is not 
already in possession of the notes is asked to write to the 
Managing Editor to obtain a copy.

it is emphasized that all contributions to the Journal, 
including those for Regiomd Notes and Associate Setion 
Notes, must be typed, with double sparing between lines, 
on one side only of each sheet of paper. Articles, and contri
butions for Regionaa Notes, must be approved for publication 
at Generaa Manager/Head of Division level.

Each circuit diagram or sketch should be drawn on a 
separate sheet of paper; neat sketches are all that are required. 
Photographs should be clear and sharply focused. Prints 
should preferably be glossy and should be unmounted, any 
notes or captions being written on a separate sheet of paper 
Negatives or plates are not needed and should not be supplied.

Publication of Correspondence
The Board of Editors would like to publish correspondence 

on engineering, technical or other aspects of articles published 
in the Journal.

Letters of sufficient interest will be published under “Notes 
and Comments’”. Correspondents should note that, as it is 
necessary to send copy to the printer well before publication 
date, it will only be possible to consider letters for publication 
in the January issue if they are received before 18 November 
1974.

Letters intended for publication should be sent to the 
Managing Editor, P.O.E.E. Journal, NP 9.3.4, Room S 08A, 
River Plate House, Finsbury Circus, London, EC2M 7LY.

Selling Price of the Journal
The Board of Editors regrets that, from January 1975, the 

price of the Journaa will be increased to 30p per copy, 
45p per copy including postage and packaging (£l-75 per 
year, $4.50 Canada and the U.S.A.). The price increase is 
due to heavy increases in costs, particularly in the cost of 
paper.

The price to Post Office staff remains unchanged.
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Regional Notes
SOUTH EASTERN REGION

New TXK1 Group Switching Centre at Hastings
The new Hastings switching complex was brought into 

service in two stages. Firstly, at about 06.15 on Saturday 
30 March, a time of low traffic denshy, the new TXK1 group 
switching centre (g.s.c.)—the largest of its kind in the U.K.— 
was switched into service. It replaced a temporary Strowger 
g.s.c., installed by local labour using equipment recovered 
from Brighton (Withdean) exchange, which had been in 
operation since late 1969. To cope with an ever-increasing 
traffic load for the Hastings and Rye charging group which it 
served? this temporary installation had undergone several 
extensions since 1969, the last of which was completed only 
months before the change-over.

General view of Hastings TXK1 unit 

(By courtesy of G.E.C. Telecommunications Ltd.)

The first stage included the partial introduction of a new 
cordless switchboard system (c.s.s.) No. 1 and a repair service 
centre (r.s.c.) for the area surrounding Hastings. This enabled 
one of the three existing manual switchboards to be closed, 
thus releasing operators to staff the new auto-manual board. 
Lines which were connected to a mobile non-director ex
change, and temporary out-of-area lines, were transferred to 
the new TXK1 exchange.

The second stage took place on 24 April, with the provision 
of full automatic working for Hastings itself, involving the 
final closing down of the two remaining manual switchboards 
and the old r.s.c. Between the two stages, 110 public telephone 
kiosks were converted to pay-on-answer working. Prior to 
this, some 250 renters coin-collecting boxes had been con
verted and modified with voice-frequency adapters, to enable 
them to work temporarily to the manual exchange.

The 22-volt manual exchange had served Hastings since 
1930, when it opened with 2,320 subscribers. During the 
second world war, it escaped serious damage, although its 
windows were shattered by the blast from an aerial torpedo. 
When it closed on 24 April 1974, it was the largest remaining 
manual exchange in Western Europe.

Work on the foundations for the new building started in 
September 1968. To secure a firm foundation, 520 piles were 
driven to a depth of about 60 ft. The new installation consists 
of a TXK1 g.s.c., using 5005 crossbar equipment, with a 
local multiple capacity of some 18,000 connexions, a 38- 
position c.s.s. No. 1 auto-manual switchboard, 14 office-type 
director-enquury positions and an r.s.c. Some 2,500 junction 

and main-network circuits provide s.t.d. access to about 
3,000 exchanges. The installation includes 327 crossbar
equipment racks and 96 Strowger-type racks.

The equipment was installed by G.E.C. Telecommunica
tions Ltd., and was accepted for service just before Christmas 
1973, after successfuhy passing a 42-part call-sending pro - 
gram, this being completed in less than two weeks. There 
then followed an intensive program of modification and 
testing, by British Post Office personnel, to bring the installa
tion and its out-station equipment to a state of readiness for 
the first stage of the opening. The total cost of the project 
was around £3M.

The exchange is now handling nearly l-million calls a week 
and, after two months’ service, shows every sign of settling 
down to give a high quality of service.

J. W. G. Haward

SOUTH WESTERN REGION

Exeter (Rougemont) Exchange Ductwork
The provision of a new switching centre in the heart of a city 

is a once-in-a--ifetime operation and, when that centre needs 
a 74-way main duct, with a 54-way duct down the centre of 
the main street, then that operation needs to be timed, planned 
and executed with care. Exeter is an ancient city, and not one 
noted for its wide streets. Consequently, the operations 
involved the closing of two main streets while the work was 
in progress. Alternatives had been considered, including that 
of tunnelling, but these had been rejected for various reasons.

A further problem was that the main duct-way had to cross 
a railway line, and there was insufficient space within the 
bridge’s structure to accommodate all of the ducts. This 
problem was overcome by building a steel-pipe bridge 
immediately beside the road bridge, the pipe being filled with 
plastic duct-ways. The pipe was conveyed to the site in two 
parts, assembled on the footpath, and the whole was lifted 
over the parapet, to be seated on to a previously-erected, 
lattice-steel, centre support, and into receptive excavations 
in the abutments at each side.

The estimated weight of the cable and duct to be accom
modated within the pipe was 8,954 kg, and the length of the 
span was 18-3 m. The pipe was constructed of welded steel, 
with a nominal inside diameter of 0-9 m, and was embedded 
into each abutment wall for a distance of 0-9 m. Expansion 
joints were provided between the pipe and the reinforced- 
concrete cradles in which it was embedded. To allow for 
drainage, a fall of approximately 60-70mm was specified 
over the line of the pipe. The work was scheduled for Sunday 
3 February, which coincided with industrial action by train 
drivers and, consequentiy, the work was undisturbed by the 
norma rail traffic.

Meanwhile, the main ductway and manhole construction 
work had commenced on 28 January. The planning team 
had had the foresight to hold meetings with the City Council, 
the police, representatives from undertakers of other services, 
the public transport company and the Chamber of Trade. 
Work which involvedthecomplete closure of roadshad to be 
timed to follow the Christmas-shopping period and precede 
the summer-holiday-traffic season, and strict adherence to a 
program was, therefore, essential. Before the event, oppor
tunités were taken to seek publicity through the medium of 
the local press and, as soon as a firm starting date was known, 
a letter, showing the phasing of the road closures with 
estimated dates, was sent to all of the affected frontagers.

The operation involved the construction of several large, 
non-standard manholes, two of the largest having a floor area 
of 9-1 m X 3-lm each, and being 5-2m deep. The whole 
project went according to plan, and the contractors were 
able to finish the work three weeks earlier than anticipated.

The public showed great interest in the operations and, for 
a few weeks, a busy main street became a pedestrian shopping 
precinct and a jaywalker’s dream.

C. F. W. Condor 
D. P. Moss
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NORTHERN IRELAND

Dungannon Remote Non-Director Exchange
On Friday 2 February 1973, armed terrorists placed 

bombs inside Dungannon remote non-director exchange, 
badly damaging the building and putting the exchange out of 
action.

As a first step towards restoring service, emergencc 
subscribers were connected to other exchanges via the 
junction cables. A 400-line mobile non-director exchange 
(m.n.d.x.) was transferred to Northern Ireland by the 
Operational Programming Department, Telecommunications 
Headquarters, and installed adjacent to the wrecked building, 
using the original main dittributioc frame (m.d.f), which 
had survived the explosion. The pulse-code-modulation and 
repeater equipment, housed on the first floor of the building, 
was not seriously damaged, and was soon available for the 
provision of junction circuits. The m.n.d.x. was brought into 
service on Monday 26 February 1973, having been modified 
by instiling a group-selector rack and 100 additional 
uniselectors.

Dungannon exchange, after the explosion

It was obvious that, even if it was decided to re-use the 
bombed building, a temporary exchange of some 2,000-lines’ 
capacity would be required, as an interim measure, until a 
new exchange could be installed and made ready for service.

The planning of the temporary exchange was immediately 
put in hand, and it was decided that it would consist of a 
mobile tandem exchange (m.t.x.) and five m.n.d.x.s, with a 
Type-Bl timber building to housean m.d.f. and test set, and 
provide accommodation for maintenance staff.

The m.n.d.x.s were earmarked from those in service in 
Northern Ireland and due to be released at a suitable date, 
and those due for delivery within the next six months or so. 
The m.t.x. came from Telecommunications Headquarters’ 
stock. , ,

Eventual, it was deeded to instafi this exchange within 
the perimeter of an Army Centre, some 0-75 mile from the 

original site. To inter-connect the original and mobile
exchange m.d.f.s, it was necessary to lay 0-75 mile of 2,000- 
pair cable, with ducts. Ducts were also laid between the 
mobiles, the new m.d.f. and a stand-by generator.

One of the greatest problems was to prevent congestion, 
and in an attempt to overcome this, a list was prepared by 
the Belfast Telephone Area traffic staff, showing subscribers 
whose accounts, including rental, amounted to

(a) under £16 per quarter, and
(b) over £16 per quarter.

It was assumed that subscribers having accounts of £16 
and over (later amended to £15) were heavy users and 
required to be connected to a uniselector, whilst the others 
could be connected to 50-point line-finders. Care had to be 
taken in respect of private branch exchanges, where the costs 
appeared on one line only.

The temporary exchange was brought into service on 
Friday 16 November 1973, 41 weeks to the day after the 
dessruction of the original exchanne—no mean feat, bearing 
in mind the conditions existing in this part of the U.K. at 
the time. The new permanent exchange will be on a nearby 
site, and it is hoped that it will be in service in 1978.

J. H. OOHNSTON

WALES AND THE MARCHES

Swansea Power-Plant Fault
The power plant at Swansea exchange consists of two 

1,500 amp rectifiers and the associated batteries. The 
exchange has a minimum load value of approximately 350 
amps and a busy-hour load which rises to 2,300 amps. The 
load on rectifier No. 1 is near to, or at, its maximum value 
for twelve hours a day.

During a recent inspection in the busy-hour period, three 
busbar joints, immediately above the rectifiers, were found 
to be outside the resistance limits laid down in Speccfication 
PT 1105. The bolts on the negative busbar joint, above 
rectifier No. 1, were loose, and the joint was extremely hot. 
Tightening the bolts did not noticeably reduce the temperature. 
It was necessary, therefore, to remake completely the three 
joints; a task not normally required to be undertaken by 
maintenance staff. There were practical difficulties. Firstly, 
the horizontal busbar, teeing the two rectifier outputs, could 
not be isolated from the exchange and, secondly, the close 
proximity of adjacent busbar joints left little room for 
working—or error!

With the precautions of fitting copious amounts of rubber 
sheeting over nearby exposed metal parts and using plastic 
spanners, the first joint was loosened, and the short copper 
busbar between rectifier No. 1 and the aluminium teeing 
busbar was removed without mishap.

On inspection, the wooden spacers inside the busbar clamp 
were found to be severely charred, and the surface of the 
copper busbar was oxidized for almost its complete length. 
The aluminium busbar was oxidized and pitted in the area 
of the joint. Draw-filing of the copper bar revealed a small 
area of aluminium migration, thus accounting for the pitting 

' in the aluminium busbar.
The renovating procedures laid down in Specificationt 

PT 1105 and PT 1027 were then carried out on each busbar. 
The capacitors in rectifier No. 1 were re-charged in order to 
avoid current surges, and the joints were reassembled, using 
new spacers and clamps. The same procedures were applied 
to the other two faulty joints. These showed none of the 
severe oxidization present in the first joint, but required a lot 
of draw-filing before meeting the speccfied limits.

There were no obvious reasons for the poor joints, but 
possible causes are

(a) vibrations, causing the nuts to work loose, and
(b) shrinkage of the laminated-wood spacers.

The maintenance ttríT involved are to be congratulated for 
their enthusiastic approach to a glfficult job, which was 
successfully completed without any interruption to service.

A. J. Pallot
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Associate Section Notes
Cambridge Centre

The Cambridge Centre has been fairly active during the 
first half of 1974. In January, we were narrowly beaten by 
Aylesbury in the first round of the Regionaa Land-Line Quiz. 
We have visited the locaa Police Headquarters and the Kodak 
colour-processing laboratories, and Mr. B. A. Pearce has 
presented a lecture on international subscriber dialling.

At the annual generaf meeting, the following officers and 
committee were elected.

President Mr. A. E. Patterson.
Chairman: Mr. R. S King.
Vice-Chairman: Mr. L. A. Salmon.
Treasurer: Mr. M. Burdett.
Secreeary: Mr. P. Young.
Assistant SrcreSary: Mr. L. G. Stewart.
Members: Messrs. S L. Hurt, A. Meek, B. V. Lee, B. P. 

Matthews, and B. Cole.
The program for the future includes visits to Peterborough 

parcet-sorting oflice and the B.B.C. Television Centre. The 
complete program for the 1974-75 sessson has yet to be 
finalized, but will be distributed to members as soon as 
posssble.

P. Young

Dundee Centre
The annual generaa meeting of the Dundee Centre took 

place on Tuesday 16 April, when 20 members sat down 
to dinner in the Royal Centre Hotel Mr. E. A. W. Page, our 
retiring area liaison officer, introduced his successor Mr. D. 
Neave. The following oflice-bearers and committee were 
elected.

Chairman: Mr. R. L. Topping.
Vice-Chairman: Mr. D. Moore.
SrcreSaay: Mr. R. T. Lumsden.
Treasurer: Mr. A. J. Vaughan.
Assistant Secretal■r’: Mr. A. W. Smart.
Committee: Messrs. J. Chisholm, A. Dowie, J. Duncan, J. C. 

Howe, I. J. McBean, R. C. Smith and M. Williamson.
Lively discussion followed the reports, and the suggestions 

for next sessson’s program promise a worthwhile and enter
taining syllabus.

R. T. Lumsden

lnverness Centre
The annual generaa meeting (a.g.m.), held in the Qurrnsgatr 

Hotel on 5 April, concluded an excetlent year for the Inverness 
Centre. This year, for the first time, we held the a.g.m. in 
conjunction with a buffet and dance, and the evening was an 
unqualified success.

The following rfficr-brrrers were rirctrd to serve for the 
1974-75 session.

Pres:denji Mr. J. Lough.
Chairman: Mr. R. H. Inglis.
Vice-Chairman: Mr. I. C. MacLeod.
SrcreSary: Mr. D. A. Ross.
Treasurer: Mr. A. J. Ross.
Committee: Messrs. D. Watson, L. Robertson, W. G. Smith, 

G. Stables, F. McInnes and Mr. K. D. MacCallum, who has 
also agreed to undertake the duties of assistant secretary.

One of the highlights of the 1973-74 ^esssm was our trip to 
the British Aluminium Reduction Works at Invergordon. On 
Friday 26 October, 23 of our members were very ably con
ducted round the smeker by Mr. Donachie, the public 
relations officer. We then travelled to Tain and, after high 
tea, were shown round the Glenmorangie Distillery by the 
manager, who then invited us into his office to sample the 
end product.

D. A. Ross

Oxford Centre
The summer program began on 30 May, when 20 members 

visited the Fire Brigade's training centre at Morrtrn-in-ihr- 

Marsh. This proved to be an excellent visit and is highly 
recommended to other centres within travelling distance.

We are pleased to report the success of two of our younger 
members, who entered the International Apprentice of the 
Year competition. Adrian Buck won the semi-final in the 
electrical engineering section, and will be competing against 
the winners from abroad in the final, to be held in Lisbon, and 
Steve Emmett came second in the electronics section. The 
centre feels extremely proud of these achievements, and 
warmly congratulates both candidates. We wish Adrian the 
very best of luck in the forthcoming final.

D. Green

Stirling Centre
Our 1973-74 session ended on 28 May with the annual 

general meeting, attended by 14 members. This was followed 
by a talk on winemaking, presented by Mr. J. Rodgers, 
Technical Officer, and what better way to conclude than by 
tasting various home-brews, contributed by members, in 
the form of a cheese-and-wine party—a most enjoyable 
finish to the sessson.

The officr-brrrers for the 1974-75 session are as follows.
Pretidenji Mr. T. S. Young.
Chairman: Mr. W. Burns.
Vice-Chairman: Mr. A. Moffat.
SrcreSary: Mr. J. Hannah.
Treasurer: Mr. R. Henderson.
Committee: Messrs. W. McGregor, G. Nicol and J. Niven.
We look forward to the next sessson, and a new program 

which, we hope, will encourage more members to participate. 
Our best wishes go to all other centres for the 1974—75 session.

J. Hannah

Worthing Centre
During the 1973-74 session, the centre has enjoyed various 

visits, including the Royal Air Force Museum at Hendon, the 
Royal Mint, H.M.S. Belfast and the Central Electricity 
Generating Board’s power station at Bolney, in Sussex. Last 
year’s visit to Dungeness power station is to be repeated this 
year, and visits to the National Maritime Museum, Green
wich, and the Armoured Fighting Vehicles Museum, 
Bovington, are planned.

Mr. J. Thompson accepts the Bray Trophy from the quiz team. 
From left to right: Eric Davison, Alan Newnham, Mr. J. Thompson, 
Fred Stanford, Dave Rudram (Captain), Tony Rainford, and 

Peter Wells

On 9 May, a luncheon was given at Grenville House in 
honour of Worthing’s National Technical Quiz Competition 
team, who brought the Bray Trophy to the South Eastern 
Telecommunications Region (S.E.T.R.). The lunch was 
attended by Mr. J. Thompson, Regional Director, S.E.T.R., 
and Mr. K. Burling, General Manager, Brighton Telephone 
Area. The members of the team were introduced to 
Mr. Thompson, who formally accepted the Bray Trophy on 
behalf of the S.E.T.R.

A. J. Bonsall
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The Associate Section National Committee Report
The annual conference was held at the Technical Training 
College, Stone, in May. There were many propositions, some 
of which were very controversial and needed much discus- 
son, but all of which contributed to a lively and interesing 
conference.

A change has been made in the Structure of the committee. 
The chairman, general secretary and treasurer will, from 
now on, be elected annuaHy by the delegates to the Nation! 
Committee, and will hold office for the following year as 
non-voting members of the Committee. They will, therefore, 
not become involved as regionaa delegates and can devote 
all their time to the Nation! Committee.

A pleasant duty was the creation of a new post—that of 
vice-preeident—and the unanimous decisson of the committee 
was to elect our former chairman, John Dow, to fill this im
portant position. John had been thechairman of the Nation! 
Committee since its inauguration and, indeed, was concerned 
in its conception. Recentty, John has spent a lot of time 
touring the country, giving talks on the subject of the Associate 
Section Nationa Committee, and has been very successful in 
increasmg our membership. We trust that, should centres 
and regions require a enprntentativn from the Nationaa 
Committee, or a person to make prcsentations, they will 
remember our vice-president.

The following officers were elected to serve on the com
mittee for the 1974-75 scstion.

Chairman: Mr. T. H. Hopkins, Northern Ireland 
Directorate.

Vice-Chairman: Mr. J. Hannah, Scotland Directorate.
Geneeai Sncre-ary: Mr. P. L. Hewlett (telephone 01-261

416 9. '
esststant Secreeary: Mr. S. McDonald (telephone 0266 

6123).
Treasurer: Mr. P. G. White (telephone 04536 2943).
Edit»-: Mr. C. F. Newton (telephone 094 34 2361).
Quiz Organizer: Mr. Ki. Marden (telephone 0204 27560).
Project Organizer: Mr. E. W. H. Philcox (telephone 0234 

61561.

Visits Secreeary: Mr. B. Hickie (telephone 035 281 3190).
. Any centre wishing to contact the new vice-president is 
invited to do so via the general secretary.

Cotswold Trophy
The Cotswold Trophy was awarded, this year, to Otley 

Centre. The committee was pleased to make this award in the 
light of the continued efforts of the members of this small 
North-Eastern Region centre, in producing the Nationaa 
News, our very much appreciated little journal. Otley has 
produced the Nationaa News, under the leadership of our 
editor, Colin Newton, since the very beginning, and has 
maintained a high standard.

National Museum
Such has been the enthusiastic response to the National 

Museum project, that Eric Philcox, the organizer, has been 
inundated with offers of exhibits and suggeSions for further
ing the project from all over the country. So much so, in 
fact, that the main Institution Counccl has become interested 
and has set up a Museum Committee to investigate ways and 
means of gaining further support and sponsorship for the 
project.

The committee’s first meeting was held at Stone, and a 
friendly, co-operative atmosphere was established. Ideas were 
exchanged which could ultimately result in a fine museum 
being set up, and the general feeling was that one of the first 
priorities must be to find storage space for all of the potential 
exhibits. A report is being prepared by the chairman, Mr. A. 
Ness.

In the meantime, our members can rest assured that a lot 
of progress is being made towards a museum of which the 
Associate Section can be proud.

P. L. Hewlett
E. W. H. Philcox

Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers
Essay Competition, 1974-75

To further interest in the performance of engineering duties, 
and to encourage the expression of thought given to day-to
day departmental activities, the Council of the Institution of 
Post Office Electrical Engineers offers prizes totalling £40 for 
the five most meritorious essays submitted by Post Office 
engineering staff below the rank of Inspector. In addition to 
the five prizes, the Council awards five certificates of merit. 
Awards of prizes and certificates made by the Institution are 
recorded on the staf dockets of the recipients.

An essay submitted for consideration of an award in the 
essay competition, and also submitted in connexion with the 
Associate Section I.P.O.E.E. prizes, will not be eligible to 
receive both awards.

In judging the merits of an essay, consideration will be given 
to clearness of expressíon, correct use of words, neatness and 
arrangement and, although technic! accuracy is essential a 
high technical standard is not absolutely necessary to qualify 
for an award. The Councíi hopes that this assurance will 
encourage a larger number to enter. Marks will be awarded for 
originality.

Copies of previous prize-winning essays have been bound 
and placed in the Institution Cento! Library. Members of the 
Associate Section can borrow these copies from the Librarian, 
I.P.O.E.E., 2 12 Gresham Street, London, EC2V 7AG.

Competitors may choose any subject relevant to engineer
ing activities in the Post Office. A4-size paper should be used, 
and the essay should contain between 2,000 and 5,000 words. 
A one-inch margin should be left on each page. A certificate 
is required to be given by each competitor, at the end of the 
essay, in the following terms:

“In forwarding the foregoing essay of.........words, I certify 

that the work is my own unaided effort, both in regard to 
composition and drawing.”

Name (in Block Capitals')....................................................

Signature ...................................................................................

Official Address..................................................................

The essays must reach:
The Secretary,
The Institution of Post Office Electric! Engineers,
2-12 Gresham Street,
London, EC2V 7AG

by 15 January, 1975.
The Council reserves the right to refrain from awarding the 

full numbers of prizes and certificates if, in its opinion, the 
essays submitted do not attain a sufficiently high standard.

Election of Members of Council, 197-4-75
The results of the recent elections of Members of Council 

are given below, the names being shown in the order of votes 
counted.

Grade Representation
Members in the British Post Office Headquarters Departments 

holding posts in Bands 9 and 10:
Mr. F. Bateson, returned unopposed.
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Members in the London Regions holding posts in Bands 9 
and 10:

Mr. K. B. Hinchliffe, returned unopposed.
Members in Provincial Regions, and in the Factories Divi

rion (Provinces), holding posts in Bands 9 and 10:
Mr. J. Farrand,
Mr. J. T. Crocker,
Mr. J. Storey,
Mr. S. B. Watkins,
Mr. P. J. O’Doherty.

Inspectors of the British Post Office Headquarters Depart
ments and the London Regions:

Mr. D. V. Gasson, returned unopposed.

Draughtsmen and above, and Illustrators and above, but 
below the senior satory structure, of the British Post 
Office Headquarters Departments, and of the London 
Regions:

Mr. K. J. B. Potter,
Mr R. 0). G. Clarke.

Draughtsmen and above, but below the senior sabry 
structure, of Provinciaa Regions and of the Factories 
Division (Province^:

Mr. G. W. Warner,
Mr. P. H. Harrison,
Mr. H. Edwards
Mr. M. J. Poydrr,
Mr. Ml. A. Hl. Mathews,
Mr. G. S. Gorst,
M G ; ■ ,i
Mr. R. E. Williams.

Constitution of the CouncH
The constitution of the Councci for the year 197*4-75 will, 

therefore, be as follows:
Mr. J. F. P. Thoms—Chairman.
Mr. D. Wray—-Vcce-Chairman.
Mr. T. Pilling—Vice-Chairman.
Mr. R. T. Mayne—Honorary Treasurer.
Mr. H. Banhha—Representing the members holding posts 

in Bands 5 to 8 of the senior sabry structure of the 
British Post Office Headquarters Departments, and of 
the London Regions.

Mr. A. Ness—Representing the members in the Provincial 
Regions holding posts in Bands 5 to 8 of the senior 
satary structure.

Mr. F. Batesoo—Representing the members in the British 
Post Office Headquarters Departments holding posts in 
Bands 9 and 10 of the senior salary structure.

Mr. K. B. Hinchlifff—Representing the members in London 
Regions holding posts in Bands 9 and 10 of the senior 
sabiry structure.

Mr. J. Farraad—Representing the members in Provinciaa 
Regions, and of the Factories Division (Provinces), 
holding posts in Bands 9 and 10 of the senior salary 
structure.

Mr. J. C. Fletcher—Representing the members of the 
British Pori; Office Headquarters Departments, and of 
the Factories Division (London), listed in Rule 4(a), with 
the exception of those in Groups 14 and 15.

Mr. M. O Armitage—Representing the Executive Engineers 
and Asshiant Regionaa Motor Transport Officers of the 
London Region.

Mr. D. L. Otereeson—-Rec>tecentiicg the Executive Engineers 
Assistant Regionaa Motor Transport Officers, Experi
mental Officers and Ocientiffc Officers of the Provinciaa 
Regions, and Factory Executive Engineers and Factory 
Overseers of the Factories Division (Provinces).

Mr. M. G. Grace—Representing the Assistant Executive 
Engineers, Technical Assistants, Semor ScCentific Assis
tants, Assistant Experimental Officers, Third Officers, 
Fourth Officers, Third Engineers, Fourth Engineers 

Electrical Engineers and Assistant Technical Costs 
Officers of the British Post Office Headquarters Depart - 
ments, and Assistant Factory Foremen of the Factories 
Division (London).

Mr. T. Austin—Representing the Assistant Executive 
Engineers and Technical Assistants of the London 
Regions.

Mr. D. W. Oharmma—Representing the Assistant Executive 
Engineers, Technical Assistants, Senior Scient^ffc Assis
tants and Assistant Experimental Officers of the Pro - 
vincial Regions, and Assistant Factory Foremen of the 
Factories Division (Provinces).

Mr. D. V. Gassoo—Repre«zmtcg the Inspectors of the 
British Post Office Headquarters Departments and the 
London Regions.

Mr. B. A. B. Wood—Representing the Inspectors of the 
Provincial Regions.

Mr. Ki. J. B. Poitte—Representing the Draughtsmen and 
above, and Illustrators and above, but below the senior 
salary structure, of the British Post Office Headquarters 
Departments, and of the London Regions.

Mr. G. W. Warder—Representing the Draughtsmen and 
above, but below the senior salary structure, of the 
Provincial Regions and of the Factories Division 
(Provinces).

Mr. A. J. Barkkr—Representing the Corporate Members 
holding non-engineering posts in the British Post 
Office (Rule 11(a)).

Mr. E. C. Offoor—Representing the Affiliated Members of 
the British Post Office Headquarters Departments and 
the London Regions.

Mr. R. B. Lloyd—Representing the Affiliated Members of 
the Provincial Regions.

A. B. Wherry
Secretary

London Centre Program, 1974-75
Meetings will be held at Fleet Building, Shoe Lane, London, 

E.C.4, commencing at 17.00 hours.

Tuesday 15 October:
Management Sciences in Telecommunications by T Lomas.

November (date to be announced):
The Home Ofiice Police Computer Unit by G. HI. Atherton 
of the Home Office.

Wednesday 15 January:
Plastics in Telecommunications by J. D. Austin.
Tuesday 4 February:
Estimation ofLong-Term Demaadfor New Telecommunication 
Services by A. A. L. Reid.

Wednesday 26 February:
Aluminium Alloy as a Conductor for Local-Network Cables by 
J. Pritchett and D. W. Stenson.

Tuesday 11 March:
Locaa DiHrbutioo—A Time for Change? by A. G. Hare.

Wednesday 16 April:
Teletraffic Engineering by A. G. Leighton. .

Tuesday 29 April:
oclmafc^luitarDevice Devdopmeen w/ih/c the Poss Office by 
S. O’Hara.

The annual general meeting of the Institution will preceed 
the last meeting of the 1974-75 sessson, to be held at the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place, Victoria 
Embankment, London, W.C.2, commencing at 17.00 hours.

Wednesday 14 May:
Annual general meeting, followed by Global and Regionaa 
Oatdlite Communicaaionn—The Evolving Scene by J. KI. 0. 
Jowett.
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Good news for data line users
A permanent swept record in minutes from 
switch-on with the Hewlett-Packard
Amplitude and Delay Distortion Analyzer, 

Portabiiity and ease of use are two of 
m the outstanding features of the 
P Hewlett-Packard Model 3770A which

will recommend it as an invaluable test 
instrument to all data line users. Here 
are some ofthe others:HF *TTransmitterand receiver

combined in a single, rugged. 
easy-to-carry case.

' 96Measuresgroup delay and 
attenuation distortion 
using CCITT approved 
principles.

9% Frequency range:200 Hz to 20 kHz.
>6 Synthes^er generator gives enhanced 

repeatability of results.
96Absolute level measurements from +10 

dBm to -50 dBm from 200 Hz to 20 kHz.
eeSoHd state digital ^spays. Selectable 

digital averaging facility to improve 
noise rejection.

~K Faculties provided include: automatic 
continuous/single frequency sweep and 
incremental stepping; X-Y recorder 
outputs; loudspeaker; telephone facility.

96Options include: d.c. loop holding; 
flexible tone blanking.

9% Accessories: X-Y recorder in carrying 
case.

E 3770A AMPLI I UDI /DELAY DISTORTION ANALYZER 
>é»V.i IS I Al »AH.
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GET THE DETAILS OF MODEL 3770A 
Just write to Hewlett-Packard Ltd., 

224 Bath Road, Slough, Berks. SL1 4DS.

HEWLJrTTE PACKARD
Sales, service and support In 172 centres in 65 countries.
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The world's most advanced pomputer- 
communications switching system 

undergoing routine tests.

Rite

Today’s telex exchange
SPC: electronic; solid state



Plessey System 4660
Not so much an exchange as a computer that can take all 
the requirements of a telex network in its stride. There 

are no crosspoints in the conventional sense—the signal 

path is routed through the computer core memory.
Here are some of the things it can do: if an addressed 

line is busy it can hold the message until it is cleared; it 

can send a message to a required number of addresses in 
one operation; it can store messages until low tariff 
periods commence; it can select alternative/optional 
routes . . .

These are merely some of the sophisticated extras 
System 4660 can offer, but they indicate the advanced 

technology of its design. The terminal equipment, for 

example, includes operator consoles With c.r.t. display, 

print-out or magnetic cassette.
Sizes: systems can range up to 32,000 lines.

Features include: High traffic capability - Modular 
design - CCITT compatibility - Economy and low cosf • 

Speed and code conversion - Ease of maintenance • 
Automatic message accounting ‘ Self diagnosis and 
fault indication - Space saving - Solid siate reliability • 

Flexibility and speed of installation.
There is a full spares and after sales service.

For further information about System 4660 
please write or telephone: Plessey Telecommunications, 
Major Systems Marketing, 

Edge Lane, Liverpool, England L7 9NW.
Telephone: Liverpool (051) 228 4830. Telex: 62267.

Cordless Switchboard Operator 
position handling assistance 
call with CRT Visual Display.

PLESSEY
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
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cabieform cnntrnllers 
dflllvertheU£A.PontOfficeunoifc

Atypical Cableform assembly.

"HARBILT Model H.S.V. 3 light urban delivery van. One of a fleet of 30 
recently supplied to the U.S; Postal Service,Western Region,California,S.S.A."

without

• noise
• pollution
• effort

Cableeorm have pioneered control systems for the 
electric battery traction industry for over 20 years. 
Today they supply for use in no less than 85% of 
British Trucks and to 30 overseas. The range of 
Pulsomatic controllers provides a pre-determined 
level of power to the vehicle preventing motor

overload, excess battery strain and smooth safe 
transmission.
A control system can be tailored to your own 
vehicle requirements. Why not consult Cableform, 
a company at the heart of the electric traction 
indussry.

Please write for further details about Cableform Fu/somatic controllerrs—

Caaietorm Limited - Green Lane - Romiley - Cheshire SK3 33Q Tel: 061-430 2246 Telex: 669633
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designingsystems 
foruninterruptable

|w 'a

™?Shsj

We have proved that already to 
Netherlands Post; Office, British Post; 
Office, Netherlands Railways 
Royaa Dutch Airimes KLM, Shell, 
Esso, N.A.M., ICI, Dow Chemicaa, 
Amsterdam-Rotterdam Bank, 
Kredietbank - Brussels 
Caisse Générale d’Epargne et de 
Retraite to mention but a few names 
connected with data processmg.

Heemaf no-break sets, with either a 
battery or a diesel engine as 
emergency- energy source, 
- safeguard the quality of the electric 
power supply to computers by 
blocking impurities in the public 
mains supply and by stabilizing the 
voltage, 
- safeguard the continuity of the 
eleicric power supply to computers by 
taking over the energy supply, 
without any interruption, as soon as a 
mains failure occurs.

Heemaf has the staff and the 
know-how (in excess of ten million 
running-hours experience) to provide 
expert assistance in anyno-break 
project, which may involve power 
ratings ranging from 20 kVA to 
1200 kVA per installation, right from 
the design to the operating stage. 
Service facilities available within 
24 hours, practically all over the 
world.

For detailed information contact 
heemaf bv 
hengelo, holland 
p.o. box 4 
telex44307hmfn1

H
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Dundee

GLASGOW 
end exchanges 
Glasgow 
Aberdeen

IPSWICH 
endexchanges 
Ipswich 
Cambridge 
Chelmsford 
Norwich

LIVERPOOL 
end exchanges 
Liverpool 
Belfast 
Bradford 
Chester 
Edinburgh 
Hull 
Leeds 
Lytham 
Manchester 
Middlesbrough 
Newcastle 
Preston ‘^^

L0 N D O N 
endexdianges 
KingWilliam Street 
Royal L-xCcmge 
Bedford 
Brighton 
Croydon 
East London.
Guildford 
Kingston 
Law Courts 
North London 
Maidstone 
Portsmouth 
Reading 
Watford 
West End 
West End Claims 
West London

TRANSIT . 
EXCHANGES
London 
Birmingham
I pswich 
Bristol 
Liverpool 
Glasgow

BRISTOL 
andexchanges 
Bristol 
Bournemouth 
Cardiff 
Dublin 
Exeter 
Plymouth 
Southampton 
Swansea

BIRMINGHAM 
end exchanges 
Birmingham

' Coventry 
Leicester 
Nottingham 
Sheffield 
Shrewsbury 
Stoke 
Wolverhampton 
Worcester

LIVERPOOL
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The Spider&Web
Telephone network by Pye Business Communications Ltd. 
links head offices and branches of
Guardian Royal Exchange Assurance Group.

The new fully-automatic private telephone network for the Guardian Royal 
Exchange Assurance Group was conceived and designed by communication consultant 
C. J. W. Macaulay. The equipment, engineered, supplied and installed by 
Pye Business Communications will provide efficient, economical communication 
between GRE head offices and branches in the United Kingdom.

This highly advanced system, designed to pay for itself within a few years, 
comprises a main network of wideband carrier links (with sufficient spare capacity for 
data transmission), and simple private wire links to peripheral offices.
A universal 5-digit numbering scheme is employed, accessed by a single digit from 
the Philips high-speed push-button telephones. Now, for GRE, calling Edinburgh 
from Ipswich is assimple asa five-finger exercise. ' “

Pye Business 
Communications Ltd
Cromwell Rd. Cambridge CB1 3HE
Tel. 0223 45191 Telex 81547

A m&nberof ye Ofc a GGrflg^dG Gra/p

Pye Business Communications' capability in PAX and PABX telephone systems 
can improve the efficiency of your existing installation or provide you , 
with a comptete^ new system - with facihties such as computer access at the 
press of a button on your telephone. The savings to you are both direct and 
indirect. And very considerable.

LONDON

BRISTOL

Carrier Super Group 
240kHz (60 channels)

Carrier Link48kHz 
(12 channels)

Post Office tariff S series 
tie lines

PSWICH



Now you cap give your 
small §ubscribers

a big-usecomplex
The GTEX100 is a brand new 

electronic branch exchange that 
opens up-at low cost-a wide range of 
sophisticated telephone communica
tions for small subscribers.

Now the smaller user, with 25 or 50 
telephone extensions, can get all the 
benefits of a big-user exchange to 
improve his communications and- 
overall business efficiency.

The GTEX 100 incorporates 
advanced features like ‘Wait: on 
Trunksj 'Call forwarding; 'Ring Back 
When Free'TransitSwitching'and 
many more time-saving programmes- 
i n a compacfifree-standing unitthe 
size of a filing cabinet.You can use 
dial or key instruments, and to extend 
the capacity to 75 orfOO lines all you 
need is a second cabinet.And the 
GTEX 100 works in blissful sience.

The special light-emitting diode 
(LEiD) busy/free display gives the 
operator at-a-glance recognition of- 
line status, including indication of 
Internal/External Call, Class of Service
Identification and, internally Calling
Line ldentification.This electronic line 

status display also acts as a built-in 
scanner to diagnose faults.The 
miniaturised plug-in distribution 
frame enables the most unskiiled user 
to allocate or re-allocate extension 
numbers to users, and plug-in slides 
allow quick replacement of a faulty 
circuit which can then be checked 
out later at a central depot.

SPACE DIVIDED PRECIOUS 
METALSPEECH PATH

The GTEX 100 PABX was developed 
by GTE International at its inter
national Switching Development 
Laboratory at Rochester in Kent. The 
system uses a space divided precious 
metal speech path with distributed 
control, organised round an electronic 
TDM data highway The switching 
matrix has a single stage non-blocking 
array which allows almost unlimited 
expansion to cope with heavy traffic, 
or to provide specialised require
ments for heavy trunking. Because of 
TDM control, only two wires are 
switched through the matrix. This 
improves efficiency of crosspoint .
division and, together with miniaturised,

5

The fûllowingtelecommuriicatiors 
products are being supplied by 
GTE international to UK. customers:

0 Radiolink Systems for TVand 
Telephony

0 Space Communications Equipment
0 Echo Suppressors .

O Supervisory Equipment utilisingMOS
LSI Techniques

0 FDMMultiplex
0 Large EleeCronic PABX
0 Data Modems
O ln-Band Signalling Equipment
0 HouseTelephone Systems



high rellabiilty relays, produces a low-cost yet 
completely reliable switch. Standardised 
components streamline stocking and purchasing- 
for example, there are only six types of 
miniature relays.
SUBSCRIBER GETS ALL MODERN PABX FEATURES 
ON A SMALL UNIT

The GTEX100 gives subscribers the latest 
PABX features. .

Wait-on. Ilf an extension finds all trunk lines 
busy he dials a special digit and hangs up.The 
extension can then continue to receive and make 
calls in the usual way. But, as soon as a trunk line 
and the extensionare both free, his telephone is 
automatically rung and the extension connected 
to that free CrcuitThis benefit also applies to tie
line working.

Ringwhenfree. Ilf an extension dialsan internal 
call and receives a busy tone, he dials a pre
arranged digit to put the call in waiting on the 
wanted number. He then hangs up. The PABX

In addition GTE International can offer:

• Battetyless KeyphonesforDecadic 
SgnalHng Exchanges

• Subscribers Carrier Equipment
• Trunk Connected Telephones
• Smaal EledronicPABX(50/100 lines)
• Add-on Toll Ticketing Systems for 

existingPABX
• EleetromcMain Exchange(induding

SPC, transportable units and TSPS)
• ElectronicAutomaticDiallers (MF/ 

decadic signalling) for MAX or PABX 
testing)

• Stackable(higHyflexible) FDM 
Multiplex

• 24 and 3G Channel PCM and Higher 
Order Encoders

• Rial io Link Systems up to 27GG 
channels capacity 

continuously monitors the TDM free highway 
When the wanted extension isfree, the GTEX 1GG 
automatically rings the calling extension and, 
when it answers, automatically rings the wanted 
number. A series of numbers in one group can 
also be handled in the same way.

Call forwarding. If an extension wants to 
arrange for incoming calls to be received on 
another telephone, ne simply dials a given digit 
into the CTEX 1GG, followed by the number to 
which he wants calls transferred. All incoming calls, 
are then automatically routed to the second 
instrument. This feature can also be used to aid 
staff location. Dialling the same number of the 
telephone in the empty office puts the call 
through to the temporary location dr the owner 
of that extension.

Extension group search. By dialling the first 
number in agroup of sequentially numbered 
extensions,the equipment can be programmed 
to ringthe first free extension in that group.

Line Lock out. If an extension remains off-hook 
without dialling, or after an incomplete PABX 
number, that line will be ‘parkedfThis ensures that 
registers are available for other calls.The line is 
released from park when the extension goes 
on-hook.
BIG USER BENEFITS AT SMALL USER COSTS

These and other advanced features of modern 
PABX design are often barred to smaller 
subscribers because of cost. Now with CTEX 1GG, 
they too can transform their telephone systems 
into a highly effective business tool, streamllning 
operations, saving time and money and improving 
working conditions.

If you would like to see a system working with 
the GTEX !••, or require more information on any 
of our range please write to or ’phone: Chris 
Cannon, GTE International, Central Way, Feltham, 
Middlesex. Telephone: G1-89G1455.Telex: 93483G. 

, Or GTE Teleoomunicazioni Sp.A.,Via Turah 27, 
2G121 Milan, Italy; GTE International,
1 Stamford Forum, Stamford, Connecticut, USA.

fiRTTS InTERnATIOnAL
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The quiet answer 
to your 

heated exchanges
Temperature Limited, leading British manufacturers 

of air-conditioning, have collaborated with the Post 
Office to design and develop air-handling equipment 
tailored to meet the stringent requirements of the 
telecommunications industry - in terms of sound level, 
construction and performance.

The vertical air-handling unit illustrated is one of a 
series produced by Temperature Limited, specifically 
to meet these criteria.
H Five basic models (5-20 TR refrigeration ; 3.000

12,000 c.f.m.)
■ All units factory piped, wired and tested
■ A11 basic electrical controls, modulating valves, 

etc, in-built as standard
■ Site work limited to the coupling of water, air and 

electrical services
JH High component quality ensures fundamental 

reliability and minimal servicing
■ In-built fault diagnosis
■ Unit designed for low noise emission
■ Unit flexibility enhanced by wide range of 

optional features
■ 'In-space’ or ‘Pod' application ensures maximum 

utilisation of apparatus room floor space

For full details, please send this coupon now.

I would like to know more about the 
Temperature range of air-handling units 
for the telecommunications industry.

Name
Position

Temperature 
■ LIM1YED

192-206 York Road
London SW11 3Ss 
Telephone : 01-223 0511

Company
Address...

POEE 1
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REGAVOLTSBERCOSTATS

REGASPEEEDHSR BERCOTROL

POWER RESISTQRS

urtwstwnú

■mBmiffl mi

VOLTAGE STABILISERS

■ ■ BERCOSTATS - Power’ Rheostats Potentiometers 
■ HEGAVOOLS- Variable Auto Transformers ... ',
■ REGASPEED and HSR - Open Loop.Speed Controllers!

_(or use with D;C Shunt Motors) _ , ■ ' '
■ BERCOTROL - Closed Loop Thyristor Speed Controllers 

(for use with D.C. Shunt Motors) .
■ Fixed and Preset Power Resistors
■ PVS Voltage Stabilisers -
Wnle or telephone [or new literature . .
BERCO CONTROLS LIMITED ■
Baird Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN1 TUA Tel: 01804 2411

NEON8R 
FILAMENT ¿ 

INDICATORS

t 9-3mm(%")

___ 32mm 

I

For Audio Equipment 
Electrical Appliances 
Intercomm Systems 
Control Panels
•^Made in U.K. *>• Good Delivery
*lr Competitive Prices

. 5 22

Wrlte now for 
data and prices

Associates Ltd
Cricketfield Lane, Blahop'a WciF..^Herts.sTeUphoné: 0279-55347
Telex: 87533 REMO STORT

CHOOSE FROM

8

THE

nil RANGEOF 
r In VIDEO MONITORS

IN 7 SIZES (9” to 
24”) WITH TWO 
CABINET LAYOUTS

U Designed for broadcast. industrial security and CCTV svstemsand

■
 capable of providing bright clear dam display. All solid state silicon 
circuits. Provides high stability factor so mm constant readjustment is 
unnecessary. Two'plug in'printed circuit boards make for easy

M maintenance. Extremely bright pictures can be produced by the high 
H resolution and black level clamping features. Unimpaired performance 
■ over a wide range of voltage fluctuations. Available with many optional 

facilities to meet every application.
Good performance — good delivery - keenly priced.

I Write for further details and technical leaflet.
COTRON ELECTRONICS LTD I

S Eden S(reet. Coventry. Telephone 0203-89636 & 84732 JW■■■■■l■■l■l■l■t'
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thus: “‘From The Post Office Electricaa Engineers’ JournaL”
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run mmmmmmniuuor 
»mminecmu sms
Wandel & Goltermann have the answers 
with the PSM-7 fully - automatic, 
selective end - to - end sweep system 
with computer control.

• o •

FrequencyW KHztoo 100 MHz. Resolutionl Hz level range-120 dBm. Level resolution 0.001 DB.

® Wandel & Goltermann (UK) Limited
I Im I 40-48 High Street, Acton, London W3 6LG.

Telephone (01) 992 6791. Telex 934489!.
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_ D6 you en°wwhatelse 
Herman Smith can do?

i

“'62'" type equipment is the 
aspect of ouroutputyou probably 
already knowabout. It'sworth 
remembering however, that we 
produce manyothertypesof 
presswork and sheet metal 
assembhes which may ee of use 
to you. . . T11Weare acuteyawareof the 
needs ofthe electrical and 
electronics industriesand our 
experience m these spheres 
Is comprehensive.

weare prepared fogany 
challenge, complex or simple, 
large or small. Try us.

WepsoducethesangeO‘f6«' 
typeequipmentincludingthe 
tacSsthemselves,shelf 
ascembees, card locks, card 
g uides. slide brackets* dummy 
t'ontClhrSes,s•rc.Wsalso 
undertake electrical and 
slsctrovicassemb;--ieS;

Contact Peter Bowen
HermanSmith Limited CinderbankWorks Netherton Dudley
Worcestersb‘re T_elepleveJp.uflsa 5279 IL
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